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PREFACE
In pursuing the study of Chinese art I was struck by the similarity of “radically
modern notions” regarding art conceived of in the post-war culture of America, with
certain aspects of Chan painting and with Chinese literati painting initiated in the Song.
What, actually, had spurred the Chinese artists of a thousand and more years ago to
splash paint, to conceptualize art as a performance, to declare independence from
accepted formal aesthetic norms? To make “coarse” art, or as stated by Ou-Yang Hsiu of
certain Song literati poetry, an art that was a “bitter mouthful” (Bush, Literati 5)? Were
there similarities in the zeitgeist of the eras? Was it a similarity of class, of economic and
social realities? Were post-war artists of America consciously or unconsciously
borrowing from eastern philosophy and principles? Concrete connections begged to be
found.
Striking visual and anecdotal parallels are numerous. Throughout the course of
China’s art history are examples of acts of art that call to mind an immediate connection
between the ancient past and contemporary present. Wang Xizhi’s Orchid Pavilion
gathering of 353 CE in which he sent wine cups floating down the river on lotus pads
seemed a direct predecessor to Dale Chihuly, sending his blown glass biomorphic orbs
down rivers in Finland, Ireland and Venice. The late Tang Dynasty painter “Ink” Wang
who, while drunk, spattered ink onto silk, stamping it with his feet and smearing it with
his hands, has a palpable connection to Jackson Pollock. Yet another Tang painter used a
human body to create his paint strokes, in the manner of Yves Klein. Another brought to
the court of the emperor a mop and a chicken, and dipping its feet into red ink, painted
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birds flying over a mountain range painted with a single mop stroke across ten yards of
silk, an act resembling the effrontery of the Dadaists, of Marcel Duchamp. The Six
Persimmons by Mu Qi, efficiently painted with a few contour lines and shape, seemed to
have accomplished in 1270 the same aesthetic concepts set into motion by Matisse for the
twentieth century.
The salient feature of the aforementioned works is that they are performances,
extraordinary physical pieces that engage a theoretical aspect of mind, an intellectual
impulse that suggests the form and governs the outcome. They consciously address
concerns that go beyond mere issues of representation or stylistic content. It is art that
functions as an expression of the psyche united to spontaneous action, in an attempt to
embrace the intangible. The legacy of the New York School, from the gesture painters
Jackson Pollock to Joan Mitchell, and the color field painters, from Mark Rothko to
Helen Frankenthaler, shared the same impetus, creating a desire to move beyond tidy
definitions of art, schools and mannerisms of the modernist dogma. My inquiry led to
respective theory, and in the theoretical foundation of the Northern Song literati painters
I found both a starting point and crystallization of the modern counterpart. The theory
surrounding both schools of art seemed in many ways interchangeable.
In the Northern Song Dynasty an idea was born: that art could be an expression
of the artist as an individual, and that individual personality was expressed not
necessarily through subject matter but through the imprint of his brushstroke. The evident
parallel between this idea with the goals of the modernist New York School painters in
the 1940s and 50s led me to pursue the links between theory and text, and the social and
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economic context that gave rise to the art of these times. Although the artists diverged
from preordained technique and theory, their art was an outgrowth of that theory and
eventually became an issue of dogma itself. I thought it would be useful to shed light on
the contemporary battleground of the self in art, by reaching back into the past to find an
early solution to individuality and compare it to a modern one. Both groups of artists
were united by a unique approach to the brushstroke of the individual, and in the process
of picture making used it to proclaim what is quintessentially human.
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ABSTRACT

Both the scholar-amateur painting of the literati, developed in China during the
Northern Song Dynasty (960-1127), and the Abstract Expressionist painters of post-war
America, initiated an innovative aesthetic approach to painting whose hallmark was selfexpression. Although from dissimilar social strata, these painters were among an
intellectual elite who, while disengaging from the prevailing dogma of their time, arrived
at a brushwork style that was animated and individualistic, meant to convey not only the
spirit and life force of the natural world, but also to express the innate and unique
response of the artist’s individual character. This similar approach to style and theory
reflects the powerful effect of the cerebral arts of philosophy, art theory and criticism on
the art production of the individual, in the context of socioeconomic-political culture and
history. The study will make use of primary and secondary sources, art reproductions and
time lines in chapters on art history, theory and criticism in Song Dynasty China and
twentieth-century America. Parallels will be drawn between art style and theory, in
particular that of the Northern Song literati painting and Abstract Expressionism.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
How do styles of art originate? They are inseparable from the context of culture,
grounded in the material life and constructed belief systems of the people who create
them. Buried deep in the early orientation and proclivities of a culture responding to its
environment, styles of art represent dominant cultural traits made manifest over time.
With materials acquired by a culture artists communicate the nature of the cultural
message. Through works of art a culture transmits its beliefs, dreams, aspirations and
discoveries, as well as its physical reality, needs, and its most profound apprehension;
that of its own survival. As such art can be understood as a necessary component of
human survival. It has always been with us.
The needs of primary cultures are directly connected to, indeed living in its art
objects, the origin of style close to its source. The predominate art forms of tribal cultures
are linked to ceremony, as ritual objects body decoration and ceremonial spaces made of
earth and rock. They are connected to daily practical and symbolic use, marvelously
demonstrated by the red cedar boxes and totem poles of the Pacific Northwest indigenous
peoples. Art and life are one, and accessible to all members of the tribe. In pre-industrial
civilizations as that of ancient China, complex technology and trade, elaborate social
hierarchies, specialized craft and labor, and an overt consciousness of art historical
antecedents contribute to an ever-growing complexity in the relationship of life to art.
Paths leading back to the source of style are deeply embedded or concealed. The
relationship of art to the common goal of survival is subtle and diverse among the strata
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of society. Varying groups are formed, each with their own separate needs, beliefs and
aspirations. In industrial civilizations the complexity grows more acute. As art assumes a
primary role as a commodity the nature of art as a cultural necessity is questioned.
Groups within groups arise. Individuals with needs independent from the group have
agendas that they must express. The origin of style is a system of complex paths,
traceable but not always apparent, unique unto themselves.
Yet a unifying factor connects the art of complex civilizations and direct cultures,
of past and present cultures, of cultures separated by east and west. Despite a disparity
of time or distance, similar cultural situations, economic circumstances and needs bring
about a similarity of approach to art, if not to the style itself. Cultures or cultural sets,
facing similar conditions and needs will give rise to or borrow an approach to art which is
useful to them and discard what is not. Despite the confounding complexity of our
biological nature, and of cultural anthropological history, links can be found between the
art production of cultures as disparate, for example, asTang dynasty Buddhism, and the
republics of France and the United States, whose respective Sleeping Buddha Entering
the State of Nirvana at Dazu, and the Statue of Liberty in New York. Both attest, in
analogous hugely attenuated symbolic form, to deeply held cultural aspirations. Despite
advances in technology and what we may regard as social progress, we are and were
always the same species, creators of culture manifested by art, manufactured by
individuals. Culture is fluid and circular rather than progressive and linear, its
transmissions oblivious to space and time.
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Both the painting of the Northern Song literati painters and the American
Abstract Expressionists were products of highly developed civilizations. Each adopted an
approach to art that was based on a reaction to art theory itself and to their unique social
strata. Their comprehensive knowledge and involvement with the art history of their
respective cultures thoroughly informed their methods and style of art. Although
separated by a millennium, geographically and culturally worlds apart, certain aspects of
the cultural history conspired to create in these artists an impulse to confront the most
basic aspect of their materials. They discovered that brush, paint and support could
express a direct connection to the self. Cultural circumstances and theoretical
developments made the time ripe for their art.
This study is a search for analogies between the art and culture of the Northern
Song literati and the New York School, whose artists developed the style of Abstract
Expressionism, in order to demonstrate a connection between artist identity, theory and
cultural context. The artist, working in the context of a specific social group that valued
individuality as well as originality, developed a manner of painting that challenged his
entrenched theoretical and cultural context, leading to the regard of art as the exploration
of self. In this art the brush was “unleashed” from demands of history and theory,
responding instead to concerns of the self, supported by a social group with mutual
concerns. The Northern Song literati spoke of the expression of the artist’s thoughts and
feelings through the brushwork and the imagery of the painting. The Abstract
Expressionist sought to find primal and universal meaning through the self, as expressed
by the artist’s brushstroke. They produced an art that was shaped by cultural self-
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consciousness and self-interest, a style whose source was as much intellectual as visual.
Through the individual brushstroke artists told their own stories, in reaction to a
cumulative history.
The integration and inseparable nature of art and culture is a subtext for this
study. Both historical eras will be explored as the fertile ground that nurtured the
painting of the Northern Song literati painters and the New York School, with a
concentration on intellectual and psychological aspects of culture pertaining to theory.
The purpose of the study is not to find a rapprochement of style, for although aspects of
the two styles are similar, literati painting and Abstract Expressionism differ
tremendously in size, materials and subject. It is predominantly in theory that the styles
are closely related and in many ways interchangeable. Theoretical ideas will be presented
in the context of history, culture, and of the respective social groups from which they
were issued. The manifestation of theory of is found in the achievements of the individual
artists. The study will focus the artistic development and theoretical influences in the
formative years of the artists rather than on the continued development of their mature
styles.
Painting of the Chinese Northern Song literati of the eleventh century and the
American Abstract Expressionists of the twentieth century are the products of an
extensive cultural history, embedded deep in their respective pasts. China has an
enormously long and passionate cultural history that continued without break until “the
cruel touch of the west” imprinted its transforming hand. America is a continuance of
western culture that jumped a continent; transformed by the New World it continued to
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be shaped by the old. Both cultures represent cycles of social upheaval, invasion and
war, alternating with peace, prosperity and cultural flowering. In essence they shared a
past of conscious intellect. The artists who created the paintings of the eras concerned
had thoroughly absorbed not only a history of art, but also an intellectual history of
theory, criticism and philosophy. The cultural conditions that gave rise to these two
groups of painters will be the context of this study. The effect of theory on brushstroke,
the phenomena causing artists separated by great physical, cultural and temporal distance
to produce an art of similar aesthetic intent, will be its focus.
The first chapters will discuss the Song Dynasty (960 – 1279 CE) in the context
of China’s history, with an emphasis placed on the development and character of the
scholar class, from which the literati tradition emerged. Key motivating factors,
philosophical, political and social, will be traced, followed by a discussion of its rise to
prominence in the Northern Song Dynasty. A chapter on the art of the Song Dynasty,
with antecedents pertaining to the development of landscape painting and the literati
ideal in art, will serve to distinguish the Northern Song literati painters’ accomplishment.
Wenren hua, the term designating scholar-officials who also practiced the art of painting,
inherited and developed the traditions and neo-Taoism of the Six Dynasties era (265 –
581 CE) gentlemen scholars. These they reignited and expanded during the Northern
Song. As a closely knit group of scholar-officials who were also artists, they formed a
highly educated and elite circle, distinct from the professional and academic court
painters. They ostensibly painted for purposes of self-cultivation and relaxation outside
the confines of Confucian study and the rigors of government service, but the activity
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was also perceived as a significant mark of intellectual accomplishment. This select
group of men congregated around the brilliant and multi-faceted scholar-official Su Shi.
Their style of painting was not accepted at court, and did not become a recognized
“movement” and substantial influence in Chinese art until one hundred years later, after
the demise of the Song.
Strongly influenced by the calligraphic and textual sources that dominated their
lives, the wenren hua developed theory and painting practice that were outside the
mainstream of court and wealthy patronage. Before the time of the Northern Song literati
painters, the art of painting was a public and imperial art, sponsored by the imperial
courts, the powerful hereditary families and the great temples of China. Its purpose was
to convey the emblems, images, values and propaganda of those institutions, a pattern
that continued until the demise of Imperial China. In the hands of Su Shi, Li Kung-lin and
a few others, however, painting began to take on a new role and transform itself into a
formal mode of expression, like poetry, that could serve to convey the mind of the
individual artist. Chinese art could now criticize, reject and subvert as well as glorify its
patrons. When seen in this capacity, the art of painting began to systematically attract
intelligent and highly educated men (Barnhart, Classic10).
A chapter is dedicated to their art, theory and lifestyle, with specific attention to
characteristics of the social group that led to the expression of self through the
brushstroke. As a group they possessed a combination of, peculiar to China, contrasting
roles. The wenren hua epitomized the Confucian junzi, a noble gentleman scholar; they
were government officials, bureaucrats, scholars, poets, aesthetes, and painters, whose
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lives purportedly exemplified the literati ideal. The painting they produced was the
expression of an “ethical” personality, unconcerned with the technical extravagance of
court painting. It was plain in comparison, emphasizing the idea that the style with which
a painter controlled his brush conveyed his inner nature. Brushstrokes were seen as an
expression of the spirit of the individual more than as a matter of composition and skill in
recording the real world, or of decorative effects.
The subsequent sections concern the development of Abstract Expressionism, and
follow much the same pattern of that of the Northern Song literati. They include a
contextual history of the Progressive Era and the Great Depression, periods that fostered
the initial intellectual development of the Abstract Expressionist painters at the onset of
the twentieth century. The growth and influx of European modernism into the culture of
the American intelligentsia is discussed, as is the context of the avant-garde. A
discussion of the bombardment of political and aesthetic theory upon the artists of the
New York School that eventually proved to be the impetus for forging a uniquely
American style of self-expression, leads to chapters on Abstract Expressionist style. The
section closes with a chapter on theory and brushstroke, and the characteristics of the
social group that help meld the style into a distinct set of theory and manner of painting.
The final chapter of this thesis will draw parallels between chronological
developments in technology and economics, and the socio-political history of the two
eras that set the stage for the freedom of individual expression shared by both groups of
artists. Discussed are similarities of philosophy and culture that led ultimately to a theory
of painting in which the self-ethos of the particular social groups defined the painting
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style. It closes with the profound effect of the self-ethos on the subsequent development
of art in the respective cultures, and with examples of the cross influences that mark
current trends in art. The artists of the Northern Song literati and the New York School
worked in the context of their specific social group in times that supported their own selfworth, individuality, as well as originality. In replacing entrenched theoretical and
cultural ideas with their own, this individuality blossomed into a manner of painting in
which the brush was “unleashed” from demands of history and theory, and used
specifically as a tool of self-exploration.
The fluid, expressionist, and individualistic brushwork used by painters of the
Northern Song Literati and mid-twentieth-century Abstract Expressionists is the
culminating effect of the cerebral arts of philosophy, art theory and criticism on art
production, and a challenge to formal methodology and didactic theory in favor of the
conveyance of personal expression.

Review of the Literature
A complete study of the effect of theory on brushstroke in Northern Song literati
and twentieth-century Abstract Expressionist painting requires a contextual analysis of
the Song Dynasty of China (960-1279); the Northern Song literati (960-1127) and their
antecedents of the Tang Dynasty; twentieth-century American culture; Modernist art; and
Abstract Expressionism. General information on the interplay of art and culture is
gleaned from Hatcher (1985) and Alland (1977).
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Song Dynasty China
The New Encyclopaedia Britannica Macropaedia (2002) with essays on the Song
Dynasty by Stanford scholar of Chinese literature James Liu and Song authority
Brian E. McKnight, provides a thorough but concise description of the history of Song
China, with geographic, historical, political and demographic maps, and index
supplements that include Wade-Giles and Pinyin spelling and definitions. Freeman (19
77) and Gernet (1962) and the Bulletin of Song and Yuan Studies provide further
contextual information. Clayre (1985) and Goodrich are additional cultural histories of
art; Smith and Wang-go a pictorial art history. Fong (1996), an art exhibition catalogue of
the pivotal exhibition of monumental Chinese art at the Metropolitan Musuem of Art in
New York, contains excellent essays on the scholar-official as artist. Siren (1956) is a
thorough index of art history of the Song period, one of a seven volume scholarly work,
using information available at mid-twentieth century. Siren (1963) contains an excellent
chapter on Chan painting. Waley (1958), although dated in perspective, provides a
general history of China within a record of Chinese painting and includes vivid details
regarding key players. Franke (1960), Chaffee (1995) and Lo (1988) analyze data on the
examination system in the Song Dynasty in a social science context, documenting the
reality instead of restating the generalized perceptions of the Song scholar class.
Chinese philosophy as it relates to art was found in Coomarswarmy (1977) Watts
(1975), and Galik, Guorong, and Graham in the Journal of Chinese Philosophy (2004).
Supplementary discussion of the Song scholar class was found in Tomi and Kracke in the
scholarly journal Change in Sung China (1969).
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Northern Song Literati Painting
Essays by Jang and Barnhart in Liu and Ching, eds. (1999), and Harrist (1998)
contain daily life, ritual perspective of the literati in the Song and Yuan China. Bush
(1971, 1985) has translated early texts of criticism and theory of Chinese painting with
historical and critical commentary. Zehou (1994) discusses the history and development
of Chinese aesthetics in painting and poetry, with particular insight into the Wei-Jin era
that was so influential in the formation of the Chinese wenren hua ideal, with a chapter
on landscape painting of the Song and Yuan. Liu (1962) is an introduction to the art of
Chinese poetry, with which literati painting is intimately connected. Lin (1947) is a
narrative biography of the pivotal Su Shi and Egan (1994) an excellent critical biography
with a thorough examination of his administrative life, poetry, and art. Sickert (1971) and
Sullivan (1999) are broad textbook histories of the arts of China with a brief introduction
to literati painting. Sullivan’s The Book of Art vol. 9 (1965) contains an excellent graph
tracing the three branches of Chinese painting; additional scholarly texts (1999, 1979) are
reflective and insightful. Cahill (1988, 1994, 1996), renowned scholar of Chinese art,
includes exhibition catalogue observations, lyricism in Chinese painting, and revisionist
views on the scholar-amateur painting. Mechanics and principles of Chinese painting are
found in Rowley (1959), Kwo (1981) and Silbergard (1982). Harrist (1991 and 1998)
focuses on Li-Kunglin, the scholar’s landscape and its significance. Barnhart (1993 and
1999) also explore literati style, intent and meaning.
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Images were taken from the website Visual Sourcebook of Chinese Civilization,
prepared by Patricia Buckley Ebrey (2001), where sources are listed, from the public
domain and may be used for educational purposes.
Twentieth-Century American Art History and Culture
The autobiography of T. H. Benton (1983) provided a comparative assessment of
art issues in the thirties. Brown (1972) is a “pre-revisionist” appraisal of American art in
the twenties and thirties. Henri (1916) contains the pedagogy of Robert Henri as the early
Abstract Expressionists may have heard it. Sources for the history of modern art and
modern art in America were Hunter, Jacobus and Wheeler (2000), Rose (1967), Tighe
and Lang (1977), and Schapiro (1979). Horton and Edwards (1967) was particularly
useful for currents of American thought affecting art and literature. European contextual
art history and philosophy was found in Kandinsky (1977), (Freud (1999), Nochlin
(1989) Richter (1964) and Read (1974), and the New Encyclopaedia Britannica:
Macropaedia, 15th Ed. (2002). Numerous art exhibition catalogues were studied including
Hayes (1941) and Curiger (1997).
Abstract Expressionism
Cox (1982) traces the history of Abstract Expressionism in relation to politics,
economics and culture of the first half of the twentieth century includes useful endnotes
and bibliography. Curiger (1997) is a hip art catalogue/essay on what constitutes the cool
quotient of the American avant-garde. Polcari (1980), Kingsley (1992), Ratcliff (1996)
and Sandler (1970) are critical histories containing social, intellectual and art historical
roots of the movement. Sandler in particular is a close source, as he was a participant in
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New York School activities including The Club. Fineberg (2000) contains context and
history of the major Abstract Expressionists. Freidman, who knew and collected Pollock,
includes pertinent primary source information in his biography on Pollock. Modernist and
Abstract Expressionist theory was taken from Schapiro (1979) and Greenberg (1993),
Frascina (1985) and Sandler. Cernuchi (1997) provides further analysis of the aesthetic
mechanics of Abstract Expressionism, dissects the visual experience, its use of metaphor
through the abstract, and its continued influence in the framework of art history. Also in
Cernucci, permission is available for reproducing images for educational purposes. The
serial Art in America and various electronic sources proved useful for information on
contemporary artists and issues.

CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF THE NORTHERN SONG LITERATI

Song Dynasty Overview
Dominant features of the Song Dynasty, 960-1179 CE – the era in which all of
Chinese civilization condensed, coalesced and fluoresced, creating the “crowning glory”
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of monochrome landscape painting – had been integral to Chinese culture for more than a
thousand years. The importance of scholarship in the Song, of learning, record keeping
and analysis, and its extension to the arts, began at the inception of Chinese civilization
and did not abate. The melding of China’s three distinct but complementary philosophies
– Confucianism, Buddhism, and Daoism – became in the Song a fundamental aspect of
its art and cultural sophistication.
During the Song the imperial court remained the center of power, but was
operated by an expanded, complex bureaucracy determined by a rigorous examination
system. By the end of the dynasty the much-enlarged elite scholar class had assembled
the entire history and knowledge of China into text form, through which they continued
to hone the worldview of the core empire. This is the class from which the Northern Song
literati painters arose. For fifteen hundred years, under successive kings and emperors, it
had maintained and developed the scope of China’s intellectual culture. At the end of the
Song the scholar class would once again become the glue that held together Chinese
knowledge, culture and identity throughout the period of Mongolian domination in the
following Yuan Dynasty.
The Song continued the unceasing dynastic pattern of China: the imperial rise and
subsequent fall caused by court intrigue and decadence, financial instability, the
continuous pressure of nomadic tribes who would seize the fertile plain, the breakup of
central authority and the rise of independent states competing for dominion. Each
successive dynasty represented a new bloodline that drew upon the imperial heritage and
unshakable Chinese culture, maintained by the scholar class. The cultural movement of
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the Song reflects also the Chinese pattern of cultural flowering that grew from chaos, as
when the disintegrating Eastern Zhou, during the Warring States and Spring and Autumn
periods generated the creative philosophical outpouring that produced, among others,
Confucius and Laozi.
Similarly, the collapse of the Tang produced great leaps in art, technology and
business, transforming ancient China into the world’s first “modern” civilization, setting
the stage for the Song Dynasty. The dynamic and cosmopolitan Tang Dynasty dissolved
in 906 CE, into the Five Dynasties and Ten States period, a half-century of rival clans,
kingdoms, and fierce armed conflicts. As a result of the chaos, the north of China
returned to the Khitan, a semi-nomadic but largely pastoral tribe related to the eastern
Mongols, who founded the Liao Empire in 907. They expanded their borders east and
south, including sixteen prefectures below the Great Wall, establishing China’s first
capital at the site of modern Beijing. The Liao remained a security problem for the
Northern Song emperors. Throughout the period they were forced to pay tribute of silver
and silk for an uneasy peace, and their support of the Khitan rivals, the Manchurian
Jurchen, led to their ultimate downfall in the north and relocation in the south. By 1127
the Jurchen had defeated both the Liao and the Northern Sung, capturing the capital at
Kaifeng (the modern city Bianjing), taking as prisoners the Song emperor, the royal
family and court and the imperial treasure. The Jurchen established the Jin Dynasty,
forcing what was left of the Song aristocracy to flee south to Nanking, where the ninth
and only surviving son established the Southern Song Dynasty. The capital was rebuilt at
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Hangzhou, which ultimately became exceedingly prosperous, a great center of art,
scholarship and Chan Buddhism.
The first Song emperor, Taizu, “supreme progenitor,” (r. 960-76), was the regent
general Zhao Kuangyin, in command of the imperial forces in the capital area of Kaifeng.
Usurping the throne of the boy emperor and empress regent, he established the last major
Chinese dynasty to be founded by a coup d’etat. The rule of Taizu, however, is
considered enlightened and seems to have set the tone of the Song Dynasty, in which
culture and business took precedence over warfare and territorial expansion, creating a
relative calm in which culture and the ideas of modern government could develop. In
Taizu we find the first of many sympathetic Song Dynasty emperors, who almost without
exception were willing to take the council of their ministers and were earnest,
enthusiastic patrons of scholarship and the arts, and especially of painting.
Taizu ended a two hundred year period of political chaos. Importantly he removed
military men from administrative posts and replaced them with civil officials. He kept a
sizeable army but preferred negotiation to force, encouraging fallen-away states to return
to the fold and “rejoin a great family.” By 975 he had conquered the south, completing
the unification of the Empire. Scholars and artists from the fallen houses gravitated to the
capital at Kaifeng.
The moderate, rational governing style of Taizu stressed the Confucian spirit of
humane administration. This was continued throughout the Song and serious, although
thwarted efforts were made to reform land ownership, the condition of peasants and
corvée labor. Although the dynasty retained many ancient beliefs and customs, its
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cultural dynamism, large urban centers, prolific trade and commercial practices, and the
broadening of the elite class through the examination system, gave it the appearance of a
modern state. An unrestrained political environment in which diversity of opinion was
tolerated, keen and open debate among councilors permitted, made it possible for
scholars to participate actively in state affairs, which had a significant effect on all
cultural endeavors (Liu and McKinght 97).
Song advances in technology and business enterprise and the resulting prosperity
amounted to both a commercial and an agricultural revolution. The scholar class grew
with the economy, as the functionally effective areas expanded, particularly in the south,
where improved rice production produced surplus capital. Excellent transportation,
including tens of thousands of miles of natural or canal watercourses, stimulated
commercial activity. Permanent market towns were established and grew to populations
of thousands, producing the need for further administration. Cash from government
monopolies allowed for large standing armies, an elaborate court including vast numbers
of government officials, the means with which to buy off enemies, and time to focus on
cultural pursuits. Regarded as an earlier parallel of the Italian Renaissance, the Song was
a period in which all of the arts flourished under imperial sponsorship and independent
patronage. Technical mastery of landscape, still life and bamboo painting was achieved,
creative independence flourished, poetry and prose evolved. A keen historical
consciousness and heightened interest in China’s ancient material culture gave rise to a
mania for collecting antiquities and connoisseurship, which in the Song became the
foundation of Chinese archaeology.
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The second emperor Taizong developed the imperial collection, seeking out
superior examples of painting and calligraphy with the aid of his curator Huang Jucai, a
master of bird and flower painting. Zhenzong (r.1023-36) was reputed to be a painter and
calligrapher of merit. Through Emperor Huizong (r. 1101-25) art collecting became a
passion among the wealthy, and his activity in collecting archaic bronze vessels and jade
carvings contributed to the development of antiquarianism. The most profound imperial
support of contemporary painting was his establishment of the Imperial Painting
Academy and the appointment of worthy artists to official posts. It had been the custom
to attach painters and individuals of talent to the government, often by an appointment to
the Hanlin Academy, an institution inaugurated in 754 CE that survived until modern
times. A refined painter and calligrapher himself, Huizong established a separate
academy of art, issuing refined examination assignments in which artists were asked to
illustrate poetic metaphors with utmost subtlety.
Most significant to the unique character of the Song Dynasty was the proliferation
of printed books, which became a mass commercial industry in spite of state efforts to
control it. Kaifeng itself became a multi-functional urban center, possibly unsurpassed by
any metropolis in the world before the nineteenth century (Lo 11). With a population of
2.5 million it dominated China as its most important administrative, military,
manufacturing and commercial city, attested to by records of the enormous cash flow and
volume of trade goods going in and out of the city throughout the eleventh century. Its
suburbs and harbor and the city itself were scenes of constant activity, brilliantly
illustrated in the handscroll by Zhang Zeduan Going Up River at Qingming Festival
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Time, in the early twelfth century. The capital was organized around great thoroughfares
crowded with multinational travelers, businessmen, myriad shops, food stalls, street
vendors, specialized marketplaces, great private mansions and public wine shops,
teahouses, and sophisticated wine restaurants providing exquisite cuisine, to which
upscale brothels were attached, decorated with elaborate scaffolding, flowers, and flying
their official flags. Pleasure grounds provided daily amusement and festival celebrations,
with acrobats, jugglers, wrestlers, sword swallowers, snake charmers, fireworks,
gambling, performing arts of all sorts, puppet shows, storytellers, singing girls, and
professionally trained courtesans (Liu and McKnight 106).
Yet for all the cultural sophistication and general prosperity of the Northern Sung,
the majority of the population lived out of the cities and led simple lives governed by
family, the seasons and the crops. Peasant life was difficult, domestic animals were rare
and expensive to feed, and people often pulled the plows. For the peasant even a good
harvest of wheat or rice barely supplied basic needs. In the poem “Lament of the Farm
Wife of Wu” Su Shi wrote: My tears are all cried out, but the rain never ends…/We sold
the ox to pay taxes, broke up the roof for kindling/ Officials demand cash now – they
won’t take grain/ The long north-west border tempts invaders/ Wise men fill the court –
why do things get worse? I’d be better off bride to the River Lord (Clayre 227).
Wang Anshi, the chief councilor of the twenty-year old Emperor Shenzong, was
the most illustrious and notorious Northern Song reformer, initiating his New Policies in
1069. It was during the controversies of his authority that the Northern Song literati
began to assert their identity. Wang’s complete overhaul of the labor system and rural
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policies met with fierce opposition, not only from wealthy government officials but also
from conservative members of the scholar elite, including the literati painters, who
believed Wang had violated time-honored Confucian principles of preserving the social
order. Yet the Song did successfully undertake urban relief measures, such as orphanages
and state pharmacies. Emperor Huizong, whose love of art and aesthetic pursuits, and the
financing of his magnificent palace and pleasure-park diverted his attention from pressing
matters of state, and from the disastrous duplicity of his chief councilor. Festering state
problems that included an army ill equipped to face the onslaught of the Manchurian
Jurchen foe, remained unsolved by the top-heavy bureaucracy of squabbling reformers
and conservatives. Huizong and the Northern Song Dynasty fell in 1126, but the culture it
had created remained; for another one hundred fifty years it survived in the south. It was
replaced by the Jin Empire of the Jurchen, and subsequently by the Mongolians, yet the
literaiti painting tradition it began prevailed. Its practice continues to this day.

The Scholar Class
The Northern Song literati were members of the scholar class, an institution that
is historically unique to China and almost certainly responsible for the astounding rise,
complexity, sophistication and continuance of its civilization. The scholar class grew out
of a cultural propensity for organization and a natural respect for wisdom, coupled with
the ability to write, the need to write, and the nature of the writing itself – the subtle
nuances of Chinese calligraphy, its beauty and allusive quality. Scholarship was
connected to rulers and the aristocracy as a quotient of government from the earliest days
of the Zhou Dynasty. Emperors realized the need for administration of a territorially vast
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empire, of capable people in the field having at their disposal the remarkable tool of
brush writing and a “head full of ten thousand books.” To form an idea of the persona
and attitudes of the Northern Song literati painters, the difference in their approach in
relation to their scholar peers and to the other artists and academicians who were painting
in the courts and the ruling class, of who they were as people and as men, it is helpful to
understand the scholar class, the wenren, in the context of Chinese civilization. Following
is a discussion of its origins, and rise and continuance, along with the origins and
development of its mighty sword, the paintbrush.
By the Song Dynasty the character of the scholar had evolved from a keeper of
records and history to a reflective historian who was also a poet, a calligrapher and a
painter, yet he was essentially a bureaucrat. Almost a thousand years before the
establishment of a unified China by the Emperor Qin circa 220 BCE, the royal
government of the western Zhou was already organized around a complex bureaucracy,
which by the Han was sophisticated to a high degree. The bureaucracy had early become
entrenched in the Chinese mind and was used even to describe the world of the gods and
the underworld. To find the source of bureaucratic organization in China inspiration one
has to reach far back into the past to the primary culture, the Shang, 1766-1027 BCE,
where is found the beginning of the written word. Scholars are the descendents of scribes,
whose incessant work is first encountered on the phenomenal numbers of oracle bones
found from the early Bronze Age culture of the Shang Dynasty.
Centered in Anyang, Shang priest-kings sought to divine the future with jiagu,
oracle bones fashioned chiefly from the scapulae of domesticated animals. The scholar
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prototype is found in the zhenren, a true man, a prominent official who, as a scribe and
diviner, interpreted the cracks caused by heating the bones. Significant to history is the
fact that the scribes of the king wrote down the results of the divination and preserved
them, sometimes comparing it with the real event later. Hundreds of jiagu were stored in
large jars as part of the king's archives; a huge office must have existed, with hundreds of
employees to administrate the preparation, manufacture and storing of the thousands of
divination documents. They are the first testimonies of Chinese history and writing and to
the script and document-oriented spirit of Chinese culture. When bronze culture was at its
height, metalworkers at Anyang produced at least thirty main types of ritual vessels,
richly decorated and inscribed with court documents. The ritual bronzes further
demonstrate the importance of the written record, for in them we find the sacred function
compounded with a record of official life, a fusing of the temporal with the eternal.
In the succeeding Zhou, a dynasty lasting nine hundred years, myth merged into
history, kinship merged with bureaucracy and the scholar class was born. Zhou embodies
much of the cultural history of China, and through the scholar class the imprint of cultural
identity was laid. Its vast territory caused the disintegration of central authority, and it
became necessary for the nobility to establish formally an administrative bureaucracy.
The office of scribe, or shi, became increasingly valuable, and was vested into the
aristocracy. The most important texts to the Zhou tradition, written upon bamboo strips
that have not survived, became the core texts of the later Confucian classics.
While the ancestral rites became more a matter of the bureaucratic state, poetry
and writing became the domain of individuals. Scribes were allowed to express their own
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thoughts and opinions. The writings of this incipient scholar class reflected a change in
the Chinese worldview, creating a literature that was nature and human-centered. No
longer did ancestors and the Great Heaven alone determine the life of people, but
mankind itself could shape history. The body of Zhou knowledge and wisdom, compiled
in the texts of the Five Classics, became the focus of learning for the scholar class for the
following two millennia. In the West this is called Confucianism, but more accurately by
the Chinese, the Ru jia, the “School of the Learned.” This educated Ru group may have
emerged within lower echelons of the aristocracy as early as the Shang, but it was not
thought of as a distinctive school of thought until much later, during the Han Dynasty.
The three most prominent figures of the early "School of the Learned," Confucius,
Mencius, and Xunzi, did not use it to name their tradition. They tended to speak instead
of the "Way of the Gentleman," not so much as a name for a philosophical tradition than
as a paragon of one who embodied virtue through knowledge in his conduct.
At the inception of a unified China, the totalitarian Emperor Qin decreed that all
persons in the empire possessing Confucian books bring them to the local governors and
have them burned, and “Those who dare talk to each other about the Book of Odes and
the Book of History should be executed and their bodies exposed in the market place.
Anyone referring to the past to criticize the present should, together with all members of
his family be put to death” (qtd. in Smith and Wan-go 60). The act demonstrated the vital
and prominent role that scholars and text played in Chinese culture, and also the
vulnerability of scholars to government politics. Throughout Chinese history scholars
were banned, exiled, censored and sometimes executed for the privilege of cultural
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influence and government participation. Over the course of history, this condition gave
rise in part to the scholar-class concept of eremitism, in which the highly-educated
Confucian gentleman scholar would seek solace in practicing the arts of poetry,
calligraphy, music and painting, at drinking parties situated in beautiful gardens or in the
country, far from the court intrigue and pressure in the capital.
In the ensuing Han Dynasty, 206 BCE – 220 CE, Confucian learning became the
hallmark of the scholar class, occupying a privileged status in the education and training
of men who served in the civil bureaucracy. Han Gaozu (r. 206-195 B.C.) offered a Great
Sacrifice to the spirit of Confucius at his tomb in Qufu, thereby beginning the process of
canonizing Confucianism as an officially favored teaching, a gradual and complex
process that involved several different types of official acts and proclamations.
Periodically throughout history the dominance of Confucianism waned, as it did with the
rise of Buddhism during the Tang Dynasty. It emerged prominently in the Song, when the
civil service examination system emerged as the most important means of appointment to
positions in the bureaucracy. The “Confucian canon” became a critical part of the
establishment of Confucianism as orthodoxy, and in 1008 and 1013 CE Confucius was
proclaimed first the “Dark Sage” and then the “Ultimate Sage and Exalted King of
Culture” (Wison 44).
The Scholar Class of the Song Dynasty
Throughout the Han and Tang Dynasties the rulers sought out capable and honest
men to serve the government for its enormous enterprise. Yet for several hundred years
prior to the Five Dynasties period and the Northern Song, China’s social landscape was
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dominated by aristocratic lineages, known as men-fa, which monopolized culture,
scholarship and the opportunities for government service. The personnel policy of
governmental bureaucracies was designed to facilitate the recruitment of high-status
individuals. The marked changes in political and economic life that gave way to the Song
Dynasty, however, created a new type of scholar official.
The men-fa was defunct, and the Song founders created a new type of elite from a
two-part bureaucracy that fit both the practical and status-orientated needs of the empire.
A broadly drawn class barrier was created, that included at the top a vast executive and
administrative staff, that of the scholar-official, which was separated by a great social
chasm from the clerical and scribal staff below. Clerks, often severely underpaid and
dependent on bribery for income, remained at the bottom rung of the social ladder. They
could not advance. Clerking became known in the Song as a “mean” profession, on a par
with prostitutes, barbers, actors and musicians. They effected government procedures at
the local level but could not study for the civil service examinations, which were in fact
open to commoners during the Song. Clerks had a utilitarian value, but the scholar
officials had a dual role to play. They not only performed as supervisors, executives and
administrators in the bureaucracy but constituted the political elite for the empire as well
(Lo 24).
The Chinese examination system created a bureaucracy of men who had in
common a classic education, a respect for learning and the arts and were for the most
part, practical, worldly and capable administrators. During the Song these were largely
extracted from a landowning background, yet they rose in status through their individual
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efforts. High prestige accrued to the scholar officials primarily through their education
and the method of their recruitment through the difficult examination process. Wealth
attained through commerce could never satisfy the need for prestige (Tomi 94). In the
Song Dynasty scholar officials, a broad group extracted even from the middle and lower
strata of society, held their own against imperial and aristocratic lineages of power and
wealth. Even as the empire was ostensibly based on the rule of a despot, with a mandate
from heaven to rule, the emperor himself could not arbitrarily exercise his authority. In
the Song, scholar officials had the right and duty to collaborate and criticize imperial
policy, especially as members of the “Bureau of Policy Criticism” or the Censorate.
Adherence to Confucian values insured that his power depended on approval of the
officialdom (Kracke, Civil Service 29). As a son would offer frank criticism to a parent,
so the official could not only aid, but also admonish his emperor.
Tremendous prestige was accorded them by the state, yet during the Song the
scholar-official was under obligation to serve when called – to accept the position offered
by the emperor. In earlier times it had been possible to demure without suffering
disapprobation, to retire from worldly affairs. This obligation to serve the state had the
effect of channeling men of ability and talent into the civil service (Kracke, Sung 65).
They retained, however, an independent, lively, competitive spirit, due to both their
Confucian heritage and social standing. As scholars, they were recluses by nature, a
condition enhanced by the exclusivity of their social position. Their leisure time was
spent in the seclusion of their studies, or in a quiet garden where with a few congenial
friends they would discuss or practice the arts of calligraphy, poetry, music and paintings,
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or at a wine-drinking party, that was perhaps not as quiet. In the creation of an elite
bureaucracy, China produced an entire class that was both active in the affairs of their
country, and by the nature of their training, patrons of the arts. Love of literature,
particularly of poetry, led early in the culture to present it in as beautiful a form as
possible, evolving a calligraphy that functions both in a literal context and as a fluid,
abstract medium of aesthetic expression. The cultivated scholar-gentleman also raised
painting from the level of craft to one of the highest forms of expression practiced by his
class.
Calligraphy: Tool of the Scholar Class
The Chinese art of writing is a foundation for the comprehension of the Chinese
art of painting, as it has determined the use and possibilities of not only the materials but
of the brushstroke itself. On this the painting of the Northern Song literati is particularly
dependent. Throughout the tracts of literati theory on the art of painting, calligraphic
style is referenced as a source. The evidence of Shang scapulimancy suggests that the
Chinese developed writing in 13th century BCE, yet the characters devised are essentially
the same as today; pictographic symbols with symbolic and phonetic potential, their
vertical arrangement possibly developed from the early use of narrow strips of wood and
bamboo (Goodrich 13). The early germinant script of the Shang and Zhou sacred bronze
ritual vessels was angular, with careful attention given to the appropriate placement of
curves and straight lines, proportionate height and breadth, and a well-ordered
composition.
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During the Han Dynasty the four major categories of Chinese calligraphy were
developed. Li shu, the official clerical script, developed subtle flourishes that indicate a
more refined use of the brush. Cao shu, “Writing Grass,” or grass script, reflected speedy,
spontaneous action, with shortcuts in execution and included unplanned accidental
touches. Grass script became the zenith of brushwork, favored by professional
calligrapher-artists because it demonstrates the skill and flexibility of the brush wielder. It
could be somewhat illegible and was not taught in schools. Kai shu, evolving from Li
shu, used square, straight strokes, and as an official script followed strict rules. Xing shu
was less formal and faster, combining the beauty of Cao shu and the legibility of Kai shu.
It was in Xing shu that the Daoist Wang Xizhi of the fourth century CE wrote for his
literati friends the revered Orchid Pavilion address, used as an orthodox model of form
and beauty for students until the modern era.
From these beginnings written expression evolved to an art form; in the Wei-Jin
era, what used to be considered the occupation of the middle and lower classes became a
skilled and absorbing pastime of the ruling classes and distinguished scholars, and the
delight of poets (Zehou 100). Essays were noted for the unique beauty of their
calligraphy as well as content; copied and valued as works of art. Exceptional
calligraphers were considered artists. The ideograms of Chinese calligraphy can be
tightly controlled or released to make rapid, “running script” and expressive gestures, a
feature that was taken to the artistic outer limits by Daoist eccentrics and individualists,
who each created their own kuang cao shu, or “crazy grass script.” The son of Wang
Xizhi would write a whole column of script without lifting the brush, producing a spiral
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effect and an undisturbed “one-breath feeling” throughout the entire composition. Some
Chinese characters contain more than twenty strokes, allowing for great creative potential
and energy (Kwo 45).
The Chinese brush, with its attendant ink hardened into cakes in a base of glue,
the ink stone, silk from the cocoon of a worm, and later paper made of hemp, were
technological inventions discovered by the Chinese with indigenous materials in the
earliest years of Chinese civilization, determining in great part the lyrical rhythms of
pictorial style, from the Neolithic pots of 2200 BCE to the esoteric brush play of the Song
dynasty elite. The hair of the brush is composed of three sections: the long, innermost
core, sometimes waxed to stiffen it; a mantle of layers of shorter hair surrounding the
core, thickening the bundle at the base and middle, but not reaching to the tip; and one or
more outer layers, reaching from base to tip. This allows for the panoply of dynamic
brushwork, from long, fine undulating line of varying weight and contour, to broad
washes, layering and tonal areas, facilitated by the reservoir of ink held in the brush
(Silbergeld 5). The Chinese invention of paper became the ideal medium for the
particular free, expressive manner of painting that arose after the eleventh century. With
its high absorbency paper allowed for an even broader range of dynamic effects than silk,
and determined stylistic effects.
Poetry and calligraphy are among the most ancient branches of arts in China,
intimately fused since the earliest of times. During the Tang dynasty the arts of painting,
poetry and calligraphy – “the three perfections” – were united, followed by the
emergence the art of monochrome landscape painting. Calligraphy could express distinct
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personalities. In the seventh century several original geniuses appeared in art, among
them the sainted poet Li Po, and Chang Hsu, the “mad” calligrapher. Chang’s writing
style neglected established rules and was exaggerated to reflect his emotional state. Both
poets were well known for wine drinking; legend has it that Li Po drowned while trying
to embrace the reflection of the moon in the water. Chang often performed after a good
drinking bout, and when sober he sometimes could not identify some of the words he had
written. In his calligraphy the vertical columns lean into each other, and a single word
could be five times larger than the rest.
Brushstroke and Philosophy
Over the centuries a remarkable compendium of brushstroke and brush use has
merged with Chinese philosophy and art theory, the arts of the mind. The supple Chinese
brush with black ink alone can produce unlimited variations in the shape and lines and
dots, as many as can be managed or imagined. It is through sophisticated brush use that
black ink is transformed to color. Chinese painters acknowledge several categories of
brushwork – center brush, side brush, turning brush, rolling brush and folding brush –
each with its own function and application to specific tasks. Brushwork and painting
principles became linked to Confucian humanism and to the Daoist conception of nature.
Laozi stressed simplicity; simplification became a standard of art. In subject matter,
landscape and nature became more important than the human figure, reflecting Daoist
thinking that man’s place in the universe is insignificant. In landscape painting man
occupies an extremely modest space.
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The “void” of Dao, something that is always present in silence, continually
moving, unchanged, was integrated into monumental landscape painting. Daoist
withdrawal, non-action, and conduct which is not motivated by self-interest or the pursuit
of fame; these concepts which were embraced by many of the scholar-painters. Qi is the
existent form of Dao, literally air, or atmosphere. In philosophy and art, it conveys the
meaning of energetic force, spirit, the vitality of life that goes on and on, never halting.
All things have their own particular qualities and particular characteristics, all of them
emanate from Dao. The way of the pine is not the way of the willow, and the way of the
falcon is not that of the jay. Qi is the force that harmonizes yin and yang, principles that
can be traced back a thousand years before Laozi. Though opposites, they complete each
other as a primal creative force. The dualism of opposites fused into an effective oneness
permeates Chinese thought. These concepts were later translated into fundamental
principles of brushwork. Their manifestation in painting and calligraphy affirm the
philosophy. For the viewer, a mystical experience is the desired result.
Confucianism influenced the Northern Song literati painters, who were associated
with the Neo-Confucian philosophy of their age. In art Confucius emphasized formalism.
It had a dual purpose – the development of culture and high moral standards, and to
illustrate the need for order and harmony in life. Formalism permeated all facets of life
and governed arts of painting and calligraphy. Within the Confucian school artists began
to follow established rules (Kwo 54). In Chinese painting and calligraphy, brush
techniques were applied to principles that reflected the mind of the scholar: ching
(seasonal aspect), sheng-tung (life-movement), kai-ho (unity of coherence), wang fu (no
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departure without return), pi (brush and its strength), and mo (ink and its qualities, such
as yun, its liquid quality). All reflect deep thought and feeling applied to the act of
painting (Rowley 40-46).

The Examination System
The character and rigors of the examination system during the Song Dynasty and
the broad demographic base from which it drew, contributed greatly to the Northern Song
literati persona. Although the Confucian literati, schools and the examination system had
been central to the Chinese tradition for centuries, in the Song Dynasty there was a
significant effort to nurture and yield a scholar class truly based on merit. The status
accorded the educated chin shih (jinshi), doctor of letters, or even a chu-jen, preliminary
examination graduates who had not made the final cut, of which there were thousands
each exam period, had made education a means to power. The Song emperors, knowing
that the operation of a diverse, commercial economy necessitated the talent and resources
of a broad variety of talented individuals, were willing to set aside a modicum of
despotism to allow dialogue in government. The Northern Song literati had the freedom
to think, to read, to learn, to write, to interpret, although there were limits as to whom and
what they could slander. For a small segment of the China’s vast population at least, the
modern notion of “knowledge is power” rang true.
The examination system also served to maintain cultural unity and consensus on
basic values. The uniformity of the content of the examinations meant that the local elite
and ambitious would-be elite all across China were being indoctrinated with the same
values. Even though only a small fraction, about five percent, of those who attempted the
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examinations passed them and received titles, the study, self-indoctrination, and hope of
eventual success on a subsequent examination served to sustain the interest of those who
took them. Those who failed to pass, which were most of the candidates at any single
examination, did not lose wealth or local social standing. As dedicated believers in
Confucian orthodoxy, they served, even without the benefit of state appointments, as
teachers, patrons of the arts, and managers of local projects.
Yet in the Song Dynasty a more complex picture evolves, as evidenced by the
dynamic contribution to state affairs and cultural life made by the Northern Song literati.
During the Song the examinations grew in scope. Students were required to take a
tripartite exam either in poetry or a classic that included abstract discussions on political
or philosophical principles, policy questions, or if poetry candidates, to compose a poem
and poetic description on subtle themes using elaborate and precise rules of composition.
Controversy erupted in 1071 when Wang Anshi sought to make the examinations more
relevant by requiring students to apply Confucian principles to immediate contemporary
problems. He overhauled the format, cut poetry and rhapsodies from the prestigious
jinshi exam, and terminated the study of the Spring and Autumn Annals, writing, “Today
there is a shortage of talented personnel…learning is not uniform. Divergent views
contend with each other, and therefore the Way and virtue are not one” (qtd. in Egan 60).
Sincere efforts were made to promote fairness in testing, and to establish governmentsupported schools throughout China (Chaffee 5). Yet because of financial limitations the
education of the scholar class was ultimately controlled by literati at the local and
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regional levels, adding perhaps to the diversity and independence of thought in the
Northern Song.
The literati were intellectually tough. The rigors of the examination system were
unlike anything that exists today. The Chinese language and its myriad characters meant
committing to memory thousands of words that in the Song Dynasty amounted to about
10,000 characters. The usual candidate was ready for the exams in his late twenties or
mid-thirties, having studied from books that were being produced in great numbers across
China as a result of advances in printing. Moveable type was perfected in 1040 CE,
enhancing block-printing techniques that efficiently disseminated volumes of
information, adding tremendously to the already large text culture.
Students took a series of exams that occurred once every three years, at local,
provincial, and if successful, the national level in the capital. The exam itself was an
ordeal, and the pressure to determine the outcome of one’s life enormous. Students were
locked into cell-like compounds for a week during testing, from which neither examinee
nor test administrator could leave. Examinees were allowed to compose rough drafts of
their answers but no corrections were allowed in the official answer book. One slip of the
brush and the answer would be disqualified. To promote fairness and discourage
favoritism and cheating, examinees identified their papers by number instead of name.
Clerks recopied each paper to prevent examiners from identifying the author by his
handwriting and favoring those they knew. Two examiners graded each paper
independently and a third would reconcile any difference between the two. It took a
month for all the papers to be graded and officials were confined during the process.
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Much Song Dynasty poetry was composed during the downtime of the examination
weeks; in boredom the literati would exchange drawings and poems.

CHAPTER III
PHILOSOPHICAL MILIEU OF THE SONG DYNASTY

Confucianism
Of the myriad philosophies that arose in China throughout its dynastic history one
emerged central and constant, and is still discussed not only in the country of its birth but
throughout the world, applied to such pertinent topics as assimilation, global democracy
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and east-west dialogue (Galik 65). That is Confucianism, a tradition that traces its
beginnings to an educated elite group of men, a minor aristocracy called shih, arising in
late antiquity during the lengthy Zhou Dynasty. Shih were men who advised royal and
regional feudal authorities on governing, who gained prominence during Warring States
Period of the sixth century BCE, a period of intellectual creativity and ferment. The shih,
at the bottom of the elite power structure, rose in status and produced a creative and
dynamic, often progressive, body of philosophic thought. Among the best educated they
excelled in writing, music, archery, chariot driving, arithmetic and rules of conduct, or li.
They were equipped to adjust to the new conditions of the disintegrating Zhou Dynasty,
as overseers, managers and even military leaders. During this time the shih produced so
many extraordinary philosophies that they became known as “The Hundred Schools of
Thought.”
Kongzi, “Master Kong” (551-479 BCE), the most prominent figure to emerge
from the shih class, was much later called “Confucius” by sixteenth-century Jesuit
missionaries. He was born in the state of Lu, a descendant of a prestigious lesser branch
of a ducal lineage. Confucius traveled extensively throughout his life teaching a message
of social and ethical reform, gathering many disciples around him. Confucius emphasized
the importance of virtuous rule through benevolence and proper conduct called ritual, or
li. At the basis of Confucianism is the concept of wisdom: the wisdom embodied in the
sheng ren, the sage, the perfect man, or saint. Wisdom has been a constant and abiding
concern of Chinese culture. The gifts of civilization, the arts of writing, agriculture,
healing and kingship were given to the people of the Yellow River by the legendary sage
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emperors. According to Mengzi, rulers must conform to Shen wang zhi dao, the Way of
the Sage-Kings, to govern well; belief in the sage and the virtue of humanity is necessary
to a strong, ordered society (Guorong 94). What constitutes the wisdom of the sage was
an inquiry debated throughout the philosophical texts and illustrated in figurative and
abstract form in Chinese painting.
The cardinal teaching of Confucius, the service of ruler to society and society to
ruler, is based on the concept of filial piety, or respect for one’s ancestors. He believed it
to be the root of all virtue, and by its practice people are brought to live in peace and
harmony under heaven. In a treatise on filial piety Confucius wrote:
It is from filial piety which all moral teaching grows. Our bodies, down to
every strand of hair and bit of skin, are received from our parents, and we
do not dare to injure or wound them.… we have established our character
by the practice of the Way, so as to make our name known to future ages
and thereby to glorify our parents… (Barnhart, Classic 81)

Daoism
Daoism proffered a submission not to society or to the state but to the “universal
principle,” called Dao. It offered an escape into the world of nature, thought, and
imagination, and with Confucianism, played a mutual and complementary role in the
shaping of Chinese thought. The concept of the Dao has its origins in Chinese nature
philosophy. Although currents of Daoist thought are evident in the writings of ascetics
and hermits such as Shen Tao, who advocated that one “abandon knowledge and discard
the self,” the creation of Daoist philosophy is credited to Laozi, c. 600 BCE and Chuang-
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zi, 369-286 BCE. The wisdom of Dao is compiled in Dao De Jing, “The Way and Its
Power, and begins with the recognition of a nameless invisible force whose presence is
found in the breath of the mountains and the movement of water.
Dao De Jing assembled a general feeling regarding life that is unique to Chinese
thought and pervasive in Chinese art. The Dao embraces the principle of Wu-wei, or nonaction, of relinquishing will and the use of force to achieve harmony with nature: “The
Dao does nothing and nothing is left undone.” Daoist writings, like Confucianism,
dispense wisdom and directives for living, but in the Dao nature alone is the dominant
teacher. It exhorts the student to follow the course of natural phenomena, as the course of
water, to see human life as an integral feature of the world process, not something else
and opposed to it (Watts 75).
Daoism planted in the intellectual mind the idea of man as an individual, seeking
harmony with nature. The notion of the artist being apart from society, not as a rebel but
as an intellectual who escapes from the chaos of human enterprise to seek solace and
enlightenment through nature and the arts, arose in China through Daoist philosophy. The
conception of the artist and his work as a product of the spiritual world of Daoism and
Confucian right-principles ultimately became the expected norm, a convention
established by the literati-elite of the Yuan and Ming dynasties; of the amateur artist who
did not sully the purity of his intentions with the material world (Cahill 9).
The Chinese comprehended the universe in terms of harmony, of the
interdependent rather than the isolated, a cyclical rather than a linear ordered universe,
and simultaneous response, rather than the western concept of cause and effect.
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Quantitative, mechanical or externally imposed law and order did not exist.
Measurement served to adjust concrete dimensions to the proportions and harmony of the
universe. As the measurement of things, painting is the gauging of proportions and the
perception of archetypal form, rather than a scientific analysis of visual reality. In
landscape painting, the governing principle of the universe may be divined, intuited,
through the perception of correlative patterns and archetypal forms (Fong 124). Chuang
Zi illuminates this pervasive concept:
He who grasps the pivot is at the still-point from which all movements and
oppositions can be seen in their right relationship. Abandoning all thought
of imposing a limit or taking sides, he rests in direct intuition. (Chuang
Tzu 11)

Buddhism and Chan Buddhism
A third aspect of the philosophical roots of Chinese painting was Buddhism, a
religion that did not fully take root in China until the demise of the Han Dynasty, when
social and political turbulence once more produced a need for a cogent response to man’s
dubious tenure on earth. A unified China was now broken apart, invaded by foreign
cultures, divided into north and south. Material power was in the hands of the great
family clans and landlord classes. Buddhism traveled to China from India, slowly at first,
but by the Tang Dynasty was entrenched in Chinese culture and art. It was accepted by
all strata of society, eventually becoming the belief system of the landed class, who put
their holdings under the protection of monasteries to avoid punishing taxes. Social
upheaval was such that by the fifth century CE people who had entered Buddhist
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monasteries, of which there were over 30,000, many to avoid oppression, conscription
and taxation, numbered in the millions (Goodrich 102).
The three belief systems coexisted peacefully until the enormous wealth of the
monasteries brought about clashes between Buddhist and Confucian authority. A
tremendous persecution occurred in 845, a vast decimation of Buddhist art and
monasteries, from which the institution of Buddhism did not recover. The speculative
aspect of Buddhist philosophy, however, that life is in transition and all things in a
constant state of becoming, appealed to intellectuals. The path to enlightenment and the
quest for oneness with the universe did not exclude Daoist and Confucian ideas.
Although Buddhism and Daoism had early become popular religions, replete with saints
and various ethnic practices, in the hands of the intellectual the two belief systems
inspired new theories and ideas. Daoism in particular was at the avant-garde. Writers,
painters and poets, reacting against traditional Confucian views of art and literature,
developed a conscious aesthetic and awareness of art’s creative potential through the
Dao.
One Chinese sect of Buddhism became the diacritic Chan Buddhism, as it was
known in China, as Zen in Japan. The word Ch’an is an abbreviation of Ch’anna, the
Chinese word for dyanna, a Sanskrit word signifying contemplation, or meditation (Siren
91). Chan formalized the practice of meditation as a way of methodically engaging the
“silent” experience in which enlightenment may come in a flash of keen insight. Through
meditation one strives to attain what is the Buddhist equivalent of the Daoist Nonbeing,
the Great Emptiness. These ideas were brought to China by the Indian monk
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Bodhidharma, the First patriarch of Chan Buddhism, who arrived in Nanking c. 520 CE,
eventually moving northward to settle in Loyang. Boddhidharma shunned the pomp and
intrigues of the court and of powerful monasteries, teaching the simple tenets of his sect
until his death. He taught that Buddha is not an external reality but one that exists in
one’s own nature. Nothing could be gained by worship, ritual, good deeds, self-sacrifice,
reading sacred texts or monastic devotion. Only in meditation could one discover one’s
own Buddha nature and attain enlightenment.
During the social anarchy of the Five Dynasties, 907-959 CE, the Chan sect of
Buddhism began to take on characteristics of China’s indigenous Daoism. Chan taught
that Buddha nature is revealed through wu wei, that one must engage in mindful living
and certain purposeful activities, such as painting, or sword fighting, and make the leap
into doing without thinking (Graham 38). It emphasized quietism, meditation, and the
liberation of mind from intellectual and material burdens, to clear a pathway for
enlightenment. Built in beautiful, isolated places, amidst pine forests, on the tops of
mountains, Buddhist temples became the refuge of scholars, the mountains themselves a
place of hermitage. In their seclusion painters and scholars discovered that the Daoist
vision, the order and harmony of nature, could be expressed in paint. Monochromatic ink
painting was developed during this time, into a formidable realism expressing BuddhistDaoist principles (Sullivan, Symbols 59). Chan artists experimented with monochromatic
ink paintings that were spontaneous to the point of irrationality, and to modern
sensibilities seem highly progressive.
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Neo-Confucianism
The Neo-Confucian school, Li-xue, or Dao-xue, (the study of Li, or the study of
Dao) as it was known in the Song Dynasty, characterized the philosophical achievement
of the Song, a synthesis of Confucianism, Daoism and Buddhism in which its
complementary aspects were reshaped into a meta-doctrine for the new era. Because of
the availability of the ancient texts and the broadening of the scholar class in the tenth
century, it became apparent that the vision of unified culture, based on a cohesive ancient
wisdom, was in fact the disparate voices of the many sages of China’s past. Unity of
thought began to break apart. From the late eleventh century on, factions of literati
sought to redefine the ancient texts from their own knowledge base and perspectives,
creating a cacophony of theory that begged to be standardized (Fuller 1-2). The ancient
Confucian social order had been swept away by the regional warlords of the Five
Dynasties. Confucianism had lost ground to the philosophies of Daoism and Buddhism.
Neo-Confucian philosophers sought not only to redefine, edit and systematize the old
doctrines but also to give Confucianism the metaphysical base that it lacked. A system
emerged that resembled both Buddhist and Daoist thought of the time, as well as a
redefinition of the ancient principles said to govern the dualities of energy and the
universal principle of harmony and unity. A well-known Neo-Confucian motif is the
depiction of Confucius, Buddha, and Laozi together, sometimes drinking out of the same
jar, or as two old sages holding the infant Buddha, signifying that “the three teachings are
one."
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The literati of the Northern Song instigated new cultural norms by editing the
past, ideas that were fully adopted by the Southern Song literati. Neo-Confucian
philosophy was eventually accepted as the official doctrine of the state and endured until
the twentieth century. Neo-Confucian thought combined the Confucian li, the cosmic,
moral principle of order, with the Daoist first Principle taiji, from which all existence
flows, and the self-cultivation of Buddhism. However, in contrast to Buddhists and
Daoists, neo-Confucians did not believe in an external world disconnected with the world
of matter. The Way (Dao) of Heaven is expressed in the moral principle, or li, which is
primordial but unconscious. To bring it to consciousness li is sheathed in matter, or qi. Li
in itself is pure and perfect, but with the addition of qi, base emotions and conflicts arise.
Human nature is originally good, the Neo-Confucians argued, as did Mencius, but
impure, unless action is taken to purify it. The imperative is to purify one's li.
In contrast to Buddhists and Daoists, the philosophy is humanism. The Way of
Heaven resides in man; the union between man and heaven was called tien-jen-ho-i. The
foremost Neo-Confucian was Zhu Xi (1130-1200) who assembled the metaphysical
theories of the literati and created a coherent orthodoxy from collated and edited ancient
texts, a great breath of material that included poetry and literary prose. His “Canon of
Four Books” became in the subsequent Yuan and Ming Dynasties the core of the official
curriculum for the civil service examinations.
Neo-Confucians were conservative in that they believed truth was revealed in the
texts of the classics, and that learning and self-cultivation could lead to the exalted state
of sagedom, that the “Way” of former kings had been transmitted from the hallowed
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Confucius and Mencius down to them. They, however, were the New Confucian masters.
The radical nature of this doctrine was that it asserted the autonomous authority of the
true scholar, whose love of wisdom guided his desire to be educated. The true scholar, the
literati, attended the academies in search of philosophical understanding and moral selfimprovement, not just to past a test to advance a career (Chaffee 185). Neo-Confucianism
gave the Northern Song literati an elite identity, or perhaps it was merely the result of an
identity already acquired in response to the new conditions of scholarship, of the
overabundance of books, learning and academies and status in the Northern Song. In the
arts and poetry it added even greater refinement and nuance, reinforcing the concept of
the basic harmony of nature.

CHAPTER IV
SONG DYNASTY ART

Antecedents
It would seem amiss to discuss the history of Chinese painting without first an
acknowledgement that the general rhythmic feeling of all Chinese art, from the swirling
designs on the Neolithic pottery at Longshan to the sophisticated landscape painting of
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the Northern Song Dynasty and beyond, is a fusion of the characteristics of the Chinese
brush married to a keen sensibility of recurring patterns in nature, of the cadenced but
mysterious flow of life. The Chinese painter in the context of his ancient and continuous
culture, took up his flexible brush and let the paints and volatile ink flow, onto the
flowing silk of ancient banners, onto the ancient pottery tiles of the Han tombs, into the
quaint fourth-century fairy paintings of Gu Kaizhi, in a harmonious union of materials
and the mind. This is no less apparent in the earliest plastic expression than in the
ultimate sophistications of Northern Song literati painting. The nature of the materials of
Chinese landscape painting in particular, of flexible brush and volatile ink, of receptive
paper and silk, combined with the unique feeling of oneness with nature, of attunement,
of finding balance between the world of nature and the world of men, created a formula
that inevitably led to an art of utmost delicacy and refinement.
Chinese art, wedded to the intellect and used for the elevation thereof, allowed the
principles of harmony and unity, attunement to the cosmic order, and the essence of form
instead of form itself, to become central to artistic expression. Nature was worshipped
from the earliest of times as a far greater power than man, and the philosophies that arose
in the ensuing centuries did not contradict this feeling. All cerebral enterprise had at its
core attunement with the natural order. Indeed the whole of Chinese aesthetic enterprise
can be summarized as the study of the nature of nature – not what it looks like but what it
is like (Coomaraswamy 309). The understanding of qi, the essence or “spirit resonance”
of reality, the life force, was an apparent concern of the earliest painters, but was also the
goal of the refined monumental landscape painters of the early Song. The “light touch” of
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Chinese painting precluded heavily modeled objects with cast shadows that appear
immoveable. Scientific perspective that focuses on a single viewpoint is absent.
The Chinese painter was a scholar of art and very much aware of the sources of
his techniques, for he might be master of many, drawing on sustenance from the work of
earlier masters as he ranged back and forth over the centuries. The Northern Song literati
were keenly aware of their past fellow artists, so much so that they might even be called
colleagues, and chose among them whom to emulate. As the dynasties progressed,
borrowing from other painting styles was a requisite of superior art. It showed one knew
and respected history, was well educated and knew what he was doing. Copying, and
even tracing was a form of art itself and mentioned in the earliest texts on painting. One’s
own personal touch was crucial, but only one trained and refined in the history of Chinese
art could identity what technique the artist had used, how he had used it and how he had
made it his own. By the Ming Dynasty painting styles were assembled into painting
manuals, most famously, The Mustard Seed Garden from which the artist could pick and
choose “type forms” from the artists of the past.
The past is discussed because for the Northern Song literati it was the fodder used
to fabricate their identity. Their immediate past, the achievement of the monumental
landscape painters, became something for them to react against. The early Song Dynasty
drew from the great length of its past to create an art that served the dynamic new empire
based on rationalism, prosperity and, once the hegemony was complete, peace. In the
Song Dynasty the style of court was refined, elegant and understated. It differed from the
court of the robust, earthy and cosmopolitan Tang. Professional and academic artists
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painted to enrich the environments of the learned elite, whether at court or in the gardens
of their homes. Many of their paintings were created on screens and wall panels, or on
silk stretched between bamboo hawsers that could be carried outside and moved to
pavilions out of doors. These were often quite large and may explain why so few of them
remain. They also went in and out of court fashion, were removed and stored, and
consequently destroyed at the hands of invaders. Even the renowned painter Kuo Xi had
his paintings removed from the palace and into the storeroom by Emperor Huizung,
because he considered them too decorative, not sufficiently “Confucian.” Text, valued as
much for its calligraphic beauty as well as its content, was preserved much more readily.
Art theory and criticism developed during the Six Dynasties period. Hsieh Ho, a
fashionable portrait painter active 500-535 CE, set forth the first set of theoretical
principles for painting, which artists continued to address throughout the history of
Imperial China, adjusting their precise meaning to contemporary needs. Summarizing
concepts that were centuries in formation, he wrote:
What are these Six Elements? First, Spirit Resonance which means
vitality; second, Bone Method which is [a way of] using the brush; third,
Correspondence to the Object which means the depicting of forms; fourth,
Suitability to Type which has to do with the laying on of colors; fifth,
Division and Planning, that is, placing and arrangement; and sixth,
Transmission by Copying, that is to say the copying of models. (Bush,
Early Texts 40)
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The first, “Animation through spirit consonance” or qi, spirit, became the most
malleable and useful principle, expressing, for example, both the Daoist vision in
painting, and later, the artist’s identity evident in his brushwork. Early texts expressed
specific ideas on the nature of good painting practice and extolled the virtues of
individual artists, although the slim evidence found in actual paintings demonstrates that
while figure painting was sophisticated, landscape was quite underdeveloped. It was this
early era, however, after the fall of the Han, in particular the era of Wei-Jin that would
nourish the souls of the scholar officials of later centuries. The poetry, theory and
activities of these early wenren hua proved to be a source of inspiration for scholar
painters of future generations. They drew upon the era’s events and people for models of
behavior, which eventually became an integral part of the literati identity, of the scholarpoet-painter. The continuity of identity is remarkably demonstrated at the beginning of
the Yuan Dynasty by the followers of Wen Tien, the last surviving prime minister of the
Southern Song, who was finally captured by the Mongols, taken to Peking and executed
in 1273. To mourn him, a group of literati made a pilgrimage to the Fishing Terrace of
the revered Han Dynasty scholar-hermit-fisherman Yen Kuang, who had died over a
thousand years earlier, in 41 CE (Barnhart, Patriarchs18).
The transformation of landscape painting from awkward background filler to
magnificent subject matter was a gradual expansion of technique, art theory and
experimentation throughout the Tang Dynasty. Two landscape traditions began to emerge
in the late seventh century that would later have a profound effect on the literati painter
tradition: the courtly style practiced by the Li family, and that practiced by Wang Wei, a
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junzi, a scholar and a cultured gentleman equally adept in poetry, music, scholarship and
painting, and a devotee of nature. He was a contemporary of the great Tang Dynasty
poets Du Fu and Li Po. The aristocratic Li family, “General” Li Sixun and his son Li
Zhaodao perfected a style of highly decorative imaginary landscapes, dominated by the
use of colored inks, in which form is precisely outlined. The paintings contain minute
details of accurately drawn figures, flora and fauna, painted in mineral-like colors whose
effect is a soft, phosphorous, eerie light. His style is called kung-pi, or “laborious brush.”
Wang Wei is said to have developed the monochrome ink wash technique,
although he may have painted in color. His landscapes were said to evoke a deeply
poetic mood, using the hsieh-i style, “painting with meaning” or “sketching the idea of
things” (Bush, Early Texts 261) and in po’ mo, the “broken ink” manner, using the
medium with freedom and spontaneity, exploring the possibilities of the brush. Although
no original paintings of these masters survive, they exist and live on through copies,
emulations, laudations and critical discourse of their style. Wang Wei, regardless of what
his paintings actually looked like, became the epitome of the scholarly gentleman, the
symbolic founder of the Northern Song literati. He was accorded copious praise
throughout the centuries.
Wang Wei expressed poetic sentiments before a setting in nature, a practice begun
in the Tang that would increasingly influence the artwork of landscape painters as well as
the Northern Song literati. With words he painted pictures, and with paintings he wrote
poems:
The osmanthus fades in a world of silence;
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The hills are empty in the still of night.
The moon rises and startles the mountain bird;
From the shadows below we hear its cry. (qtd. in Zehou 140)
Here nature assumes a deeper significance than that of pure enjoyment. Wang Wei sees
himself as a part of nature, embedded in the process of its beauty and transience. The
Chinese word for nature is tzu-jan, “self thus,” implying a preordained status for man
(Liu 49). Chinese landscape painting from the Song through the Ming dynasties would
retain this strain of poetic intimacy with nature. Although using naturalistic imagery, the
landscape artist would appear to describe the ungraspable through intimation and
suggestion, affecting the senses with the same set of tools as the poet.
By the Tang dynasty artists were considered divided into two groups loosely
based on the styles and personas of those two men: that of the professional class, skilled
“artisans’ who applied their trade to earn a living, even though it may be at the imperial
court; and the amateur practitioner, a scholar and a gentleman, who would create art on a
level beyond expertise, intuitively, free from the base motives of material gain. This latter
convention was applied to scholar-painters and painting theory from the outset of the
Yuan and continued throughout dynastic China. The idea eventually would apply to any
respectable practice among the educated Chinese, who insisted on distinguishing
amateurism from professionalism within all disciplines no matter how absurd of false the
assignation might be. Even professional physicians were not regarded as highly as the
“gifted and brilliant” amateur doctors. In the minds of the educated elite the amateur was
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superior, for his knowledge of Confucian right principles and status as a chin-shih would
give him intuitive, pure and thus superior authority (Cahill, Painter’s Practice 5).

“Northern and Southern” Styles
When painting was legitimized as an upper-class cultural pursuit, the amateur
scholar-painter became intellectually if not aristocratically an equal, perhaps even
superior to those at court, a concept that would develop into a critical doctrine of the
literati in the Song dynasty and beyond (Cahill, Painter’s Practice 6). Noteworthy
painters who happened to be professionals, or were scholars, who sold paintings at the
local wineshops in order to survive, were still depicted as amateurs by contemporary or
later critics and historians. The two traditions, the academicians-professionals associated
with the court and the scholar-painters, whose political power waxed and waned, seem to
have been in place by the tenth-century.
These two traditions, professional and amateur, also became associated in the
minds of theorists and practitioners, with the two opposing styles of General Li and
Wang Wei, as the “Northern and Southern Schools.” This is a somewhat artificial
assignation, as the terms North and South do not represent geography in any consistent
fashion and were not applied at all during the Tang Dynasty, the era of Li and Wang.
Rather it is a description of style and approach, a division of traditions. By the Song
Dynasty the traditions were based on the differences between two regional schools: the
one, centered in the Northern Song capital Kaifeng, depicted the hard, bleak landscape of
northern China; the other, centered in Nanking, found a natural style to depict the
rounded hills and misty atmosphere of the Yangtze River valley in the south. The
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Chinese artist of the north found in landscape painting the perfect framework for all his
ideas, emotions and spiritual/metaphysical concerns: towering mountains, powerful
bodies of water plunging into mists, dark, secretive forests, painted with passionate but
meticulous brushstrokes, a precise but pantheistic realism. While the north was in a state
of continuous civil warfare, however, the southern kingdoms were relatively unaffected.
Their cities and courts became a refuge for scholars, poets and painters.
Art continued to develop independently in the “southern” style until 975, when
Taizu brought the south into a unified China. Elements of the southern style, low
mountains, autumns mists and distant views, painted with blobs and touches of wet ink,
half-revealed forms that only take shape at a distance, were brought, according to texts
from the following generation, to Kaifeng and the north by two painters, the Buddhist
monk Chu-jan, and his teacher TungYuan. The influence of the south on the north was
later to inform and filter the scope of the literati painting. The Northern “School” came to
be associated with professional artists and the pomp and outward show of the court, while
the Southern “School” became the domain of the scholar “amateur.” The division was
made concrete and complete by the powerful Ming Dynasty scholar-official, painter and
theorist Tung Qi-Chang, 1555-1636, who decreed that the southern style belonged to the
School of the Literati, the scholar amateurs. The southern style was designated as the
only way for a true junzi to paint landscapes.
In time the two “schools” lost all contact with their regional origins, and can only
be thought of in terms of attitude and style. The monumental landscape tradition of the
Northern Song Dynasty fell into the category of professional court painting, a style
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eventually rejected by the Northern Song literati. This dichotomy is crucial to the
understanding of not only the great school of classical landscape painting but to the
understanding of reactionary literati. They tended to adopt the sensibility and technique
of the southern style, considered “soft and corrupting” by the northerners (Sullivan,
Chinese Art Vol. 9 41) It appealed to their philosophical, individualist and poetic
leanings, and left much room for creative expansion.

Chan Painting
Before the end of the Tang, painters were already experimenting with an ink line
of varying thickness and accent, as in the exuberant, dynamic drawing style of Wu Daozi
(b.700) of whom the scholar Chang Yen-yuan wrote “…while all others took pains to
join the ends of strokes, he for his part broke up and left spaces between his dots and
strokes….while all the rest paid careful attention to verisimilitude, he rid himself of such
vulgarities” (qtd. in Bush, Early Texts 61). The Chan Buddhist painters of the Tang and
Five Dynasties used their materials in a wildly creative and physical manner. Chan
monks were not scholar-officials but well versed in the teachings of Bodhidharma,
seeking union with the First Principle through meditation, which comes in a lightning
flash of intuitive vision. In their paintings the Chan painters sought to achieve union of
matter and spirit, which must happen quickly, tensely, with clarity of mental vision. The
flexible brush and volatile ink were the perfect tools for processing their intuitive
perception of oneness with nature. Fu Tsai portrays the painter as an inspired
performance artist in his “Preface on Observing Secretary Chang Painting Pines and
Rocks.” His description of Chang Tao, a contemporary of Wang Wei, provides a vivid
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picture of not only the act of Chan painting but the social milieu of the Chan painter as
well:
A gentleman of Ching-Chou…spread a feast in his house. The deep porch
was richly decorated; the wine cups and food dishes were fine. In the
courtyard there were bamboo scattered in the sunlit air – a delightful
scene. The Master, spoiled with the generous gifts of Heaven, suddenly
appeared at the party, demanding fresh silk to display his extraordinary
art. The host gathered his robes about him, got to his feet and answered
him with a shout, the 24 guests all stood up and stared at Chang Tsao.
Right in the middle of the room, he sat down on the floor with his legs
spread out, took a deep breath and then his inspiration began to issue forth.
Those present were startled as if lightning were shooting across the
heavens or a whirlwind sweeping up into the sky. Ravaging and pulling,
spreading in all directions, the ink seemed to be spitting from his flying
brush. He clapped his hands with a cracking sound. In a flurry of divisions
and contractions, strange shapes were suddenly born. When he had
finished, there stood pine trees, scaly and riven, crags steep and
precipitous, clear water and turbulent clouds. He threw down his brush,
got up, and looked about him in every direction. It seemed as if the sky
had cleared after a storm, to reveal the true essence of the thousand
things…When we contemplate Master Chang’s art, it is not painting, it is
the very Tao itself… (Bush, Early Texts 85)
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Chen yen-Yuan purports that Chang Tao, the “madman of calligraphy” was the
teacher of Wu-Daozi (Bush, Early Texts 61). Shi-ke, c. 950, often shocked and insulted
people and composed satirical rhymes about them. Working in caricature, his portraits of
monks, depicted with dynamic, almost furious strokes of a broad, frayed brush and
quickly splashed washes, had a strange feeling of gloom and satire (see fig. 1). Historical
texts record the antics of Ink Wang, who would get drunk and then laughing and singing,
spatter ink onto the silk, stamp it with his feet and smear it with his hands. One artist
poured ink and color onto yards of silk covering the floor that he would texture with
swirls and swathes, making the marks by dragging a person around on a sheet. Another,
Wang Mo (c. 800) painted with his hair dipped in ink, and yet another danced to music,
facing in one direction and wielding his brush in another.
These artists belong to what the Chinese historians termed in the Sung Dynasty
the i-pin, or i-ko, the “untrammeled class.” They were considered beyond the parameters
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Fig. 1. Shi Ke, Two Minds in Harmony, Tokyo National Museum,
Tokyo; rpt. in Ming Zhen, “On Shi Ke’s Two Minds is Harmony,” Zen
Buddhist Order of Hsu Yun, 2004, <sbhohy.zatma.org>.
of good, better, best. The intention of their art was to suggest the Dao, or the experience
of the First Principle, which had no expression in words. The ultimate goal, with the
addition of a few trees and vapors, the suggestion of robes, was to portray the physical
world, of landscape and people, imbued with Dao. It was religious art! It did not end in
the Tang. A refinement of this experience was to find pure, sensitive intellectual
expression in the Southern Song Dynasty, in the person of Mu-qi. A Chan priest, he refounded in 1215 an abandoned monastery in Hangzhou to which many Chan adepts and
painters were drawn. There he painted an exceptional expression of the “Great Unity” of
spirit and matter, the renowned Six Persimmons, which is an utter refinement of all that
was sought by Chan artists, of, as Waley remarks, “passion congealed into a stupendous
calm” (Sickert 263), the Mona Lisa of eastern art. The Chan painters of the Tang and
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Five Dynasties demonstrated the effect of liberating the brushstroke to affect spirit, the
awareness of which opened more orthodox and traditional painters to experiment with the
vast possibilities inherent in their materials. In the Five Dynasties artists began to develop
a rich vocabulary of brushstrokes, related to calligraphy. Throughout the tenth century the
dense, textural and Daoist approach to painting was developed by the leading artists of
what is called the supreme achievement of Song painting, the Northern Song monumental
landscape.

Monumental Landscape Painting and Theory
Monochrome ink painting ultimately became the pinnacle of achievement in the
arts of China, utterly unique and characteristic of the spirit of its civilization, and the
monumental landscape, the definitive achievement of Chinese painting. The subject was
the perennial motif of shan-shui-hua, paintings of mountains and water. At the demise of
the Tang in 906 China endured another period of political chaos and social uncertainty.
The fifty years of ferment were also fifty of foment, and in the arts, poetry, calligraphy,
prose and particularly painting, a brilliant fluorescence occurred. Northern China was
ruled by a series of short-lived dynasties known as the Five Dynasties. Central and
Southern China broke up into the Ten Kingdoms. Scholars retreated into the mountains,
living in hermitages or in Buddhist temples. In their seclusion, they discovered in nature
the moral order they had found missing in the human world, and as an expression of their
newfound faith they turned to the depiction of monumental landscape, a symbolic,
cosmic vision of man’s harmonious existence in a vast but orderly universe. During the
Northern Song, the spirit of the recluse painters was absorbed by the professional court
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painters and projected in to a heroic vision of a timeless, archetypal landscape.
Monumental landscape painting flourished for more than one hundred years, from the
late tenth through the early twelfth century (Fong, 121).
Ching Hao, ca. 870 - ca. 930, a scholar and landscape artist who specialized in
pines and rocks, was the first to formulate a coherent theory of monumental landscape
painting. In his essay Pi-fa-chi, A Note on the Art of the Brush, theory is disguised as a
Taoist fable, wherein he meets an old man in the Stone-Drum Cave who dispenses
Confucian wisdom, and clarifies the complementary polarities of inner substance and
external ornament, the “inner-outer” relationship of painting with meaning. He also
emphasizes that it is the moral education of the artist that enables him to convey the
essential character, the “spirit resonance” of the pine tree. In this theory is found the
rudiments of Northern Song literati painting, which would be both a Daoist and NeoConfucian expression of self.
Ching Hao revised the Six Laws of Hsieh Ho into the “Six Essentials.” The
“painter of truth” was a sage-artist who could divine the emblems of objects and thus
grasp their essence. The word emblem, hsiang, derives from the ancient divination
classic, The Book of Changes, a manual in which the future is read by the use of
hexagrams, emblems, or archetypes, of the physical forms in nature. To perceive
emblems in nature and to project them in painting was to embody archetypal principles
rather than merely to describe form. For the Chinese, “truth” is not measured but
perceived, through archetypal forms and emblems. These were incorporated into certain
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structural principles, becoming part of the vocabulary of Chinese narrative illustration.
The western conception of realism was not long a concern for Chinese painters.
The early and preeminent practitioners of the complex new landscape, Li Cheng,
Ching Hao and Fan Kuan, used brushwork to portray with accuracy the visual abundance
of the world, in conjunction with their complex textual world of theory and poetry that
would later find full expression. Painters of the monumental landscape tradition did not
only “break” the smooth regularity of their ink line, using the po’ mo technique, but also
enriched the interior surfaces of mountains and water with specific, individual texture
strokes, or “wrinkles” called ts’un, and dots, ti’en. As individual artists developed their
own unique strokes the vocabulary of brushwork and special effects increased. The early
Northern Song artists Li Cheng and Fan Kuan used the simple “raindrop” ts’un; the
“small axe-cut” t’sun was later developed by Li’Tang, transformed by the artists of the
Southern Song Dynasty into the “big axe cut.” The artists influenced by the southern
style of Chu-jen preferred the longer, relaxed “hemp fiber” t’sun. Texturing and shading
are combined in a single brushstroke, creating a form that is diffuse and atmospheric.
“Dragon veins,” lung mo, referred to the connecting arteries of the design, what in
western art is called rhythm. Pictorial composition also expanded; pictorial design based
on geometry and diagrams was finally abandoned. The landscapists of the early Song
created monumentality by a central dominating mass, as in Fan Kuan’s legendary
Traveling among Mountains and Streams. Twisted, leafless trees writhe at the base of the
massif, and the evidence of man, temples clinging to treacherous rocks and diminutive
traveling parties, are barely perceptible amidst the vastness of nature.
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In the eleventh-century artists began to move the central mass along an axis, in a
distinct S-curve, opening up distant or wide panoramas of space, as apparent in Kuo Xi’s
Early Spring, painted in 1072 (see fig. 2). A northerner from Honan, Kuo became an
instructor in the Northern Sung Imperial Painting Academy during the reign of Shentsung carrying on the monumental tradition. A man of enormous energy and output, he
lived to be ninety, and was the most famous and influential of the Academy landscape
painters. In his youth he would wander about sketching natural scenery and had studied
Daoism, both of which are evidenced in his celebrated essay The Lofty Message of
Forests and Streams. In it Kuo not only extolled the traditionally Confucian concept of
the value of the art as a means to cleanse and ennoble the mind, but also illuminates the
necessity of the study and appreciation of nature, the Taoist vision, and the artist’s ability
to bring the natural world into the world of men through painting: “Look with a heart in
tune with forest and streams, then you will value them highly.”
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Fig. 2. Kuo Xi, Early Spring, National Palace
Museum, Taipei; rpt. In Patricia B. Ebrey, Visual
Sourcebook of Chinese Civilization (Washington
U, 2001) <http://depts.washington.edu>.
The essay is also a treasure for its section on the Secrets of Painting, which presents a
detailed description of monochrome painting techniques. Kuo Ssu, his son, remarked on
his father’s supremely disciplined approach, which will be in contrast to the approach of
the later Song literati:
Each time he put his brush to work, he would sit by a bright window at a
clean table. To left and right were lighted incense. He would lay out fine
brush and ink, wash his hands, and clean the inkslab as though he were
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receiving a major guest. His spirit at ease and his interest settled, only then
would he proceed. (qtd. in Bush, Early Texts 157)
Descriptions of the brushstroke in text and even viewing them in a small
reproduction does not recreate the tremendous visual experience of actually seeing a
painting executed in this manner, wherein a certain cosmic reverberation is achieved
(Knight and Huayi, viii). In place of the western view of realism is the eastern
emblematic truth, achieved by the monumental landscape painters’ powerful
“interpretation” of perspective, of recession of space, and of texture. The monumental
scrolls are five feet tall; the host mountain symbolizing the emperor, sits atop a
harmonious hierarchical world of descending scale and status. This Confucian view of
order, from top to bottom, is enriched by the Neo-Confucian influence that was
developing concurrently with the monumental landscape, in which transcendent reality
and the mundane reality of this world were united.
Most of the monumental landscape painters were associated with the court but
also produced work for wealthy patrons. Elite society consisted not only of great families
and nobles, but also a large group of secular landlords and their scholar-officials, who
discovered and indulged themselves in the idylls of nature. The idea of “hermitage,”
which once meant withdrawal from politics now took on the broader connotation of
withdrawal from society. Scholar-officials had a deep appreciation of nature poetry and
landscape painting, because both were closely related to the idea of a secluded life in the
country, and all the esoteric associations that implied (Zehou 182). The urban reality of
Song culture made them yearn for agrarian ways. The more affluent and complex this
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sector of society became, the more they idealized the simple pleasures and purity of a life
lived simply in natural surroundings. Landscape painting was much in demand.
At court, delicate flower, bird and animal painting was much in favor, subject
matter at which Emperor Huizong excelled. Fan painting and album painting was avidly
collected by the elite, in which both the artist and viewer could delight in intimate
expressions of nature. Official painters at court were awarded various titles, the highest of
which was Tai-chao, “painter in attendance.” This was followed by Chih-hou, “painter in
waiting,” followed by the Daizu, “Scholar of Art” and lastly, the students. Painters of
exceptional merit, in or out of the Academy, were sometimes awarded the “Golden
Girdle,” a title designating a painter laureate. Emperor Huizong issued painting
examinations for offices, frequently in the form of an illustration to a given line of poetry.

The Rise of Literati Painting
Much of the work of court artists was executed on palace walls, on screens and
doors, serving a decorative purpose; the greatest painters were employed in a fashion that
might be considered decoration. References to large-scale decoration by leading masters
become fewer and fewer from the mid-twelfth-century onward. With the development of
the very personal literary, scholar-official style, the wenren hua, the decoration of large
screens and similar interior decoration was assigned to professional artists.
Traditional Chinese painters fell into three groups: academy or professional
painters, scholar-amateur artists and literati painters. Academic, professional painters,
technically proficient in the representation of a scene or object, were employed and paid
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for their work by the court. Scholar-amateur painters were those who received a quality
academic education and practiced academic painting in their leisure time, ostensibly with
no thought of profit, giving their works away freely to friends. Those artists who had
received no rigorous training in painting techniques but were members of the class of
learned Chinese were called literati painters. They emphasized conveying of the idea
behind the image rather than on the accurate depiction of reality, and rejected the
conception of painting had by the professional artists. Literati style was an extension of
the scholar persona, and practiced in the social context of the painters themselves.
Professional artists whose concerns were formal did not employ it. The literati
considered the work of professionals and “academics” the painting of craftsmen, focused
on entertaining his patron.

CHAPTER V
NORTHERN SONG LITERATI PAINTING

Wenren Hua
The mergence of political and economic factors with specific features of the
Chinese scholastic tradition brought about the rise of the literati during the Northern
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Song, the consequence of which was the phenomenon of the scholar official as artist. The
wenren hua, literati men who painted, were amateurs interested primarily in selfcultivation through the arts of painting, poetry and calligraphy. For them painting was an
expression of self-identity, a distinctive style of landscape and subject matter that
evidenced who they were as scholars, as enlightened and refined men. The art produced
by the Northern Song literati challenged the tradition of the monumental landscape and
other styles favored by the imperial academy. They distinguished their art from that of
the skilled professionals and lower-class artisans, preferring less elaborate landscapes,
less grandiose subject matter than did the official painters, often selecting a single tree or
a rock with bamboo. A preference for simple subjects, for complex ideas simply
expressed, remained a characteristic of literati painting. The act of painting was
considered a further expression of mind, viewed in the context of poetry and calligraphy.
The literati conceived of painting as poetry, and used visual metaphor to reflect the inner
and outer world, exploiting poetic content to express the nature of the self.
Concurrent with the rise of the literati, Song dynasty China had reached a point of
civilization that resembled in many ways our own. Its unprecedented level of technology
created a surplus economy, and gave rise to populations that supported multiple large
urban centers, commercial cities of great diversity and dynamism. Its bureaucratic needs
were enormous, and from Kaifeng emanated a tremendous, efficient bureaucracy that
could adapt to the needs of society. The technological and commercial development most
keenly associated with the rise of the literati is that of printing. China arrived at a point in
its book-culture that reflects our contemporary situation, an enormous complex of
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information continually in the process of assessment and organization. Through the
prevalence of the written word the scholar began to conceive of his own importance and
self-identity in the context of history. Wood-block printing began to thrive as a private
industry after 1000 CE, and within two hundred years urban Chinese were at the point of
having access to almost the entire textual legacy of their past, creating among the literate
a highly self-conscious culture. Current writings were rapidly disseminated throughout
the realm. Illustrated technological manuals instructed farmers on agricultural techniques.
Illustrated histories of antiquities informed the scholar and wealthy merchant what to
collect.
At the beginning of the Song, the state regulated the sale and reproduction of the
texts, but commercial printing houses grew ever more numerous, making an increasing
variety of texts available at lower costs. Mass text production became both symptom and
cause of a major transformation in Chinese society and culture. A bureaucracy recruited
from an aristocracy of great clans had ruled previous dynasties. Now the great clans were
gone, and the dynasty created a meritocracy of officials recruited through competitive
examinations requiring knowledge of history and literature, political theory and the
Confucian classics. The vision of a unified culture based on the sage writings of the past
gave way to increasingly strident partisan dialogue. In politics, philosophy and literature
factions could validate their views with chapters and verses from the writings of former
worthies and the historical record of the past (Fuller 1). This actually was the initial
acumen of Su Shi, who almost single-handedly initiated the wenren hua phenomenon in
the Song.
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The Song Dynasty created the Chinese equivalent of the rags-to-riches story, if
not the reality, of the bright, provincial schoolboy who could study hard, pass the
examinations, and rise to be prime minister. The meritocracy, however, was based in the
elite class and the promise of social mobility was more prevalent than the reality of social
mobility (Chaffee 184). Yet, the end result was that the Song had an abundance of highly
educated people. This egalitarian ideal was made possible through the broad
dissemination of the texts that were at the center of the exam system. In the Song, the
scholar class came into its own, its members supremely confident in their self-identity.
Men were indeed able to reach high posts on the basis of merit alone, and men of talent
were more often rewarded by office. Important officials came from humble origins. A
literary leader of the eleventh-century, the poet and official Ou’yang Hsiu, whose protégé
was Su Shi, the nexus of scholar painting movement, was brought up in poverty (Bush,
Literati Painting 4). High officials tended to be well-known scholars, writers, poets, and
moral seriousness pervaded all forms of culture. This new egalitarianism had an
intellectual as well as a political aspect. Young men without a long family history of
scholarship were able to study the classics. They found they could interpret the ancient
lore in ways that had immediate implications for their own lives and actions. The minds
of the sages, they discovered, survived in the texts themselves, and each individual reader
could attempt through his own resources, to understand both what the sages meant and
what it meant to be a sage. Awareness of their position as scholars grew. A consciousness
of intellectual freedom developed, and the literati were able to think independently of
tradition and doctrine (Fuller 2).
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There arose from this time of intellectual ferment an eminent circle of literary
men at the capital who held that landscape painting, indeed painting in general, was not
primarily a means of representing nature, but merely one of several possible ways with
which the cultivated gentleman must express himself. The originality and vitality of the
Northern Song monumental landscape painters of the earlier generations had become a
mere convention, in their eyes. The artist was no longer looking at nature afresh; he was
simply concocting pictures in accordance with long-established pictorial and technical
conventions. Although for quite some time it had been an insult to be referred to as a
“Painting Master,” they saw with dismay how court artists were treated as low-grade
artisans whose choice of subject and style was closely monitored by officials of the
Academy. An accurate and conventional rendering of natural forms blocked the role the
artist as interpreter, and hindered the expression of his own unique, highly cultivated,
Confucian self. Careful technique and representation should be left to the professional
and academicians. These general observations among certain scholars regarding art began
the tradition of literati painting.
The term wenren hua, literary/man/painting, was actually the name given to
scholar painting style by the dogmatic scholar-official Tung Qi-chang of the late Ming,
mentioned above. The earliest inception of the ideal arose in the Northern Song Dynasty.
Su Shi (1037-1101), around whom the vortex of literati thought and painting flowed, was
the first writer to coin a term for the painting of scholars, shih jen hua (wenren hua), as
opposed to that of professional painters:
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Looking at scholars’ paintings is like judging the best horse of the empire,
one sees how spirit has been brought out; but when it comes to artisan
painters, one usually just gets whip and skin, stable and fodder, without a
speck of superior achievement. After looking a few feet or so one is tired.
(The painter) Sung Han-chieh’s is truly shih-jen-hua, scholars’ painting.
(qtd. in Bush, Literati Painting 29)
Of primary concern to Su was not the idea of expressing “how the spirit has been
brought out,” for this was the emphasis of Chinese artists throughout its history of
painting. Qi, or spirit consonance, was the foremost principle of Hsieh Ho in the early
sixth century. Nor was the idea that the spirit or character of an artist could be
represented through one’s art, unique to Su Shi. That “the superior man makes superior
paintings” was an idea expressed in pre-Tang texts on painting (Bush, Early Texts 43).
What is unique however is the importance of painting as a product of the scholar, as
evidence of his pan-dimensional achievement; the scholar is “the best horse of the
empire.” During the Northern Song dynasty this included not only his Confucian identity
and his refinement of thought, but also his artistic identity. The Northern Song scholar
was now a learned man and an artist. Calligraphy, poetry and now painting were now his
means of self-expression, and the touch of his hand, representative of his self-expression,
paramount.

Su Shi and His Circle
Su Shi appeared when the time was ripe for the formation of the “scholar-official
as artist” identity. Gregarious, highly talented, a convivial wit who loved to drink wine
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and paint, his personality had a great impact on friends. He was brilliant, placing second
out of hundreds of candidates in the jinshi exam of 1057, when in his mid-twenties. His
life represents all the achievement, joy and pathos that his class could hold: the art, the
intellectual elite camaraderie, persecution for his political writing, the exile, the
hermitage. Su was a pivotal figure among scholars who painted or wrote about paintings.
Through his writings Su and other Northern Song literati expressed an overriding value
on not a particular style, but on the attachment of painting to poetic metaphor and the
brushstrokes of calligraphy. It was an integral scholarly culture, of which painting was
but one component of what would later be called the “three perfections.”
Su Shi, his brother Su Che, along with associates Huang Ting Chien (1045-1105),
Mi Fu (1052-1107) and Tsai Hsiang (1012-1067) were leading poets and calligraphers of
the time. Su Che and Huang Ting Chien were colleagues in the Palace Library. Joining
them were the painters Wen Tung (1019-1079), Li Kung-lin (1049-c. 1105) and Wan
Shen, an Imperial son-in-law. They formed not a movement, but a circle of friends. All
were scholar-officials, but Su Shi was arguably the most eminent, serving in high
government posts and winning honors. As a prominent official he was in the position of
being an effective publicist of his views; as a scholar and supremely gifted poet and
calligrapher he was immediately influential. He led the conservative attack on the
reformer Wang An-shih, was later prosecuted and banished from the capital. In the
remote Huang-chou Su was visited by friends with whom he exchanged poems and
works of art, who then made known his works among scholar-officials throughout the
empire. Becoming in exile the undisputed leader of the cultured elite of the late Northern
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Song, Su gained a prestige that was immense in his own time and throughout history. He
and his associates set into motion the concept of the literary ideal.
The literati of the Northern Song necessarily separated their art production from
that of the professional and academics. The poet-scholar Ou-yang Hsiu, mentor and
colleague of Su, once announced, “The tricks of the professional painter are of no
concern to connoisseurship” (qtd. in Tseng 10). There was a movement towards
simplicity, a naturalness of expression, a singularly less formal, more direct approach.
The change began in poetry and prose, in which the woeful, “tender-minded” styles
(Zehou 140) of the previous dynasty were discarded. Colloquialisms and unusual, “raw”
words were favored. Of Mei Yao-chen’s poetry Ou-yang wrote, “His recent poems are
dry and hard; try chewing on some - a bitter mouthful! The first reading is like eating
olives, but the longer you suck on them, the better they taste” (qtd. in Bush, Literati
Painting 6). The style is evident in Mei’s The Tile-maker: “The clay near his house is all
dug up to make tiles/But he could not afford a single tile for himself/Those whose hands
are never wet with clay/Live in luxurious mansions of tiled roofs (Mei 1).
The poetry of Su Shi could be majestic and clear but expressive, a style that
persisted in his calligraphy, influenced by the new casualness of running script developed
by Ts’ai Hsiang. Ts’ai looked to the letter drafts and grass script of previous masters for
inspiration, in a reaction to the elegant imitations of formal calligraphy carried on by the
Song Academy of Calligraphy. With Su and others, calligraphy became a lyrical
composition in which the quality of the ink and the quick smooth movement of the brush,
rather than the structure of each character, are the outstanding features (see fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Su Shi, detail of Poems Written at
Huang-chou on the Cold-Food Festival,
National Palace Museum, Taipei.

The manner of painting resulting from the new emphasis on simplicity and direct
expression was intimately related to calligraphy and poetry. The expression of self
through poetic metaphor of chosen images was the thrust of literati painting, each artist
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having his own method of brushstroke and defining subject matter. The expressive
content during the Song Dynasty, however, was still centered on representation. The
artist attempted to show through his “handwriting” and specific content his thoughts and
feelings, but the object depicted stood at the first level of meaning. For the literati painter
one’s thoughts and feelings were tri-fold – poetic, calligraphic and painterly. Painting
displayed the vigor and character of the artist through his interpretation of the real world.
In the Southern Song literati painters became more overtly expressive, and by the Yuan
Dynasty, when the i-min exiles endeavored to solidify their scholar identity and express
their lamentable condition, what was once an inclination towards self-expression had
become the primary content of painting.
Yet the Northern Song literati had firmly rejected the realism of the monumental
landscape painters, for art could also contain the inner reality of the artist. The famous
lines of Su Shi denigrate the slavish reliance of Hsieh Ho’s fourth principle, formlikeness:
If anyone discusses painting in terms of formal likeness
His understanding is nearly that of a child.
If when someone composes a poem it must be a certain poem,
He is definitely not a man who knows poetry.
There is one basic rule in poetry and painting;
Natural genius and originality. (qtd. in Bush, Literati 26)
To the Northern Song literati, the aim of the landscape painter was not to evoke in
viewers the idea that they were actually walking amidst mountains and streams, nor to
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evoke the feelings that would arise while wandering in the mountains, but rather to reveal
the nature of the artist’s own mind and sentiments in response to the mountains and
streams. They wrote of “borrowing” the forms of rocks, trees or bamboo in which they
could “find lodging” for the inward self (Sullivan, Arts of China 174).
By rejecting realism, the style followed by professional painters, the artists broke
with the orthodox view of art, that painting must serve the Dao. Monumental landscape
painting instructed the viewer in Dao by displaying the cosmic order. From Tang to early
Neo-Confucian thought, it was believed that art must have a didactic function, and “pure
art,” the painting of small branches and leaves, such as those of the literati, was
considered soft and corrupting. For the literati however, through the act of painting one
communed with the Dao, even becoming one with the Dao, but one could not consciously
manipulate the Dao (Fong 150). The evocation of Dao was significant; the “teaching” of
Dao was not. As in poetry, the inner world of the poet/artist was fused with the outer
world in order to evoke reality, not to copy reality. Immersed in the philosophy of the
second generation Neo-Confucians, they sought to unite all phenomena, from natural
forces to qualities of mind, in a universal system of relationships that could be grasped.

The Wang-Wei Model
It is appropriate that the scholar-poet-calligrapher-painter Wang Wei of the eighth
century, and not the monochromatic Buddhist “ink-splashers” of the Tang Dynasty
became the revered model of the literati painter. For although most of the literati painters
adopted a loose, free manner that eschewed the traditional repertoire of brushstrokes and
effects, producing a “rough” spontaneous, unpremeditated image, their focus was not on
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the singular act of painting but its poetic expression as the art of the scholar. Although
they elevated painting to a position among the gentlemanly arts, and developed new
modes of subjective expression through brushwork and form, these were of value in
relation to their lofty goals as members of the scholar class. Painting held meaning
because of its associative content with poetry, thus Wang Wei was their spiritual
predecessor. In a poem from the 1060s Su Shi compares murals by Wang Wei (called
Mojie) and the professional painter Wu Daozi in a Buddhist temple near Chang’an:
Master Wu, although surpassingly excellent,
Must still be discussed in terms of painterly craft.
Mojie reached beyond forms,
Like an immortal crane leaving the worldly cage.
I have seen the two masters: both are divinely talented.
But as for [Wang] Wei, I step back without a word. (qtd. in Bush, Literati
30)
The painting for which Wang Wei is most famous and admired by the Northern
Song literati was Wangchuan Villa, which became the subject of his painting and poems
around the year 740. On the banks of Wangchuan, or “Wheel River” a name inspired by
its wheel-like currents of eddies and whirlpools, Wang constructed a large villa, studios,
pavilions, thatched huts and walled enclosures. Known only in copies and rubbings, the
literati saw Wangchuan Villa as the pinnacle of literati interests, a monochrome ink
painting saturated with poetic undercurrents, depicting the essence of a eremitic lifestyle
highly valued by the poet-scholar-recluse. It shows little of the creative ink-play valued
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by later literati painters. Rather the composition is in the antique diagramic manner,
divided by archaic “space cells,” elevated ground planes and inconsistent scale
relationships. An extensive account of the eighteen scenes depicted in Wangchuan Villa
is given by Qin Guan, a poet and disciple of Su Shi, who was brought the scroll by a
friend while bedridden:
Because I fundamentally am a man of rivers and seas [a recluse],
obtaining this painting gave me great pleasure. I at once had two boys
unroll it at my side as I studied it on my pillow. Wild with excitement, as
if I were with Mojie himself, I entered Wangchuan…we tied up at Grained
Apricot Lodge, ascended the Clear Bamboo Range…we went beyond
Dogwood Bank and walked on Sophora Path...We boated on Lake Yi,
played among Willow Waves…we poured wine at Gold Powder Spring…
reached Lacquer Tree Garden. People in scholar’s caps, carrying staffs,
and wearing sandals were playing chess and drinking tea, or composing
poems for their own amusement. I forgot that my body was bound in
Runan [Henan], and in a few days my illness was cured. (qtd. in Harrist
72)
In this text not only the admiration of Qin Guan for the painting is apparent, but
also the melding of life, or lifestyle, and art by the Northern Song literati. This is
exemplified most particularly by the artist Li Kung-lin, who emulated Wang Wei with his
renowned painting Mountain Villa. Wang Wei was a paragon of literary culture, a man
who achieved fame as a poet, artist and musician, who endured a period of banishment
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early in his life, a scholar-official whose periods of retirement allowed him to balance
active involvement in public affairs with intense cultivation of a private sequestered life
devoted to literary, musical and religious pursuits. Interesting to note also is that by the
very beginning of the Song Dynasty, Wang Wei was already cultural hero, his lore and
imagery remarkably akin to our own notion of celebrity. Wangchuan imagery appeared in
designs everywhere, on table decorations and tattoos. The first Song emperor Taizu gave
copies of the scroll as a reward for military service (Harrist, Painting 71).
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CHAPTER VI
WEN-REN HUA SOCIAL MILIEU AND IDENTITY

Style and Identity
Scholar’s art theory appeared in Song times and reflected the evolution of a new
type of painting, but one that was not necessarily defined in terms of one specific style.
Scholar-artists were aware of their role as an elite group, their art closely associated with
poetry and calligraphy. Each artist had an individual style and a variety of subjects but
they shared common concerns of a social class. As mentioned it was not until the Ming
Dynasty that scholar painting was defined in terms of one specific style. Yet several of
the Northern Song scholar-painters were the earliest practitioners of that style, which was
further developed in the Southern Song. In the following century during the period of
Mongol domination, literati style was crystallized and brilliantly illustrated by the “Four
Great Masters” of the Yuan Dynasty.
A very small number of paintings attributed to the circle of friends known as the
Northern Song literati survive. The style has several unifying characteristics. Evident is a
rejection of the grandiose and the monumental, in subject matter and in presentation. As
color and silk was considered the province of academic and professional painters. The
work is on paper with monochromatic ink. Paper and black ink also afforded the requisite
spontaneity; most of the works of scholars were painted in loose ink washes on paper,
relaxed, spontaneous, free from any technical mannerisms, a clear line of communication
between fellow scholars. Of the hanging scroll Secluded Bamboo and Withered Tree by a
nephew of Mi Fu, a colophon reads “One feels, unrolling it, a fondness, as if seeing the
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man himself” (see fig. 4). The influence of the broad, relaxed Southern style of painting
brought to the court by Tung Yuan and Chu-jan in 975 had taken root among artists in the
following generations and followed to an extreme by the Northern Song literati. The taste
and technique in general of the literati was a dry, sensitive brushwork, the avoidance of
obvious visual appeal, the “bitter mouthful” of Song poetry, and the sense that the art is a
natural and spontaneous statement, revealing simultaneously the artist himself and what
he depicts. Su and Mi Fu in particular seem to have emphasized direct appeal above
aesthetic perfection, for they were trained primarily as poets and calligraphers, rather than
as painters.

Fig. 4. Wang Tingyun, detail of Secluded Bamboo and Withered Tree, National Palace
Museum, Beijing.
Early literati painting style was considered laconic, or coarse and unrefined by
academy standards, and not favored at court. Primarily a communication between
scholars and friends, it was not assiduously collected. Much of the art has survived only
because it was collected and appreciated in Japan, preserved by Japanese connoisseurs
throughout the centuries. The work however was always the result of a unique
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personality. One of the most original of these men was Mi Fu, a scholar, an incisive critic
and connoisseur, a collector of ancient paintings. Mi steeped himself in the past, went
about in the costume of the Tang Dynasty, and often painted pictures in antique styles.
He defined art as a game, writing:
It must all be a game.
One shouldn’t think about clumsiness or skill.
If my mind is satisfied then I am content;
When I release the brush, the game is over. (qtd. in Bush, Early Texts 219)
Because his technique dispensed with the meticulous brushstroke, which was the
absolute foundation of traditional painting, it was considered highly unorthodox. The
emperor Huizong, himself a painter of exquisite but conventional pictures, did not
include Mi Fu’s work in the imperial collection. Mi’s son Mi Youren would label his own
works “ink plays” and wrote of sketching the true “flavor” of cloudy scenes, mists and
mountains, which were the family specialty (see fig. 5). Both men served in the capacity
of connoisseurs at the Song court, and the elder Mi’s writings include the Hua-shih,
History of Painting, written in his highly individualistic style (Bush, Early Texts 194). Mi
Fu is chiefly known as the reputed inventor of a loose, free manner of painting landscapes
in monochrome ink, in which the forms of the mountains are defined, not by the
conventional brush line, but by graded washes reinforced along the contour by blobs of
ink, termed the “Mi-dot,” laid on with the flat of the brush. The style itself was open to
easy imitation and it was handed down by later generations of painters who could never
have seen an original work by Mi Fu himself (Sullivan, Chinese Art 47).
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Fig. 5. Mi Youren, Clouds Around Distant
Peaks, Osaka Municipal Museum of Art,
Osaka.
The artistic achievement of Su Shi, known also as Su Tung-po, was primarily
literary, his calligraphy masterful. As a poet his Poems Written at Huang-chou on the
Cold-Food Festival in free running script, cited above, is considered his most inspired.
As a practitioner, collector, theorist and critic in the arts, along with his role as
government administrator, scholar and politician, the complexity and profundity of his
achievement and influence cannot be overstated. As a member of the literati, Su Shi had
an acute sense of his place in the history of literary and artistic expression. According to
Egan, several motivating factors spurred Su to add painting to his list of achievements.
The nature of his talent and his competitive Song literati spirit, coupled with a keen
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awareness of the accomplishments of past poets, of which he often wrote, inspired a
desire to establish his own identity in a historical context.
He felt compelled to branch out into the non-literary arts, thus creating a broader
synthesis than had ever been achieved before. Also, Su often claimed, especially in his
writings addressed to personal artist friends, active involvement in the arts was directly
connected to knowledge and self-cultivation. He stressed the link between the personality
of the artist and the work he produced, and assigned great importance to stylistic
innovation (Egan 300-02). He engaged in “ink-plays” and focused on bamboo painting.
According to a Yuan art historian, his “withered trees and grotesque rocks often reveal
new ideas…as for his ink bamboos, generally they seek expression of ideas, hsieh-i,
rather than formal likeness” (qtd. in Bush, Early Texts 253). The critic then claims he
once owned Su’s Withered Tree, Bamboo and Rock, a work now attributed to Su Shi. The
short handscroll expresses perfectly the literary ideal in painting: a dry, twisted tree clings
to the side of a cliff, projecting into empty space, spreading its homely or menacing
branches over the sparsely painted mountain tops (see fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Su Shi, Withered Tree, Bamboo and Rock, Location Unknown.
Su was concerned with the scholarly spirit of a work – the Neo-Confucian,
Daoist, literati spirit. Of Wen Tong’s bamboo paintings Su wrote, “they satisfy the
thoughts of man…they are that in which the man of true understanding lodges.” In
superior painting the artist and his painting were one, body and painting “fused together”
(qtd. in Egan 295). Superior painting was dependent upon the artist’s losing himself in
the subject.
As a brilliant scholar and poet he rose in the courts, becoming a secretary to the
emperor. Characteristic of the wenjen hua, Su lived a life bound to politics as well as art.
His biographer Lin Yutang asserts that “Su could not always laugh and sing and stage
one-man comic operas and go boating on the lake in the moonlight, for there were
seventeen thousand prisoners in jail to be tried for debt and for salt smuggling, locust
pests to be fought, the salt canal to be dredged, a famine to be investigated” (Lin 166). He
was continuously plagued by the fatal flaw of outspoken rebuke, resulting in periods of
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exile and poverty. Poetry for Su was also a weapon, and he ran afoul the powerful grand
councilor Wang Anshi and his Green Sprouts reform efforts even while at remote posts,
far from Kaifeng. In his position as official he did much to aid the welfare of peasants in
the city of Hangzhou, but disagreed with the overreaching methods of Wang Anshi,
whom he believed to be attempting to suppress all dissent, the rightful occupation of the
Song scholar elite. A man, Su Shi says, “sets into the forest with a pack of hunting dogs
and falcons but claims he is not going to hunt. He should not be surprised when people do
not believe him” (qtd. in Egan 38). According to Su, Wang’s followers were monkeys
given baths and caps to look like human beings, their conversation like croaking frogs
and buzzing cicadas. Forbidden to write on politics, he focused on nature, the three
perfections, Buddhism, yoga, and Taoist elixirs, writing his renowned rhymed prose
composition “Ode of the Red Cliff,” in 1082:
Do you know about the water and the moon? As quickly as
the river runs, it does not flow way; and though the moon
waxes and wanes, it neither grows or diminishes. If life is
viewed as change, heaven and earth last but a moment; but
viewed as unchanging, all things, including the self, are
without end. (qtd. in Fong 148)
The painting of bamboo was a preoccupation of the Northern Song literati, a
special branch of painting that perfectly suited the gentleman scholar because of its
association with calligraphy and poetry. The medium of calligraphy afforded the scholarpainter pure, abstract self-expression: the swift, spontaneous movement of the brush, the
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balance of ink line and empty space of the page, the content of the passages itself, the
abundant metaphor unleashed in each character, by each stroke of the brush. Calligraphy
is said to have an “ethical beauty” like music and dance that transcends language. In the
continuous running script of the literati one feels the continuous flow of qi, of the strokes
in a balanced contrast of rhythmic movements. In bamboo painting the literati united
these pleasures with form, a union that not only produced vitality of form and meaning,
but also expressed the intelligence, nobility, energy and creativity of the mind of the
scholar. The scholar class was often persecuted for their intellectual independence, and
they saw in the pliant strength and graceful elegance of the bamboo plant, which can be
bent but not broken, a symbol of resiliency and of their own ideals and role in society.
Bamboo symbolized the jinsi, the superior man, who could bend with the political
climate, adapt to society, but retain his moral character.
Bamboo painting became the delight of scholars in the Northern Song and
remained of vital interest to them throughout the Imperial Age. The narrow pointed
leaves, cast about in the breeze, producing flickering shadows, are a perfect match for the
Chinese brush, which responds instantly to the slightest pressure and can approximate the
leaf ends, as well as the joints and edges of the trunk, in one miraculous stroke. The
bamboo painter could make use of the enchanting brushstroke fei po, or “flying white,” in
which the brush is pulled quickly across the paper allowing the hairs to part so that the
ink is broken, and the white paper shows through. In bamboo painting the scholar-artist
tapped into each facet of his identity. His subtlety and intelligence could be expressed
through the li of the plant and the life force, the qi, of nature (see fig. 7). Weng Tung is
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considered the greatest Song painter of bamboo, having originated and disseminated the
art to the literati, including to his distant cousin Su Shi. He was much admired by Mi Fei.
His Bamboo on silk of the eleventh century depicts a single branch that sweeps down
from the top left corner to the lower right, creating an S-curve punctuated by the
harmonious groupings of the leaves, a metaphor for growth and self-expression. For Su
Shi, Weng’s bamboo painting expressed the essential ch’ang li, the constant principle,
which describes the growth immanent in the form.

Fig. 7. Su Tungpo (Su Shi), attrib., Bamboos,
Collection of M.C. Tsai, Shanghai.
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Some painters pursued the sterner, less directly appealing qualities of antique
painting. They attached to their paintings what could be read as the moral values of the
scholar, sacrificing the suppleness and loveliness of Song naturalism for drier, more
instructive, archaic effects. Li Kung-lin, whose own zhuang or villa in the Longmian
Mountains was the subject of his diagrammatic scroll Mountain Villa, was such an artist.
In his painting of the mountains and streams he knew intimately, Li turned his back on
the mastery of Song naturalism in favor of an diacritic pictorial language of his own
devising, relating to emblematic and geomantic diagrams of the past (Harrist, Scholar’s
6). Li worked in the pai-miao style of outlining, and his work could be either
meticulously finished or executed quite quickly, as seen in his well-noted drawings and
handscrolls of horses (see fig. 8). A facile and talented draftsman, he complained that the
world could not understand his motivations for painting, and that his audience insisted he
offer people entertainment. The academy and professional masters, by contrast, were
vocationally obligated to supply the court and wealthy patrons with rich, visual
entertainment, however sophisticated it may be (Cahill, Lyric Journey 14). In contrast, Li
Kung-lin, Mi Fu, Zhao Lingrang, Wang Shen and other scholar-amateurs created their
own modes of landscape, all of which contained on some level the aspect of “blandness,”
a simplicity devoid of the rich ink values and complex modeling techniques favored by
the Northern Song professional painters.
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Fig. 8. Li Kung-lin, detail of Five Tribute Horses, formerly Manchu
Household Collection, Beijing. Location Unknown.
Even though the literati painting style was considered progressive, a powerful
feature of the lifestyle was to evoke the past. They were the New Confucianists,
conscious and confident as the keepers of the tradition but in the vanguard of the
tradition. They pursued a garden building culture, claimed to enjoy a simple lifestyle
focused on self-cultivation, yet like their predecessors, were extremely fond of
consuming alcohol while creating art in each other’s company. It is interesting to note, as
Jang observes, that when depicting classic literati subjects of the preceding Tang
Dynasty, such as the Eighteen Scholars of the Tang and the Nine Old Men at Mount
Hsiang, Song artists represented grouped figures engaged in various literati activities in
garden settings. In contrast to the formal, “imperial” style of portraiture of the Tang
literati, they suggest an easy camaraderie and sophistication. Yet in Song paintings
executed to commemorate contemporary literati gatherings of retired officials, the Tang
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practice of individual, formal portraits of high ranking officials was preserved, signifying
a desire to enforce the elevated social position and status of exemplary scholar-officials
(Jang 39).
Garden Building
Li Kung-lin typifies the continuance of the Wang Wei tradition. Li was an
intimate friend of Su and his circle, becoming acquainted with Su and his brother after
Su’s return to Kaifeng after five years of absence, when he was appointed to the Ministry
of Rites in 1085. An early milestone in Li’s friendship with Su Shi was their collaborative
painting of pine trees and rocks done shortly after (Harrist, Scholar’s 30). He renounced
the friendship, however, after Su’s subsequent prosecution and banishment. Early in his
literati career, Li transformed his estate in the Longmian Mountains, a tract of nature,
into the private expression of the literati mind. In Kaifeng he lived in a house packed
with his collection of ancient bronze vessels and jades, but his country estate was the
home of his literati soul. It consisted of several large domestic buildings, cottages
occupied by tenant farmers, fields, and a tract of non-productive, mountainous land in
which paths, bridges, artificial ponds, platforms and huts complemented the natural
scenery. As in the garden of Wang Wei of the eighth century, they were designated for
specific scholarly activities, and he named them in appropriately poetic terms.
Longmian was a part of the literati garden culture that arose in the Song. The
gardens were not places in which to idle away the hours, but spaces for self-cultivation,
study, and the practice of the various scholarly arts: playing the qin, chess, meditation,
calligraphy, painting, tea-drinking, chanting poems, and conversation. They were places
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to network and nourish, politically and socially, the literati soul. Literati gardens were
not elaborate or ornate as those of the court, but designed in sparse, uncluttered ground
plans. Building tended to be simple, isolated structures, often with thatched roofs, some
constructed from stalks of living bamboo tied together to form tent-like enclosures.
Boulders and earthen mounds were used to form artificial mountains. The garden of the
scholar-official was a center of literati activity, a place where bonds of friendship and
political alliance were forged and strengthened. For officials banished to remote postings
or dismissed from government service, building a garden was a welcome diversion, a
source of pleasure and consolation, coinciding with the literary ideal of eremitism. Zhu
Changwen, a contemporary of Su Shi and Sima Guang, the prime opponent of Wang
Anshi, gives a delicious account of his garden life:
The Qin Terrace and The Studio for Chanting are the places where
I strum my qin and compose poems…Beneath the Seeing
Mountains Slope is a pool…In its center is a kiosk called Ink Pool.
Here I have gathered the masterpieces of the hundred masters [of
calligraphy] and unroll them for my pleasure. On the bank of the
pool is a pavilion called Brush Stream. I use its pure water to
moisten my brush. (qtd. in Harrist, Painting 58)
Simplicity
In theory at least esoteric simplicity was a prevalent aspect of literati tastes,
although the Song Dynasty in general was not an era of overly ostentatious dress or
décor. Northern Song ceramics, reflecting the cultivated tastes of the educated elite, have
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a purity and simplicity of form and glaze – a precise, delicate but powerful aesthetic.
Scholar-officials wore uncomplicated robes, and at court, simple black caps with “feet”
that were stiffened with wire or bamboo, and displayed straight, curved or crossed to
distinguish one’s rank or status. In contrast to the more sumptuous interiors of the
dwellings of the wealthy, the scholar’s study illustrated his purity and focus of mind – a
single couch beside a painted screen, a desk, an inkstone, books, an exquisite ceramic
vessel, a scholar’s stone with which to contemplate nature.
Certain literati praised healthy, simple foods. Some considered the rich food and
rich lifestyle that could accompany an official career unhealthful, and Su Shi wrote prose
poems praising the salutary effects of simple peasant food. For many of the intellectual
elite naturalness was itself a value and their interest in mountain herbs and peasant dishes
reflected a broader Neo-Confucian concern for health, society and self-definition. Interest
in food from non-urban, remote sources combined opportunities for exploration and
experimentation, with opportunities for erudition. “Cooking without artifice” was valued;
food that was “plain and thus elegant, showing its clarity” was praised, phrases that with
little modification could be equally used to describe the style of literati painting
(Freeman 172-3).
Painting and Drinking and Writing Poems
The notion of restraint did not seem to apply, however, to the consumption of
wine among the literati. It is a prevalent and recurrent theme throughout the history of the
scholar class. Painting, like poetry, was a gentlemanly art that served as an expressive
outlet, and it was to be done in one’s leisure time. It was often produced in a party
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atmosphere, for intimate friends in social gatherings and drinking parties. When one artist
began to paint, to write or to versify, the others looked on and joined in, adding poems for
postscripts. Ink and liquor went hand in hand (Lin 275). Su Shi frequently improvised his
paintings and poems when drinking with friends. Once when Su came to visit Mi Fu,
“crazy Mi,” sheets of paper were spread out on the table, ink and wine were provided,
and they both wrote for each other throughout the night. Mi records Su’s painting
method:
When I first saw him, he was slightly drunk, and said,
“Could you paste this paper on the wall? It is Kuan-yin
paper.” Then he rose and made two bamboos, a bare tree,
and a strange rock. (qtd. in Bush, Literati 9)
In a famous poem Su commemorates his apology for the bamboos he painted on a
Mr. Kuo’s white walls while drinking as a guest, writing, “When my bowels receive
wine, angular strokes come forth…what is about to be produced in abundance cannot be
restrained. It erupts on your snow-white wall” (qtd. in Bush, Literati 35). Su’s typical
behavior at a wine/dinner party was to drink several cups of wine, fall asleep, then wake
up and write or paint with great excitement. Of Su’s tenure as chief examiner of the
imperial examinations in 1088, fellow judge Huang Tingchien wrote,
“When we were locked up in the ministry of education during the examinations,
every time he saw paper lying on the desk, he would start to cover it up with his writing,
regardless of the quality…He loved to drink, but after four or five cups, was already dead
drunk. Without ceremony he went and stretched himself out and began to snore like
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thunder. After a while he woke up, approached the table, and began to write or paint as
fast as the wind…indeed he was one of the fairies” (qtd. in Lin 277).
Many of the traditions adopted by the scholar painters of the Northern Sung were
already ancient. Tsao Pei of the third century collected a group of poets around him, and
playful competitions were held at banquets at the Wei court. During the Six Dynasties,
literary gatherings took place outside of court circles. The famous Seven Sages of the
Bamboo Grove, a group of Chinese scholars, poets, artists and musicians of the mid-third
century, banded together to escape from the hypocrisy and danger of the official world to
a life of drinking wine, playing music and writing verse in the country. They sought to
follow their impulses and act spontaneously, and were sensitive to the beauties of nature.
Since the time of the renowned Six Dynasties calligrapher Wang Xizhi, wine
drinking has been viewed as an incentive or encouragement to creativity in the arts.
Poetry gatherings were often modeled on Wang Xizhi's famous Orchid Pavilion outing,
In 353 CE, one year before his official retirement, Wang invited forty individuals to pass
the Purification Rites festival with him at a famous pavilion in the Guiji area, modern day
Zhejiang province, where he was serving as governor. A poetry contest was held
alongside a stream, down which cups of wine were floated; anyone of the forty-two in
attendance who could not finish his composition by the time the cup arrived would have
to pay the forfeit and drink. Literary quality was determined not only by skill with
rhymes and diverse subject matter, but also with innovation and spontaneity. This
gathering soon achieved legendary status, and references to it occur throughout the poetry
and painting of later eras. The event is still commemorated today at the original site.
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Used in ancient China as a libation to the ancestors, wine eventually became part
of literati identity, a means for scholars to enjoy themselves while crafting the arts of
poetry, and later painting, in a group setting. A state of inebriation was viewed by many
as a way of identifying with the universe, with Dao, and experiencing a sense of power.
For artists it was thought to release the creative spirit. Throughout history it is apparent
that it is intimately connected with men of letters. Drinking is one of the chief themes of
the fourth-century poet Tao Yuanming, who had a great influence on later poets,
including Su Shi. Tao liked to drink alone, brewed his own wine, and was fond of wine
tasting. In the fifth of his twenty-poem series Drink-Lug Wine he seems to synthesize the
drinking of wine with Dao and eremitism:
I built my hut in the world of men,
Yet there is no din of carriage and horse.
You ask me how this could be so:
With a distant heart one’s place becomes remote…
The mountain air at sunset is fine;
Flying birds return with one another.
Within this there is true meaning—
About to discuss it I've already forgotten words. (qtd. in Yu 228)
Artists and alcohol are not strangers, however the drinking of alcohol is one of
many tangible connections between the literati painters of the Song Dynasty and the
painters of the New York School. Particular to the Chinese literati is the creation of art,
be it music, poetry or calligraphy, with friends. When painting was added to the
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gentlemanly arts, works were created in which the effects of alcohol were added to the
creative gesture. In the Song Dynasty, those artists and theorists under the sway of Su Shi
considered these an appropriate and valid part of the creative process. This is in striking
contrast to the art-making process of the monumental landscape painter Kuo Xi, who
painted alone, as if praying, between two lighted sticks of incense. Although not an
isolated condition or singular driving motive, the creation of art in a party atmosphere
inspired, in part, the loose gesture of the literati painters, becoming part of the literati
personality and style.
Although the twentieth-century American Abstract Expressionist painted alone in
his studio, battling perhaps his personal demons or exploring unknown regions of the
psyche, the consumption of alcohol was very much a part of the culture of the New York
School, as will be discussed below. The alcohol dependence of Pollock is renowned,
inseparable from his art as well as his legend, followed by a generation of painterdrinkers. Pertinent is the raw fact of the gestural brushstroke, expressing in its looseness
or volute a freedom from premeditation, and for some of the New York School, a total
release from image or form. Value was placed on the immediacy and sincerity of the
gesture, as it was for the Northern Song literati. Drinking could set up that condition
which released the expository brushstroke, whether in attitude, or in practice.
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CHAPTER VII
HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONISM

Early Modern Art in America

The era that gave rise to the artists who would become the New York School had
much in common with the socio-political context of the Northern Song Dynasty. A new
reality had been forged of chaos and change. Economic and technological advances
produced a disruption of the old social order. The concept of class structure was
broadened through wider access to education, permitting entry of unprecedented numbers
of people from lower financial stratum to elite academic and cultural circles. Tremendous
developments in communication allowed for the rapid spread of ideas. Society was multilayered and complex. Questions concerning the reform of traditional culture were raised.
Both eras called for a new art. In the Northern Song Dynasty, painting would approach a
zenith of technical skill and metaphorical mastery. In the twentieth century, American
artists would seek to define the ideas of European modernist art, a product of Western
culture, for themselves.
In the first decades of the twentieth century the United States was a prosperous
and dynamic country, having recovered for the time being from the series of financial
panics and anti-trust disputes of the nineteenth century. The south had restored its
economy, trans-continental railroads made feasible the exploitation of remote mines and
forests of the west, and Native American lands had become cattle country. The United
States was fully industrial. It began to assume many of the features that still characterize
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it today: the mass production of cars, tobacco, the export of our popular culture, the
ubiquitous businessman, the siren call for individual rights, persistent racism, escalating
immigration, the simultaneous glamorization and condemnation of vice, forays into
Imperialism, and periodic interest in reform.
The Gilded Age had produced great wealth, but the shortcomings of unchecked
capitalism became glaringly apparent to those middle-class patriots who sought to induce
change. The Progressive Era ushered in the new century, intending to repair the damage
wrought by the “great lords of finance” and to reform institutions that had fallen so far
from the democratic ideal. 1895 began a period of reformation that included strikes, labor
and monopoly battles, women’s suffrage, the peace movement and child labor reform. It
saw the formation of the Anti-Imperialist League, the publication of indictments against
American capitalist economy and the founding of an international labor organization, the
Industrial Workers of the World.
Concurrently, American cities throughout the eighties and nineties had undergone
phenomenal development. At the turn of the century industrial expansion engendered the
melting pot phenomenon, with hundreds of thousands of foreign immigrants arriving
each year. In 1907 alone one and a quarter million people arrived at Ellis Island, most of
them to live in New York City (Tighe and Lang 175). The Socialist Party found
sympathizers among workers, politicians, artists and writers who contributed to the many
Socialist journals, among them The Masses. Attempts were made to apply Marxist theory
to the American Federation of Labor. Upon the success of the Bolshevik Revolution the
American Communist Party was established in 1917.
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By the turn of the century the American experience had emerged in the writings
of Twain, Melville and Thoreau, finding a visual equivalent in the painting of Eakins,
Homer and Inness. Yet the fine art of industrial America was dominated by the Victorian
tastes of the gilded age, an art based on nostalgia for the classical past and “detached
from the problematic present” (Schapiro 160). While American ex-patriots such as
Cassatt, Whistler and later Hassam, had sought out the new ideas of the avant-garde
germinating in Europe, other groups grew impatient to create an art that was not based on
European models but grounded in their own country. Perhaps appropriately, the relevant
images that finally emerged came not from the cosmopolitan culture of New York, but
from the provincial birthplace of the nation, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, around the artist
and teacher Robert Henri.
Similar to the disjunction of French salon painting fifty years earlier, the National
Academies of Art did not address the reality of a burgeoning economy built on industry,
capitalist inequity and the labor of the great proletariat. Nor did they follow the
democratic ideal in membership and exhibition practices. The latter was the primary issue
of concern for the artists who rallied around Robert Henri, whose cause of portraying
“the American spirit” they championed (Rose 12). Their complaint was not so much
directed at the staid pictorial styles of the American academies, but at their exclusiveness
and privilege, their rules and regulations, the threat to individualism and the stifling of
artistic freedom.
In the 1890s Henri had recently returned from Paris to Philadelphia, where he first
held informal gatherings in his Walnut Street studio. In Europe he had the opportunity to
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see and experience the contemporary art movements at the fore, but his interests were
human centered rather than theoretical. Henri was a gregarious, contentious and spirited
personality, and like Su Shi among the Chinese literati, a natural and influential leader.
He insisted that art no longer serve as background music for the wealthy and powerful,
but should connect to daily American life, as witnessed by the artists themselves.
Concerned primarily with individual integrity of the artist, he exhorted no one style but
supported the broad category of honesty, immediacy, humanity and freedom of
expression in painting. At the basis of his character was an ethical concept of justice. His
pedantic enthusiasm led him to teach, lecture, write, and organize exhibitions as well as
paint, first in Philadelphia and then in New York until 1926, a full thirty-five years. Henri
endured several revolutions of style, having a profound effect on the sensibilities of an
entire generation of artists, including the Abstract Expressionists, some of whom had him
as a teacher.
Henri’s early gatherings were attended by the newspaper sketch artists Sloan,
Shinn, Glackens and Luks, who with Henri would later emerge first as “The Eight” and
later as the Ash Can School, the first truly indigenous art movement of the new era. As
visual reporters they were trained in topicality, human interest and speed. Under Henri’s
tutelage, in particular his enthusiasm for Goya and Manet, they developed their
illustrations into an American style of art. “The Eight” made its first major debut into the
New York art world at the Macbeth Gallery in 1908, introducing a new subject to
American painting, that of urban life. The Ash Can School artists employed a style of
romantic naturalism that emphasized brush vitality and the dramatic moment. Their
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subjects were the masses of industrial labor, in portraiture or in gritty urban scenes, ethnic
ghettos, back alleys, ferries, boxing events and urban nightlife. Although classified as
urban realists, Ash Can style was could be broadly described as romantic, employing the
brushstrokes of Hals and Manet, together with Manet’s modernist social and pictorial
sensibility. It was an art that had bypassed the influence of Cezanne and, once modernist
art came to be appreciated by museums, was later critically derided as retrogressive. Yet
as a vital and indigenous style, the Ash Can School addressed key issues, sentiments and
phenomena of American culture that would later resonate, however obliquely, in the
paintings of the Abstract Expressionists.
The European Modernist Influence
The dialogue of modernist art and theory had continued in a steady successive
flow since the birth of modern art in the nineteenth century. In the beginning the topic
was that of naturalism and realism, set against the long-accepted traditions of the
Renaissance, of the classicism inherited from the ancient Greek. It was raised initially by
Courbet, in his retrospective position as the father of modern art, who sought to portray
reality as it appeared to him and not according to accepted standards of drawing and
painting. Having studied within the system of the ancients and the moderns of his day, he
rejected mere imitation, as well as the romanticism of Delacroix and the Neo-Classicism
of David and Ingres:
I simply wanted to draw forth from a complete acquaintance with tradition
the reasoned and independent consciousness of my own individuality. To
know in order to be able to create, that was my idea. To be in a position to
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translate the customs, the ideas, the appearance of my epoch, according to
my own estimation; to be not only a painter, but a man as well; in short, to
create a living art – this was my goal. (qtd. in Hunter 16)
Stimulated by the romantic formula of the “divine genius,” and made confident by
republican ideals, Courbet proclaimed the modernist sentiment, established a thousand
years earlier by Su Shi, that the artist and his personality, his unique perceptions as well
as his style, were paramount to a work of art. Courbet was followed by Manet, both of
whom sought entry to mainstream salon painting, a force to be reckoned with in the third
quarter of the nineteenth century. Realism, however genuine, was perceived by eyes
accustomed to academic painting as antagonistic and ugly. Manet wrote in 1862, “The
artist does not say today, ‘come and see faultless work,’ but ‘Come and see sincere
work.’ This sincerity gives the work its character of protest, albeit the painter merely
thought of rendering his impressions” (Hunter 10). Through Courbet and Manet the
concept of realism was accepted and broadened, eventually leading to a rejection of the
concept of classical beauty and ideals.
The importance of the individual brought about by the French Revolution and
highlighted by Courbet, coupled with the romanticism of the immediate past, promoted in
art a new voice for the individual artist. Parallel with the rise of industrial culture, the
process by which the artist freed himself from strictures imposed by traditional authority
was accelerated. By the end of the nineteenth century the rapid succession of modernist
thought and representative movements had begun, generated by the strident voice of the
artist as independent creator. Realism was followed by Impressionist naturalism.
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Stimulated by their mentor Manet, artists who sought to create modernist art not only
restructured the picture plane, but also broke down the technical finish and classical
draftsmanship so prized by established academies of art. Seeking naturalistic accuracy,
the surfaces of Impressionist canvases were rough and broken, their drawing sketch-like
and spontaneous. Monet in particular tried to capture the modern era with a pictorial
language of high-key, prismatic color, dynamic compositions often based on the
diagonal, and rapid, broken brushstrokes. Yet faithful to the real world, he and other
Impressionists interpreted the developing science of optics intuitively or, as in the work
of Seurat, systematically.
Following Monet, the modern artist continued to preoccupy himself with his
medium and pure pictorial values, yet his reference point had changed. Once
Impressionism had run its course and become an established method of painting,
modernist theory began to reject naturalism altogether, replacing it with a wholesale
exploration of the mind and spirit through art. The final decade of the nineteenth century
was a time of ferment, of rapid revolutions of theory and style. Post-Impressionists
ranged from Gauguin the romantic symbolist, Cezanne the intellectual conceptualist, to
Van Gogh the intuitive expressionist. They opened the door to the twentieth-century
modernist twin obsessions of self-expression and formal innovation, evidenced in the
body of work by the modernist masters Picasso and Matisse. In the early part of the
century a modernist “elite” artist culture developed, rejected by the democratic body it
assumed to represent, isolated from the bourgeoisie until new systems of patronage were
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found. In his distance from the mainstream the modernist artist became almost infatuated
with self, with self discovery, self expression and individual pictorial innovation.
While Picasso and Matisse were at the fulcrum of European modernist art, it is the
Russian-born artist Wassily Kandinsky who is credited with creating the first wholly
abstract paintings. His focus on the search for a spiritual reality in art and the absolute
pure expression of the individual led to an art form that was based solely on expressive
line and shape, color and movement. He wrote, “I value only those artists who really are
artists…who consciously or unconsciously, in an entirely original form, embody the
expression of their inner life; who work only for this end and cannot work otherwise”
(Kandinsky vii). A natural pedant like Henri and Su Shi, he formed the seminal Der
Blaue Reiter group in 1911, the year he wrote Concerning the Spiritual in Art. In it he
explored the psychic effect of color and form in which the artist could find tools for the
expression of his inner need, and thus his soul. “All means are sacred which are called for
by the inner need. All means are sinful which obscure that inner need,” (Kandinsky 35).
The developing artist must seek to exclude from his pictorial expression the trace of
contemporary styles or trends, along with social and political concerns, as “pure artistry
knows neither period nor nationality” (Kandinsky 34). Kandinsky hoped to achieve the
spiritual effect of music through his paintings, to achieve meaning without words and
express the realm of the immaterial. It is this modernist path that the Abstract
Expressionists ultimately referred to in the last developing stages of their personal styles,
although it was an unacknowledged and circuitous route.
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Simultaneously with Henri, the modernist “tradition” of avant-garde art based on
European models was slowly emerging in New York City. It was promoted by a very few
small galleries, the most renowned of which was Gallery 291, owned by the photographer
and art promoter- impresario Alfred Steiglitz. In 1907 he showed America the first
modern European art, the drawings of Rodin, and throughout the teens continued to
promote an impressive roster that included Kandinsky, Brancusi, the Cubism of Picasso
and Braque, and the Fauve paintings of Matisse. He gave the nascent American
abstractionists, O’Keeffe, Dove, Marin and Hartley, a place to exhibit. In his own
photographic work Steiglitz used images as a metaphor for feeling.
Advances in communication made fine art accessible to mass culture. It was they,
not only a culturally literate few, who could view and judge and pronounce upon works
of art. The audience and patronage for avant-garde work was relatively restrictive, and
until the success of Abstract Expressionist painting, remained so. Standards of taste were
confused. The visual language of avant-garde art did not speak easily to the common
man, as demonstrated by the reaction to numerous large-scale exhibitions held before the
war. The legendary Armory Show of 1913 brought together modern artists from both
sides of the Atlantic, with the intention of creating an open forum for all artists who had
severed ties, on some level, with the traditional past. The show was a success, albeit of
scandal, viewed by 300,000 people in New York, Chicago and Boston, where the
paintings of Matisse were burned in effigy. The notion of avant-garde art reached
hundred of thousands more though the popular press, where it was lampooned as an
incomprehensible absurdity. Duchamp’s Nude Descending a Staircase was mocked as
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“the staircase descending a nude,” and by President Teddy Roosevelt, “a Navajo blanket”
(Rose 70).
The association of cultural elitism and modernist art was established at this time.
The Armory Show and others like it brought to mainstream America the dialogue
between the public and the modern artist, and began the dichotomy between those who
are in accord with avant-garde art concepts, and those who are not. In 1917 Marcel
Duchamp submitted a “ready-made” sculpture, a urinal entitled Fountain, to the
progressive Society of American Artists. Even as the society’s vice-president his piece
was rejected. As the century progressed, critical support for the avant-garde became
increasingly exclusive, while avant-garde art became generally less accessible to the
general public. An art-educated intelligentsia tended to prefer more esoteric, abstract or
shocking, button-pushing art forms, while the “common man” preferred art based on
shared cultural experiences and on the consummate skill of the artist.
American Character
After World War I, the nation’s economy and character was thoroughly
transformed by technology and the rapid expansion of business. The United States was
modern and urban-centered, defined not by the farm but by the city. Challenges to
traditional, agrarian-based, pioneer values uprooted the American character. The
economy and politics took precedence over social causes. The frantic character of work
and play in our own era has its roots in the Jazz Age. With radio came the bombardment
of advertising. Organized crime, violence and political corruption flourished. Until the
disaster of 1929 the shower of prosperity trickled down to the lower income levels in
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urban areas, as the buying power of the worker improved. In the Atlantic Monthly were
articles acquiescing to the new facts of life: “The work that religion, government, and war
have failed in must be done by business…that eternal job of administering this planet
must be turned over to the despised businessman” (Horton and Edwards 301).
Popular entertainment included a mania for professional and college sports, the
latter heavily subsidized by the practice of granting honorary degrees to prospective
benefactors, which in turn transformed the character of higher education. College life
became a fixation of popular culture; the risqué lifestyles of the coed flapper and her
male counterpart, the “sheik” with his hip flask and raccoon coat, their speech, dress and
mannerisms, the notion of “youth culture” all made their way into the national
iconography. A college education was open to a much broader section of the middle
class, and the many new institutions of higher learning began to compete for customers.
Advertising stressed the financial value of a degree rather than the love of learning.
Universities established schools of business. Intellectuals observed that “art had become
commercial, and Literature a branch of advertising” (Horton and Edwards 302).
Reminiscent of changes in the Song Dynasty, the improved methods of
production and communication led to an explosion of culture. People were interconnected
through radio and telephone and all methods of transportation. Urban sophistication
spread, particularly the American cultural phenomenon of jazz and film. Fads and
“crazes” spread, including that of Freudianism. Not many had read the writings of Freud
but the words repression, sublimation, and complex became a regular part of the
vocabulary. Personality typing, developed by Jung, became a popular game, as people
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calculated the personalities of others – especially celebrities – based on forty simple
questions. The art needs of the general populace were met by advertising, graphic design,
and the slick modern style of Art Deco, applied also to well-designed utilitarian objects.
Skillful illustrators such as Maxfield Parrish produced visually sumptuous art that was
found in the common man’s daily experience, on advertising products, movie posters,
magazine covers and calendars. The film industry met the human need for story-telling
on a mass scale, maintaining and transmitting cultural values while creating new ones.
Throughout the twenties critics tried to garner support for modernist art and
theory to give it museum status. The British critics Clive Bell and Roger Fry championed
abstraction in modern art, maintaining that representation, along with the “psychology”
of the artist were unessential components of art making: form was content enough
(Fineberg 16). Important to the modernist dialogue in America was the critic Alfred Barr,
who in 1929 at the age of twenty-seven, was appointed the founding director of the
Museum of Modern Art. He was responsible for the initial ground-breaking exhibitions
that would influence the Abstract Expressionist generation, including “Cezanne,
Gauguin, Seurat and Van Gogh” of 1929 and “Cubism and Abstract Art” in 1936. Barr
endeavored to give the new forms historical credibility by placing them within a
developmental, chronological context while believing in a formal aesthetic based on the
intrinsic traits of a work of art and the materials and techniques involved in its creation.
The twenties also saw a transformation of the art market. Modern art became a
commodity. In 1915, modernist art was exhibited in three obscure galleries in New York
City. In the following decade sixty new museums were founded. A new breed of
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American collector, the intelligentsia – the lawyer, the scholar, the scientist, wealthy
eccentrics and society women – developed the awareness of modern art among their
peers. Members of the wealthy elite of New York founded the Museum of Modern Art
for their collections. In the twenties a tradition also began of publishing vanguard art and
ideas in little magazines, sometimes no more than a few issues.
Some American artists continued to explore modernist ideas, but through the lens
of America, choosing to combine images of America with elements of abstraction, as
found in the art of the Precisionists Demuth and Sheeler, and the stylish abstractions of
Stuart Davis and O’Keeffe. Thomas Hart Benton abandoned European-based modernism
and began to paint his version of Americana, in a style that would be called Regionalism.
Robert Henri continued to promote the democratic ideal in art, exhorting his students to
communicate the idea of humanity through direct painting techniques and truthful subject
matter. This dual path represents part of the theoretical challenge faced two decades later
by the Abstract Expressionists: how to draw upon the American experience and
approach, the “justice for all” ideal, in tandem with European-based avant-garde, with all
the erudition of its formal aesthetics-based theory.
Counter-culture Context
In the twentieth century, the neglected avant-garde artist learned to view his art as
a potential aesthetic and social weapon of subversion, directed at bourgeois philistinism.
The alienation of the progressive artist, and the scandal associated with the innovations of
modern art by traditional authority, were linked to the absence of realism. In the teens
Mabel Dodge’s salon at 23 Fifth Avenue served for a time as a place to draw together a
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variety of people on common ground, who were in her own words, “Socialists, TradeUnionists, Anarchists, Suffragists, Poets, Relations, Lawyers, Murderers, ‘Old Friends,’
Psychoanalysts, I.W.W.’s, Single Taxers, Birth Controlists, Newspapermen, Artists,
Modern-Artists, Clubwomen, Woman’s-place-is-in-the-home Women, Clergymen, and
just plain men” who “all met there and, stammering in an unaccustomed freedom a kind
of speech called Free” (Brown 7). Marcel Duchamp was the center of absurdist art
activity soon after his arrival to New York City in 1915, setting the stage for the anti-art
of Dada. Artists, writers, poets, dancers and musicians gathered in the salon of the
collector Walter Arensberg on 67th Street, echoing the Gertrude Stein salon in Paris.
During the Jazz Age social criticism, radical ideas and philosophy in general were
frowned upon as disturbing to the formula and even un-American. The counter-culture
phenomenon that has identified the artist since the days of Byron and Shelley, however,
continued to develop. New York’s Greenwich Village, since the 1870s a gathering place
for struggling artists and writers, enjoyed a type of exclusive bohemianism as the center
of intellectualism in America. In time Greenwich Village would become a locus for the
Abstract Expressionists. Hallmarks of the counter-culture in the twenties were political
radicalism and the abandonment of Victorian gentility, a general inclination towards
eccentric behavior and dissipation.
Between the two wars the so-called “Lost Generation” writers defined the era,
using unabashed realism and unadorned prose. Ernest Hemmingway and Henry Miller
courted the image of individuality and rebellion. The poetry of William Carlos Williams
used realism in the style of a weather report, approaching metaphor through the “bitter
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mouthful” of elements pared down to their essential structure. African-American
musicians created jazz and gave a name to the entire age. Be-bop jazz in the fifties would
become the musical avatar of Abstract Expressionism.
Prevalent among the exclusive outsider was a feeling of negativity towards the
industrialization and dehumanization of modern life in general and in particular
antagonism towards American materialist culture: its aggressive and vulgar popular
culture, its shallow concerns, the abandonment of art and scholarship, the corruption of
absolutely everything by big business. It was primarily an intellectual revolt, whose
common enemy was the philistinism of the middle class. The popular intellectual H.L.
Mencken and the writer Sinclair Lewis ridiculed the smug provinciality of middle-class
America, referring to them as the materialistic, intellectually and emotionally shallow
boobus americanus and the booboisie (Horton and Edwards 306). The Abstract
Expressionists themselves would become trapped in the paradox of outsider identity,
notoriety and material success, American-style.

New York and the Formative Decades
Jackson Pollock arrived in New York City from Wyoming, in 1929, and from the
age of seventeen was a familiar figure of the New York art scene. Clifford Still came
from Spokane in 1925 at age twenty-one, to get an art education in New York. Willem de
Kooning arrived in 1926 from Amsterdam. Adolph Gottlieb left high school in 1920 in
order to enroll at the Art Students League in classes taught by Robert Henri and John
Sloan. William Baziotes left his hometown of Reading, Pennsylvania in 1933 to study at
the National Academy of Design in New York. Almost all of the Abstract Expressionists
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experienced their formative years as artists in New York City, under the same set of
influences. Abstract Expressionism was developed within its sphere. Later they would
prefer to be called “The New York School,” partly because a common residence was the
only thing that could define them collectively without impinging on their individuality.
Their art came to symbolize not only the era of the fifties but also the ethos of New York.
The cultural context of New York City in the 1930s was very different from that
of the previous decade. It became an even richer mix, the soil deeper with more nutrients.
The Great Depression scraped off the gloss of money and prosperity that tends to cover
social ills and potential unrest. The political activism of the Progressive Era was renewed
and intensified, the Communist Party in particular. New York in the thirties and forties
was a mergence of union, communist and socialist activity, cultural and counter-culture
sophistication, a stimulating but tough urban environment. Ominous drums of war beat
across the sea as Fascism developed in Europe. The Abstract Expressionists in their
formative years did not ignore the turbulent world around them. They saw it in its entirety
and desired to express it through art. Carrying on the tradition of art and social relevance
of Henri and Sloan, much of their early years were spent considering the relationship of
art to politics. The artists were aggressive, serious, hungry, edgy and searching, looking
for a way to integrate their intellectual, emotional and daily experience with the sociopolitical situation of the times.
Like the times, the formula for the Abstract Expressionist style would be a
complex mix. The artists who would become the New York School could not escape into
a separate aesthetic world, be it one of odalisques and bowls of fruit and landscape,
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documentation of the American scene, or painterly depictions of gritty urban life. The
constructed formulas of modernist European art did not address their immediate
concerns. The artists of the New York School sought an entrance into the international
aesthetic dialogue via an integrated route, a highway that was socially and politically
relevant to the American and the European scene. They were predominantly members of
the proletariat themselves yet keenly aware of highbrow aesthetics. Pressures and
inspiration came from sources of agitation – political, emotional, intellectual, and
psychological.
Regionalism and the American Scene
The attachment of social relevance to art, any style of art, was the zeitgeist of the
thirties in America. The Crash of 1929 forced artists to address the purpose and meaning
of their art in relation to their country, in the context of politics and social relevance. The
cultural milieu of New York City during the 1930s included more than the fact that the
economy of the entire country was in a major recession and great masses of people had
neither money nor jobs. Ideological dichotomies of left and right, realism and abstraction,
atheism and faith, national and international, proletariat and the bourgeoisie, cynicism
and idealism fell into sharp relief. The illusion of progress and optimism of the previous
decades was shattered. Artists were looking at the human condition in the context of
America in a brand new light. Some preferred the old light. The artist of the thirties drew
from these issues to give shape to his own individual identity.
Common to most artists however was a desire to look inward, not to the
individual self but the social self, towards the social milieu of one’s own city, region and
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country. In contrast to the avant-garde notions of form and meaning found in the work of
the Picasso and Duchampian camps, American art in the thirties was predominantly
earnest and without irony, hopeful and socially reflective, signifying a communal
experience. Intellectual artists of the thirties believed that art revealed continuous
progress from past to present from which they could borrow and refashion into an
expression of contemporary culture. Artists could create new myths from the raw meat of
culture for the purpose of serving “the tribe,” as in primitive societies where art play its
most potent and significant role. They retained the Romantic notion that art could be a
moral force and had a function in social transformation (Polcari 37). Most artists in the
thirties were immersed in Depression Era art, in American Scene painting, in art that
addressed the common man in a visual language that was readily understood. Issues of
the international avant-garde were no longer pressing; for the time being a
straightforward down-to-earth realism was at the fore. Artists struggled to create an
American art without the help of Europe. The Regionalist Thomas Hart Benton, the
grandson of a United States senator and the son of a congressman from Missouri,
returned to New York after the first World War a changed artist, denouncing avant-garde
art and the “aesthetic soul probers” sheltered by Steiglitz at 291 (Benton 44). In his
autobiography Benton would write,
I was released from the tyranny of the prewar soul which everybody so
assiduously cultivated in the world of art and which was making of it such
a precious field of obscurities. I proclaimed heresies around New York,
talked on the importance of subject matter, then under rigid taboos among
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the aesthetic elite, and ridiculed the painters of jumping cubes, of
cockeyed tables, blue bowls and bananas, who read cosmic meanings into
effusions…I set out painting American histories in defiance of all the
conventions of our art world. (Benton 43)
Benton developed a homespun, folksy-Baroque style that depicted the common
man in nationalist settings. His themes were of people engaged in various colloquial
activities, depicting the energy, flux and vitality of America. Benton exhorted his
students at the Art Student’s League, in particular Jackson Pollock, to experience life, to
travel, to paint with truth and gusto. Fellow Regionalist Grant Wood also sought to
display traditional American values, however not without irony. His images, painted in a
style reminiscent of Copley, are almost surreal in their depiction of traditional American
characters, farmlands and myths.
Social Realists such as Reginald Marsh, Isabel Bishop and the Soyer brothers
portrayed the American urban scene, with a conviction that art must address American
social values, and comment forcibly on the good as well as the inequitable aspects of
society. Descendents of the Henri tradition, their styles were less romanticized, and
tended to depict the teeming masses in settings of confusion and chaos, or the individual
in positions of isolation, irony or despair. Formal innovations were not sought, and most
Social Realist paintings employ traditional Renaissance space and chiaroscuro. Although
the images are evocative and painted with great individual sensitivity, they have been
read as social propaganda. Sloan, an instructor at the League during the thirties, was
criticized for not using his art as propaganda for social reform. An avid socialist since his
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youth, Sloan claimed he did not confuse politics with art, nor did he forsake the
autonomy of the artist, remarking, “I may be fiddling while Rome burns, but I question
whether social propaganda is necessary to the life of a work of art” (qtd in Rose 117).
Although several of the Abstract Expressionists had begun to paint abstract
pictures by the end of the thirties, several of them had close connections with the Henri
tradition. At the League Adolph Gottlieb took classes from Henri and Sloan. Barnett
Newman also studied with Sloan. In 1935 Gottlieb and Rothko helped form an exhibition
group called The Ten. Their intentions were to preserve the social tradition of the Ash
Can School while exploring the possibilities of formal experimentation as practiced by
the European Fauves and Expressionists. The critic for the Art Front praised The Ten’s
effort to combine what he called “a social consciousness with an abstract, expressionist
heritage, thus saving art from being mere propaganda on the one hand, or mere formalism
on the other” (qtd. in Cox 24). Rothko’s work of that decade focuses on frozen,
despairing figures and subway scenes, reminiscent of the Ash Can School. Pollock would
famously state that his tutelage under Benton was merely “something to react against,”
yet his youthful experience with Regionalism would contribute greatly to the character of
his art and persona. Perhaps the bravura of Regionalism, its “heroic, American” nature
had an influence on the work some of the New York School. Social Realism was
certainly among the influences that cultivated its ethical content.
Political Activity in the Thirties
Artists who experienced their formative years in New York of the thirties were
directly confronted with politics, both systemic and economic, on a very personal level. It
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was a part of their direct, daily experience, and included in the dilemma of what and how
they should paint, ultimately playing a significant role in the outcome of their work. In
the teaching and practice of the era artists were challenged with the idea of creating art
that would define and interpret the modern American experience, essentially a nationalist
approach. Union activities, a distinct component of national politics, were rampant in the
thirties. Many union headquarters were centered on Union Square, the scene of constant
demonstrations and rallies. Part of the “red decade,” the first-generation Abstract
Expressionists identified with the political left, and were sympathetic to the agendas
promoted by the Communist and Socialist parties. On the other hand, many found
themselves involved in the federal quasi-socialist programs initiated by Roosevelt to
alleviate unemployment. The federal government itself gave them an identity and
purpose. All of this they had to internally and socially process before achieving the
liberation of their own personal styles.
Leftist politics of the decade required that art serve socio-political purposes. In the
crisis of the Depression augmented by the instability of Europe, the Communist Party
made efforts to recruit artists to its causes. A number of Abstract Expressionists were first
or second-generation immigrants, and most from middle or lower middle class
backgrounds, sympathetic to radical politics. At the beginning of the thirties the
Communist Party gained access to artists through the Artists Union, but from the outset
both the established social realists and artists just beginning their careers had little
interest in following party standards. Their work was more concerned with urban
alienation and resignation than with the heroic proletariat. Yet many who were later
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associated with the New York School belonged to the Artist’s Union; Pollack met Lee
Krasner at a Union party, Pollock, Gorky and de Kooning help build floats for the May
Day parades, Harold Rosenberg edited its journal Art Front, the critic Meyer Schapiro
and David Smith contributed articles.
The Artist’s Union proved to be less an organization for artists than a political
instrument for the Party. The humorous Gorky would try to turn meetings towards
aesthetic topics, gaining the floor on the most inappropriate occasion, for example, to
discourse on the contours of Ingres. Later in the decade, when the Stalin atrocities were
brought to light, the Nazi-Soviet pact sealed, and “red-baiting” began in earnest, most
artists abandoned affiliation with official Party, although a few continued their
involvement with politics. In the late thirties the Surrealist spokesman Andre Breton, the
Mexican muralist Diego Rivera, the critics Rosenberg and Greenberg were associated
with the Trotsky radicalism of the Partisan Review. Trotsky himself attacked Stalin
through this journal for the ordering of art censorship by the unchecked, “ignorant and
insolent bureaucracy” (qtd. in Cox 27). Rothko and Gottlieb help found the Federation of
Modern Painters and Sculptors, through which they attacked the Stalin and Nazi regimes.
In the ensuing decades, of the Abstract Expressionists it was Ad Reinhart alone
who directly associated his artistic production with political radicalism. Involvement in
politics had served as a common ground for virtually all of them, giving the yet inchoate
outsiders a direction for the rebel yell, a sense that they were addressing the pertinent
issues of the era and involved in an art of social relevance. Once it was understood that
orthodox radicalism, like nationalism, would demand specific styles and goals, it also
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convinced them of the importance of maintaining independence and retaining their
individuality. As “Abstract Expressionists” they expressed a fear that their art could be
manipulated, labeled and misinterpreted by outside interests, a fear that came to pass in
later decades with the explosion of the art market.
Perhaps more crucial to their development as artists was their occupation with the
Works Progress Administration, established by President Roosevelt, who understood the
potency of public art. Though the work of the Mexican muralists he realized the power of
art to proclaim the social ideals of the government, and also how little it would cost; in
Mexico the artists were simply paid plumber’s wages. In 1934 the government
commissioned murals through its Federal Art Project, for which they included a booklet
on Diego Rivera’s fresco technique, as well as easel painting, sculpture and other media.
By 1936 the project employed around 6000 artists, over half of them living in New York.
In the beginning artists were given complete freedom of expression and enough money to
survive as artists in an adverse market. They gained a respect for themselves as artists as
well as a sense of community. Many pivotal artists of the New York school were
employed by the WPA, Pollack, Rothko, Gorky, Krasner, de Kooning among them, and
those who were not felt like outsiders. Barnett Newman, who already had a teaching job
maintained that he “paid a severe price for not being on the Project with the other guys;
in their eyes I wasn’t a painter; I didn’t have the label” (qtd. Fineberg 27). The poorest
artists depended solely upon the WPA for their survival.
At this time the nascent Abstract Expressionists were exposed to and in some
cases involved in the powerful art production of the Mexican muralists. Rivera, Siqueiros
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and Orozco all had commissions in New York. Siqueiros set up a workshop near Union
Square for the purpose of developing experimental techniques with new materials, where
Pollock served as an apprentice. With lacquers and silicones, airbrush and spray gun,
asbestos panels and plywood, Siqueiros endeavored to make obsolete the notion of the
easel and paintbrush, which he referred to as a stick with hairs on the end. Fellow
apprentice Axel Horn recalled of the new nitro-cellulose lacquers, “We used it in thin
glazes or built it up into thick gobs. We poured it, dripped it, spattered it, hurled it at the
picture surface...what emerged was an endless variety of accidental effects. Siqueiros
soon constructed a theory and system of controlled accidents,” techniques that Pollock
would eventually exploit in his art (qtd. in Friedman 38).
The simplified, monumental style of the Mexican muralists, the visual and
emotional power of enormous, grand works directly expressed, their organic
compositional movement, all had a strong impact on the artists of the younger generation.
Rivera was able to create commanding, leftist social realism while expressing
nationalism, yet he combined it with aspects of Cubism as interpreted by Leger and preColumbian imagery, thus infusing his work with modernist sensibility. The Abstract
Expressionists would all experiment with large works. From the muralists they absorbed
the idea of large wall painting as an encompassing environment. Some, like Pollock and
Newman, would incorporate the overwhelmingly huge size into the aesthetic content and
meaning of their work.
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European Ideas in the 1940s
Yet the Abstract Expressionists found no precise visual equivalent for leftist
politics and social realism in their art. The Mexican muralists, American scene painting
and the backward looking regionalism of Benton could not adequately meet their needs
as artists hungry to define who they were, both as citizens of the United States and of the
chaotic world. They were drawn to European Modernism in spite of their desire to create
an art that was uniquely American, and yet they had no interest in pursuing petty formal
aesthetics or “art for art’s sake.” To find a manner of painting that could synthesize these
diametrically opposed conditions became a concern of New York School artists.
Certainly a style of their own would reflect issues of aesthetics, an ongoing intellectual
dialogue with European Modernism, and politics. It would not be, however, a collective
art for the masses but an art for the cognoscenti, for those who cared to know.
In New York artists had steady access to new developments in Europe – the
Museum of Modern Art had regular exhibitions of current Cubist, Surrealist, and abstract
art, as well as Bauhaus art and design. Alfred Barr emphasized the internationalism of
modern art. In 1936 a group of younger abstract artists that included Ad Reinhardt,
formed the association American Abstract Artists, with the intent of keeping abreast of
European modernism and introducing the public to an emerging American avant-garde.
Although very few of the prominent Abstract Expressionists were members of the AAA,
their annual exhibitions, publications and lectures acted as a forum for abstract artists to
communicate ideas. Most of its art was rooted in the nonobjective art of the International
Style, while others seemed to track the progress of Picasso. Abstract art at this time
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however was, as Barbara Rose observes, “a voice crying out in the wilderness” (Rose
147). The mass audience favored realist styles and even museums considered abstract art
passé, the art of the previous decade.
Most influential to many young artists was the 1939 exhibition of Picasso’s
Guernica, in which he was able to make a strong emotional and political statement within
the parameters of modernist aesthetics. The art of the European Surrealists, whose
approaches to art making would later strike such a responsive chord with the New York
School, was first shown as a cohesive movement in “Dada, Surrealism and Fantastic Art”
at the Modern in 1936. The European-born artists John Graham and Hans Hoffman
disseminated the principles of European Modernism through teaching, lectures and
publications as well as through their art. The paintings of Hoffman eventually become
pivotal to the canon of Abstract Expressionism. Through the art journals Cahier d’Art,
Plastique, Verve and Minotaure artists could keep abreast of formal developments in
Paris. Josef Albers had established the Bauhaus curriculum at Black Mountain College,
North Carolina as early as 1933. The geometric constructs of Neo-Plasticism, the nonhierachical use of space of Modrian, appealed to the sensibilities of the young
abstractionists, in particular Pollack, Krasner and de Kooning.
An exodus of European modernists fleeing from persecution, oppression and the
Hitler menace began in the thirties, a gradual influx that would culminate with the arrival
of the Surrealists from 1939-1942. Their presence created the ongoing dialogue, the
close interaction of many minds together necessary to the development and creation of a
new art, a “movement.” The European refuges were self-assured, confident in their
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vanguard status and ready to set up shop. In this fertile soil of the early forties the
Abstract Expressionist was born. The automatic drawing techniques of the Surrealists,
later termed “automatism” and concerned with the free flow of images from the
subconscious was also significant to their development. The non-objective paintings of
the surrealist Joan Miro, whose constructs of abstract shapes liberated from context,
passing across the picture plane, were a credible influence. The dialogue among artists
concerning Freudian and Jungian concepts of the mind was broadened through
Surrealism, unlocking the unconscious and bringing to the fore primitive origins of
archetypes and myth. Direct expression of unconscious idea, reflecting the early
Modernist interest in primitive art, eventually became a major concern for many Abstract
Expressionists. Yet they eventually rejected the heavy symbolic content and literary
references favored by the Surrealists and German Expressionists, such as Beckman.
The collector Peggy Guggenheim was instrumental in introducing young
American artists to the European exiles, an encounter that affirmed the direction in which
the Americans were going and brought forth their style. As an ex-patriot in Paris, she had
hoped to open a museum for modern art in London, and was active in a committee to
send artists to America. Her collection of paintings and sculpture, assembled with the
advice of Duchamp, Breton, Ernst and the critics Read and Barr, encompassed the
breadth of abstract art and Surrealism from its beginnings. Upon moving to New York
she opened a gallery-museum on 57th St. in Manhattan named The Art of This Century.
In a setting that was prestigious and cutting edge for the time, Guggenheim exhibited the
art of young American moderns, placing them alongside of the European “masters.” Until
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her departure for Europe in 1947 she promoted the artists Pollock, Motherwell, Baziotes,
Rothko, Still, Gottlieb, and the elder professor of the group, Hans Hoffman. Emerging
from a relatively impoverished, dingy loft culture, the proletariat-artist born of the WPA
had arrived. Placed next to the coterie of cosmopolitan artists and advisors who
surrounded the wealthy Guggenheim, with the attendant elegant customers and glib
critics, the outsider artist gained entry into the international avant-garde. During the
furious years of World War II, artists began to develop the sense of a similar association
of idea and practice that would develop into Abstract Expressionism.
Abstract Expressionism grew from the synergy of Surrealism and predominantly
geometric Abstraction, stamped with the psyche of the artist and the big themes of
existence. First given its name by the critic Richard Coates in 1946, it combines the
emotional intensity, individuality and self-expression found in German Expressionism
with the anti-figurative aesthetic of European modernist art. Between 1942 and 1949 the
major artists of the New York School transcended their early influences to achieve a
distinctive personal style, placing emphasis on content and meaning in art that was
predominantly non-referential. All had rejected formalist geometric abstraction, but it
remained a structural reference point for many of them. After the departure of
Guggenheim, they continued to show their works together through dealers – Betty
Parsons and Sidney Janis in particular. Yet they regarded painting as a unique act of the
individual, inviolable but easily co-opted, and were careful not to announce themselves as
a unified movement. They wrote no manifestoes. They rejected the title of Abstract
Expressionism, believing it to link them to the art of their spiritual predecessors, to native
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German Expressionism or to the expressive abstraction of Kandinsky as proposed by
Alfred Barr. They referred to themselves simply as a school from New York, where they
had been educated through the convergence of teachers from all over the world.
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CHAPTER VIII
INTELLECTUAL CONTEXT OF ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONISM

Philosophical Roots
Currents in philosophy that would affect the art of the New York School followed
social developments engendered by the explosion of science and technology of the
twentieth century. Philosophy was no longer the domain of scholars who observed the
machinations of human existence from a theoretical distance, relating it only to itself. It
was now integral to contemporary life, tracking the paradigm shifts brought on by new
discoveries and their effect on the human condition. Political philosophy and scientific
theory were part of the mix. The theories of Heidegger, Nietzche, Marx and Hegel were
reactions to human dignity and identity brutalized by industrial and capitalist culture.
Beginning with discoveries of Darwin, science proceeded through Einstein and modern
genetics to dismantle the accepted contructs of the individual in relation to the universe.
Crises in social relationships, economic systems, global culture, class distinctions, and
traditional morality and belief systems are hallmarks of the modern era. Modern man had
identity problems, tracked not only by modern philosophers but also by contemporary,
avant-garde artists. Dada, appearing in the early years of WWI, was a response to the
nihilism that appeared as an inevitable feature of our age.
As the philosophy associated with the era, existentialism did not necessarily
inform the evolution of Abstract Expressionist style. As the search for self-knowledge
and meaning in an indifferent or hostile universe, existentialism is a term used to describe
a body of thought that arose in the nineteenth century and continued through the post
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World War II era. The writings of Nietzsche and Dostoyevsky, Kierkegaard, Kafka and
Sarte, focus on the action of the individual as paramount for the creation of meaning in
the face of the absurdity of human existence. Yet as the Dadaist Hans Richter has
observed, existentialism made a clean break from all emotionally charged attitudes to the
self and to the world. What remained is a mirror in which nothing is reflected but the
individual self. Science, with its conceptual and exploratory tools, is the only secure
anchor in a sea of nothingness, the only hope for a godless age. In contrast to the ethically
committed Abstract Expressionist artist, it was the aloof nihilist Duchamp who gave
expression to this sensibility in his art (Richter 93).
Existentialists concurred that a genuine system of belief could only rise from the
authentic experience of each individual. The individual must face the void alone, a
troubling and terrifying, ambiguous reality. The search for meaning, the declaration of
self, became a concern for artists as well, yet the Abstract Expressionists were not
impassive, devoid of emotion. Barnett Newman described this in his essay “The First
Man Was an Artist,” written in 1947, a year before he completed the metaphysical
Onement:
What was the first man, was he a hunter, a toolmaker, a farmer, a worker,
a priest, or a politician? Undoubtedly the first man was an artist. Man’s
first expression, like his first dream, was an aesthetic one. Speech was a
poetic outcry rather than a demand for communication. Original man,
shouting his consonants, did so in yells of awe and anger at his tragic state,
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at his own self-awareness and at his own helplessness before the void.
(qtd. in Sandler 189)

The Redress of the Political Avant-Garde
Since the inception of the modern era of western culture, coinciding with the
development of industry in the nineteenth century, modernist art has attempted to make
sense of the contemporary human condition, to rectify and adjust contemporary culture
through art. Before the nineteenth century there was no expectation that artists be
alienated from the status quo, or to represent anything other than the traditional values of
the culture. Artists accepted the norms of tradition and authority of the past. That began
to change in the hundred years between 1750 and 1850, when philosophy centered on the
natural rights of the individual. Belief in progress began to replace the static assumptions
behind the hierarchy of hereditary power and social class. With the Romantic Movement,
1800-1850, the cult of the individual was born. The artist became a “genius” who could
ignite the fire of creation through his art, his link to divinity and truth, and pass it on to
others. The artist assumed the status of prophet and moral leader, a divinely inspired
vehicle who, through nature, gave voice to the common man. Feeling took precedence
over form. Both in literature and the arts, exotic lands, the amorphous world of dreams,
the dark terrors of the psyche, the exalted heights of creativity and the awesome power
and beauty of nature were food for the Romantic soul.
In the post-Napoleonic era, from historical paintings to portraiture, there was a
fundamental shift in the concept of what art was supposed to depict. Images of physical
and emotional violence, madness and struggle sought to portray man's inhumanity to man
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and the loss of reason they felt defined their age. The Romantic artist could depict current
catastrophes, as in Gericault’s Raft of the Medusa, with political implications. In the
nineteenth century French artists, critics and reformers began to link art with radical
political change. The term avant-garde was first used figuratively to describe radical or
advanced activity in both politics and art. The French utopian socialist Henri de SaintSimon used the French military term “avant-garde” to describe the role artists and writers
should assume in society, that of visionary and revolutionary. In the third decade of the
nineteenth century he wrote “it is we artists who will serve you as the avant-garde...the
power of the arts is in fact most immediate and most rapid: when we wish to spread new
ideas among men, we inscribe them on marble or on canvas” (qtd. in Nochlin 2). The
artist as an outsider could agitate the privileged classes through art as a prelude to the
formation of a legitimately democratic, socialist state.
The artist Gustave Courbet, mentioned above, an ardent republican and anarchist
who participated in the Paris Commune of 1871, is generally credited with being the
touchstone of modernist art, and in his own cultural context a painter of the avant-garde.
Because of his close association with the anarchist revolutionary Proudhon, Courbet was
a political radical and a painter, whose subjects represent the common man, the worker,
in a painting style that displays a disregard for the slick idealized surfaces of the official
salon painting favored at the time. By the end of the democratic movement in France, the
“avant-garde,” in reference to studio practice, had lost its close association with politics.
Avant-garde art became, as demonstrated by the art of Manet, and in particular his
Dejeuner sur l’herbe, that which breaks down the barriers of aesthetic standards and the
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boundaries of acceptable taste, of modern social and psychic alienation, of ambiguous,
uncertain “meaning,” a challenge to the status-quo, whatever that represents in a given
era.
The avant-garde is at the forefront of modernist art, breaking new ground with
each successive generation, challenging by means of painting style and sculptural
construction the standards of the previous generation. Its intent is to seek and develop
innovations of form that may or may not be rational, having little concern for public ease
of understanding, yet its artists claim to be representative children of their age. European
Modernists had maintained from the beginning that advanced art forms were, in fact,
grounded in social reality – that modernist art reflects accurately our industrial, urban
age, a world of continuous conflict and change. The emerging artists of New York School
sought their place in this continuum.
Since the Romantic Movement, the relation of the individual to society has been
one of the central themes of modern literature and art. In art, however, the avant-garde
association with politics and social issues has waxed and waned. Art and politics in the
twentieth century has been a very tricky relationship, as it currently remains. The avantgarde art of Malevich and Tatlin was employed by the Bolsheviks to create a new art for
a new state, and the Mexican muralists created art to promote the common good in the
aftermath of Mexico’s leftist revolution. The anti-art of Dada and German Expressionism
were direct responses to European social and political disjunction. Yet because avantgarde art does not rely on easily discernable images, it can be made to serve either right
or left political purposes. During the thirties, proponents of leftist proletariat modernist
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realism were critical of avant-garde formalist art transplanted from Europe, for its
inaccessible, bourgeois qualities and its inability to “serve the people.”
As “abstract” artists, the New York School did not include direct visual references
to political issues in their art, although Motherwell attempted to illustrate his political
feelings in his series of paintings Elegy to the Spanish Republic. Because they were
grounded in the political left during their formative years, the New York School did
aspire to communicate an ethical, meaningful albeit abstract message for humanity, a
characteristic that was later discouraged and even scoffed at by the influential critic
Clement Greenburg, discussed below. They did aspire to create a significant art that was
of the moment and timeless, of relevance to the human condition. They had come to
realize that the only way the artist could truly be of use to the cause of humanity was to
develop an art that was genuine, of consequence to the self and to the condition of the
world.
These artists were working in the context of awareness, not isolation. They knew
the outcome of manipulation by outside forces. Each artist made an effort to avoid it in
his own way, but once the art belonged to the art market it was largely out of his or her
control. In the early sixties for example, critics denounced Abstract Expressionism
because it had become the official style of the United States, and sent to Europe during
the Cold War to show American dominance in the arts, the superiority and extent of its
cultural freedom. The art had been completely removed from its proletariat origins and
used to promote the wealth and privilege of a great nation.
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Psychological Foundations
Before the arrival of the European Surrealists, the emerging artists of the New
York School were employed by the WPA, working through the styles of late Cubism,
deciding that neither the American scene painting nor “art for art’s sake,” that of
sophisticated European abstraction, were paths they could follow. Yet other influences
associated with Surrealism appeared in those years, opening up new directions. The
exploration of the self, the individual, was the avenue they chose to explore. The
unconscious mind was the remaining unclaimed territory, still open to exploration and
interpretation. It gave to the developing artists an edge and purpose to their nascent ideas.
Concepts brought forth from the writings of Jung and Freud were a common
subject of discourse among educated people at the time. The emergence of Freudian and
Jungian psychoanalysis in New York, and the exploration of ancient myths as a means of
discovering the universals of primitive and modern man, affected the approach and
practice of the avant-garde artist. Kandinsky’s Concerning the Spiritual in Art was a
precursor to delving into the self through abstract art, but it was a discussion of aesthetic
form in terms of metaphysics, of a vague “out there.” The emerging painters were indeed
searching for poetic content and layered meaning through visual metaphor, but they
found it through the subconscious self. Each artist of the New York School endeavored to
make visible what was hidden not outside, somewhere in nature, but inside the self.
Surrealism and Sigmund Freud
The mythic, poetic themes of Surrealism were given form and substance by the
ideas of Freud. While the American painters found inspiration in the theory of Jung, who
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had used ancient mythology to link primitive and modern man, they entered the dialogue
between the self and art through the ideas of the Surrealists, after their arrival in New
York in 1942. Surrealism was an outgrowth of Dada, both movements sharing the similar
features of anarchy and the incongruous juxtaposition of form to create a new reality.
The founding members of Surrealism, Andre Breton, Max Ernst and Tristan Tzara, were
Dadaists in Paris in the years before its official beginning in 1924. Andre Breton, poet,
critic and doctor, had served in the trenches during WWI administering to victims of shell
shock, whose dependence on a subconscious reality profoundly influenced his thinking.
He had practiced Freud’s methods of analysis on his patients.
The proclaimed leader of Surrealism, Breton brought to the movement an
aesthetic continuity and focus, an emphasis on symbolism and poetry. Like Dada,
Surrealism relied on written tracts, manifestoes and reviews to support its visual output,
beginning with “La Revolution Surrealiste” in 1924. As in Dada, Surrealists were
political, engaging in an intellectual revolt against the failings of rationalism, nationalism,
the hypocrisy and cynicism of capitalism, of finance capital and the bourgeoisie, and later
against the rise of fascism. “Open the prisons, disband the army,” is text taken from the
second Surrealist manifesto, yet its artists desired more than destruction. They sought to
create a definitive aesthetic that would represent the total liberation of the individual, to
move beyond the nihilism of Dada. Surrealism gave form to anarchy.
The liberation of society was not an attainable goal for a group of artists.
Influenced by Freud, they instead seriously sought to free the unconscious mind from the
dominance of the conscious rational mind. It began as a discovery of language, a new
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method of poetic writing they termed “automatic writing,” in which the author pours out
a monologue as rapidly as possible, over which no critical control is exerted, resulting in
vibrant, emotional images of immediacy and absurdity (Breton 6). The Dadaists Ball, Arp
and Huelsenbeck in Zurich had employed “écriture-automatique” from 1916 onwards
(Richter 194). Breton attempted to gain deeper insight into its psychological possibilities,
hoping to gain access to the hidden realm of the unconscious, the rich reservoir of
previously untapped ideas, perceptions and creative impulses:
Pure psychic automatism, by which is intended to express in words or
otherwise, the real process of thought in the absence of control exercised
by the reason, and outside all aesthetic or moral preoccupations.
Surrealism rests in the belief in the superior reality of dreams and the
disinterested play of thought. (Breton 7)
The theories of both Freud and Jung provided new territory for modern art to
explore. Breton in particular, studied psychoanalysis and the dream theories of Freud.
Published in 1900, Freud’s The Interpretations of Dreams demonstrated that the
unconscious mind shapes the historical and cultural material reality of one’s life into
dreams, which are always based on the template of early family relations. If the analyst is
able to trace a pathological idea, reasoned Freud, one that creates ill, back to the elements
of a patient’s inner life, the troubling ideas, compulsions or urges will disintegrate.
Dreams, as a significant element of memory, must be “interpolated into the psychical
chain” in order to trace the truths of one’s reality (Freud 80-81). Freud’s theories
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resonated with artists, who are compelled to seek understanding and express truth found
beneath outward appearance.
Breton said a decade after its founding that Surrealism did not aspire to
transcendence, rather it expressed a desire to deepen the foundation of the real, to bring
about an even clearer and passionate consciousness of the world perceived by the senses.
Surrealists sought to join the everyday world to the world of dream and fantasy, to create
a surreality. In the plastic arts Surrealism found expression in quite opposite modes, the
complete abstraction of the style called “Automatism” and the naturalistic, optically
convincing techniques of “Veristic” Surrealism. Automatism relied on abstract shapes,
intuition, spontaneous and chance effects, in order to bring to life the unconscious. Joan
Miro, Hans Arp and Max Ernst preferred child-like images, primitive design and
automatist techniques, such as Ernst’s frottage. In Automatism abstract compositions
often retained figurative elements with which to trigger the unconscious, stimulating
imaginative responses and free-association of image and meaning. Stylized biological,
organic shapes called “biomorphs,” originally used by Jean Arp during the early Dada
period, were part of the Automatist aesthetic vocabulary, and used intentionally by the
Abstract Expressionists Baziotes and Gottleib. Biomorphic influence is apparent across
the range of New York School painting, in which the ambiguous, sexually charged
abstract forms were used throughout the forties.
The basic tenets of Surrealism were known; throughout the thirties the ideas and
art objects of Surrealism were available to American artists, at galleries and museums in
New York, through the writing of the Surrealists. In the early thirties several American
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artists practiced a “Magic Realism” in which the normalcy of the American scene was
perversely altered as in a dream, however using traditional painting techniques and
methods to give the images a hyper-reality. This art, like the Veristic Surrealism
practiced by Dali and Magritte, and was rejected by the avant-garde critics and art
establishment. When Abstract Expressionism took ascendancy as a uniquely American,
grand international style of painting, the currents of abstraction became the official
academic style of museums and universities, of curators and scholars. Magic Realism and
other forms of American realism and Surrealism were considered marginal, and for many
years overlooked by the new mainstream.
The art historian William Rubin wrote that it is precisely because the American
painters had passed through the experience of Surrealism that it was possible for them to
challenge and open up the restrictive aspects of Cubism and Fauvism, which had become
limiting to abstract painters. Preserving what was viable in them, the spirit of Abstract
Expressionism retained much of Surrealism’s concern with poetry (Cox 164). Even the
eremitic Pollock played the Freudian Surrealist word games with his friends and
attempted to psychoanalyze them. They produced automatic drawings focused on specific
themes, such as fire, water and earth, the unconscious, or the hours of the day. They kept
a log of their thoughts to ascertain if there was any point in time when the painters
possessed a collective unconscious, discovering that at four in the afternoon they believed
themselves to be closest to their unconscious (Rose 164).
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Abstract Expressionism and Jungian Ideas
Gottlieb and Pollock were well acquainted with Jungian ideas before the
Surrealists arrived in New York. Pollock had undergone Jungian therapy for help with
anxiety and alcohol abuse, from which a few drawings remain. Of primary interest to the
Abstract Expressionists were the implications of Jung’s belief that the unconscious had a
collective nature that could be traced through common archetypes, significant groups of
ideas in the unconscious psyche, called “complexes.” Archetypes usually have a
disturbing influence and give rise to anxieties and emotions that one has no control over.
For Jung however the unconscious was not only a disruptive factor causing psychiatric
illness, but also the seed of man's creativity and the roots of human consciousness itself.
Jung believed that the secrets of the unconscious psyche were expressed in dreams and
fantasies of the individual and in the myths, fairy tales, superstitions of a culture, and in
occultism and alchemy. He considered too limiting Freud’s presumption that all
expressions of the unconscious are hidden wish fulfillments; that his scientific
presumptions did not do full justice to the rich expressions of unconscious psychic life of
the individual.
The findings of Jung regarding the nature of the creative process were attractive
and clarifying to artists. He described a psychological typology, which is the "personal
equation" of each individual that influences his approach toward the outer and inner
world and determines his “path of individuation.” Like instincts, one’s fantasy life has a
certain structure. Jung perceived that there must be imperceptible energy centers in the
unconscious mind that regulate instinctual behavior and spontaneous imagination, from
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which the archetypes emerge. Jung discovered that spontaneous dreams of individuals
show an astonishing resemblance to ancient mythological or fairy-tale motifs that are
usually unknown to the dreamer. To Jung this meant that archetypal manifestations
belong to man in all ages; they are the expression of man's basic psychic nature. Modern
civilized man has built a rational superstructure and repressed his dependence on his
archetypal nature – hence the feeling of self-estrangement, which is the cause of neurotic
suffering and alienation. To Jung, the religious symbols and phenomenology of
Buddhism and Hinduism and the teachings of Zen Buddhism and Confucianism all
expressed distinct experiences towards man's inner world, a world badly neglected by
Western civilization. Jung also searched for traditions within Western culture that
compensated for its one-sided development toward rationalism and technology. The
artists of the New York school searched for a visual expression of the man’s inner world
within the context of modernist art.
Another significant influence in the move from literal realism and formal
abstraction toward more subconscious, archetypal themes was John Graham, born Ivan
Dabrowsky, in Kiev. Graham had a legendary background, a former law student, cavalry
officer, prisoner of war, and a counterrevolutionary in the Crimea before ending up at the
Art Students League in New York. He disseminated sophisticated cubist principles and
worked the style of synthetic Cubism until the mid-thirties, when he began to integrate
the ideas of surrealism. He shared the Surrealists’ interests, similar to Jung’s, in
astrology, numerology, yoga, alchemy, cabalism and black magic. In 1937 he published
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System and Dialectics of Art, in which he expressed that art is an “intellecto-emotional
REACTION” to which traditional skills do not pertain:
Art is the authentic reaction of the artist to a phenomenon observed, set
authoritatively to the operating plane. No technical perfection or elegance
can produce a work of art. This authentic reaction recorded within the
measurable space immediately and automatically in terms of brush
pressure, saturation, velocity, caress or repulsion, anger or desire which
changes and varies in unison with the flow of feeling at the moment,
constitutes a work of art. (Friedman 50-51)
Pollock became acquainted with Graham after reading his article “Primitive Art
and Picasso” earlier that year, and developed a friendship of mutual admiration. In 1941
Graham arranged a show called “American and French Painting” that included several
American unknowns, including Pollock, Krasner and de Kooning. By the late thirties the
artists of the New York school were moving in the direction of fusing abstract form with
the symbolism of Surrealism, creating a distinct style that manifested itself in the
expressive application of paint.
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CHAPTER IX
STYLE AND BRUSHSTROKE

Brushstroke Awareness
The hallmark style of the Abstract Expressionists was a dependence on
brushstroke to convey the meaning and content of their paintings. All except Willem de
Kooning, who included the human figure, eliminated direct references to reality; the
focus was on the abstract use of line, shape, color and space to communicate ideas. Most
of them broke away from the formalist structures of Cubism although several artists
alluded to that structure, rendering it with a free, painterly brushstroke. Some retained the
armature of a matrix around which to arrange eddies and strokes of paint. Others broke
the space apart, using color and paint texture to define area. A gradual elimination of
geometric composition included the demise of the three-dimensional aspect of the picture
plane. Background and foreground were integrated. Each artist was different in their
approach to the canvas, although art historians and critics of the era have grouped them
into two methods, one using gesture and the other color field, to convey idea. Both
approaches relied absolutely on the unmistakable imprint of brushstroke of each artist.
Breaking through the linear quality of Cubist abstraction, breaking the line, as the
Chinese artists discovered with po’mo a thousand years earlier, was crucial to realization
of the expressive quality of paint alone. Brushstroke without form, paint without
structure, paint with nothing but the artist’s hand and sensibility to define it was an
innovation of the gesture painters of the 1950s, particularly the work of Pollock. The
early abstractionists Arthur B. Carles and Richard Pousette-Dart demonstrate a
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recognizable transition towards the integration of expressive paint application with the
formal qualities of cubism (Rose 150). The gesture painters gradually eliminated the
latter, making made use of abstract visual energy and movement, as found in the freely
painted lyric abstractions of Kandinsky, but infused with the emotional weight of
brushstroke found in the work of Soutine. Each artist had his own focus, which could be
defined by the force of his personality, as an individual, that dictated the direction the art
would take.
In the early forties William Baziotes introduced Pollock to the Surrealist
techniques of psychic automatism as it applied to painting, an event witnessed by a
fellow artist who observed, “He handed the palette knife to Jackson and Jackson with his
intense concentration was flipping the paint with abandon” (qtd. in Cox 42). Perhaps
recalling his work with Siqueiros’ workshop, it was a technique that was well suited to
his personality. As Abstract Expressionism developed, the spontaneity of psychic
automatism became an act controlled by the artist. Facing the blank canvas, in a heroic
gesture he confronted his ego and let the beast out, using paint and canvas as a record of
the event. Visually the gesture paintings read like an exploration of the unconscious.
While Pollock exploited allusions to the mythic and primitive, other gesture painters
denied this intent. Kline, who had been working in the style of social realism, came to his
characteristic broad calligraphic brushstrokes somewhat by chance (see fig. 9).
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Fig. 9. Franz Kline, Woman in Rocking Chair (1946), Richard E. and Jane M.
Lang Collection, Medina, Washington.
As recalled by Elaine de Kooning, in the late forties he enlarged his quick brush
sketches on an opaque projector: “A four by five inch brush drawing of the rocking chair
loomed in gigantic black strokes which eradicated any image, the strokes expanding as
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entities in themselves, unrelated to any reality but that of their own existence…from that
day Kline’s style of painting changed completely” (qtd. in Friedman, 39).

Gesture Painting
The innovators of gesture-painting – Pollock, de Kooning, Hoffman and later
Kline and Guston – developed individual styles that were dependent on apparent physical
action, on the power-brushstroke. Characteristic of the gesture painters is the interplay of
line and space, the fluidity of brushstroke, and merging of the third dimension with the
second, creating a unified picture plane no longer dependent on a figure-ground
relationship. Figures – be they figure eights, arabesques, or amorphous shapes loosely
related to unconscious thought – merge and commune with the background. Symbols
hide in the paint, refusing to be drawn out and exposed to the clear light of rational
thought, as in Pollock’s Eyes of the Heat or Hoffman’s The Third Hand. In de Kooning’s
Excavation and Woman I, planes slip and slide into one another, destabilizing the surface.
The edge of the canvas struggles to contain it. It is calligraphy gone mad, denying the
dimensions of the picture plane.
Evident in the work of the gesture painters is the physical use of the brush to
promote the action of painting, most apparent in Pollock’s famous dance around the
canvas with a bucket of paint and a stick for a brush, but apparent in all gesture painting.
Like the Tang Dynasty Chan painters Pollock worked on the floor, on raw canvas, uniting
the energy of the idea with the body, with the brush. The assertive brush handling implies
that the movement and energy emanates not just from the hand and head of the artist, but
from his entire arm, the entire body, and from the comprehensive psyche. In the drip
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paintings of Pollock and the Universal Field of Marc Tobey the background is the tabula
rasa, a surface over which the labyrinth of the “unconscious” unfolds, without hierarchy
in an unending continuum, in what the critic Greenberg first termed “all-over” design. As
a compositional device it portrays a sense of totality, the relentless pattern of the psyche,
or of the universe, or simply of the paint, condensed into an unfolding story without
chapters and without plot.

Color Field Painting
The work of the “color field” painters is reliant on composition, composed with
elemental space and shape. Broad color areas are alive, bristling with activity, the color
energy intrinsic to the “story” of the paintings. Color field painters were concerned with
myth and its ability to reveal truth, yet they eventually purged their work of allusions to
primitive symbols, achieving their aesthetic goal of presenting a simple expression of the
complex thought. During this time Rothko, Gottleib and Newman expressed their desire
to create a truly modern mythic art in letters to the New York Times stating, “We are for
the large shape because it has the impact of the unequivocal. We wish to re-assert the
picture plane. We are for flat forms because they destroy illusion and reveal truth” (qtd.
in Sandler 68). In 1945 Rothko wrote that the artists used primitive, mythic symbols to
bring about similar states of consciousness and relationship to the world. Mythic symbols
were used to find a “pictorial equivalent for man’s new knowledge and consciousness of
his more complex inner self” (qtd. in Sandler 70).
By the late forties, however, the color field painters relied instead on the layering
and overlapping of paint, on broad areas of dry brush glazing, on scumbling and impasto
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to generate in their art the mythic content of man’s relationship to the world. The
composition alone is expressive – voids, areas of with texture and color interact with
shape. The color field painters made use of non-objective visual energy and movement,
as did the gesture painters, but shape rather than line is the predominant form in which
the brushstroke operates. Shape in the work of the color field painters operates as
transitioning space, evoking mood. Some artists based these shapes on surrealist
impulses, shapes that almost seem to represent objects from the real world, as in Gorky’s
renowned The Liver is the Coxcomb. Gottlieb uses shape as apparent symbol in his
paintings, in relation to crowded or empty space. Meaning can be constructed from their
universal and cultural signs, embodying for example, sun, sound, bursts, being and nonbeing. Yet no yearning for representation is gratified. In order to “read” the painting the
visual language alone must be interpreted, and it can only allude to, not spell out,
meaning.
Because of the associative properties of color and shape, and the evocative use of
brushstroke in these paintings, the color field canvases become dramas, a stage on which
events are happening. Movement coalesces, symbols communicate hidden meaning. The
aesthetic qualities of the paintings − the fine points of composition, the color
relationships and line quality, the nature of edges − become important and symbolic in
the poetic sense. This is inherited from surrealism but many artists disclaimed surrealist
impulses as the style developed. Each artist chose his own means of expression,
established his own personal metaphor, to define the self as individual. Motherwell
described a “background of feeling” that must be brought out of chaos and into being
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through the creative act, and condensed into form: “a complex of qualities whose feeling
is just right, veering toward the unknown and chaos, yet ordered and related in order to be
apprehended” (qtd. in Sandler 203). Color field paintings indicate a surreal experience
with few signposts to mark the journey.
In Motherwell’s paintings gigantic shapes, or slashes of brushstroke proceed,
recede, adjust to one another; black interacts with usually a single, but powerful color.
Later he would include words, handwritten in a muddled but evocative style, to enhance
meaning. The paintings of Rothko were dependent on the relationship of horizontal
rectangles, the stability of earth and sky unloosed by dislocation. With color and
brushstroke the quadrilateral blocks seem to rise and fall, shimmer as if a mirage, join
and break apart. Clifford Still considered his work a mimesis of nature and man’s place in
it, stating it was “of the Earth, the Damned, and the Recreated.” Once again, vast color
fields of sensuous brushstroke break into shape or around shape, as if “continents” of
space and time, soul and body, are coming in and out of being. Barnett Newman relied on
the power vertical direction for expression, and wrote extensively to explain his work to
the public in order to avoid misinterpretation. He, as did all the color field painters, used
as limited pictorial elements as possible, reducing “shape” to narrow bands of paint that
divided vast expanses of color, applied with layers of brushwork. Newman’s focus on the
broad empty areas, defined only by one or two bands was unique, and would influence
later generations of painters.
In both the gesture and color field painting of the New York School, brushstroke
is integral to the meaning of the painting. The brush is the human touch, the distinct
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imprint of the artist, the mode in which he communicates his individuality. Pertinent to
the brushstroke of Abstract Expressionism is not only its type but also its size. By the
1950s Abstract Expressionist paintings were generally large, and sometimes enormous.
The painting had indeed becomes a stage on which a drama in enacted, its energy
contained in the unceasing play of brushstroke across a vast expanse of space. It
demands of the viewer participation. Size engages real space, the viewer must stand back
to take it all in, the impact as much optical as it is intellectual/emotional. Upon closer
inspection the viewer is dwarfed or enveloped by the painting, adding much to its
dramatic power.
The size and brushstroke of the large works evolved from the feeling of complete
freedom felt by the New York School, once released from the boundaries of European
thought and the demands of social political content. They exhibit the freedom of a new
style that as yet had no rules and regulations and dogma to contain it. Experimentation,
with large house painter’s brushes and sticks, new painting materials – lacquers, acrylics
and industrial paints – and canvas lengths gave way to size and scope. Pollock’s 9’x 28’
mural for Peggy Guggenheim’s hallway gave form to influences from the Siqueiros
workshop early in his career. With this painting he integrated abstract art and
architecture, realizing that mural-size abstract expressionist painting could become a total
environment that would encompass the spectator. The color-field painters established the
wall-size canvas as a primary feature of their art, engendering a sense of time and space,
of the infinite and the boundless. For Still, it represented part of his attempt to destroy the
limits and the traditions of easel painting. Freedom of expression became essential for the
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New York School, and it seemed no size of canvas could contain it. In these ideas are the
seeds of Alan Kaprow’s happening of the sixties, and the first “combines” of Robert
Rauschenberg, in which he crafted Abstract Expressionist “paintings” from his own bed
and found objects that are wide open to subjective interpretation.

Aspects of Content
The artists of the New York School used their brush to convey meaning, to reveal
the drama of their compositions. They had eliminated three-dimensional form and threedimensional space from their paintings, as well as Cubist space, developing a new
approach to pictorial space and brushstroke that liberated artists from painting
conventions of the past. Eventually they eliminated most of the overt traces of Surrealist
imagery and technique, distancing themselves from automatic drawing and organic
shapes, instead favoring an approach that employed a conscious manipulation of the
“subconscious.” Yet they retained allegory and were insistent on content, and ambiguous
meaning that was to be discovered and realized through the act of each painting.
Ultimately the artists who practiced Abstract Expressionism entertained during
the art making process a dedication to one’s own psyche, through which the underlying
nature of the individual may be revealed, thereby communicating a universal theme. In
this way it retained a link to utopianism, participating in the enlightenment of the
individual and ultimate perfectibility of humankind, without having to align itself with
Marxism or any other body politic. The Abstract Expressionists consciously awoke the
psyche. During the painting process, they manipulated the unconscious in an effort to
create through spontaneity an art that was direct and genuine. The Abstract
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Expressionists were trained artists who had for many years studied under a variety of
teachers and schools of thought, a few of them in the traditions of the Old Masters. Yet
they eschewed the appearance of skill, choosing instead to experiment, discover, and,
what Alland describes as the aboriginal biological impetus for art, to “play” (Alland 39).
Crude style and limitations of the artists became virtues, for the purpose of technique was
to discover the essence of the creative act, to unveil raw emotion. Fineness of technique
would put a scrim over truth. No longer could literalism express emotion, nor cubist
abstraction of form. For most of the New York School, painting became non-objective
but loaded with meaning.
Initially the Abstract Expressionists, through the ideas of Surrealism, drew upon
the universal themes imparted by myth and primitive art. Myth was the door to the
unconscious; it freed painting from the tyranny of art theory and superficial cultural
constraints, revealing, according to Rothko and Gottleib, the “primeval and predatory”
instincts in modern man. It was a way of garnering identity. The focus on myth is evident
in their chosen titles. Beginning in the late thirties and continuing to the late forties, myth
provided a sort of viewer’s guide to the abstract drama unfolding: for example, Cyclops
by Baziotes, Antigone, The Syrian Bull and Tiresias, by Rothko, The She-Wolf and
Guradians of the Secret by Pollock. Newman continued to use myth to explain his themes
into the fifties, as in Prometheus Bound of 1952, but by then many chose instead to
number their paintings, or declare them untitled, in order to avoid statements that could
be misconstrued by critics. If a title was given it is meant to direct the viewer toward the
intent of the artist, as in New Life (Resurrection) by Tobey or Motherwell’s Elegy to the
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Spanish Republic, titles that were metaphorical projections similar to those used in
poetry.
As the style developed, the visual poetry, the visual music created by the New
York School artists became more dependent on the individual, each with his own visual
equivalents, for his own state of being and reference points. Some sought to plumb the
Jungian recesses of the unconscious, other chose merely to present the raw experience of
being alive. Originality was key; no two artists were alike because each was delving into
private sources of creativity. As stated by Willem de Kooning “You’ve developed a little
culture for yourself. Like yoghurt, as long as you keep something of the original
microbes, of the original thing it will grow out. So I had – like most artists – this original
little sensation, so I don’t have to worry about getting stuck” (qtd. in Fineberg 14). The
goal of the New York School if it could be stated at all was to give physical presence to
the psychological, to the unconscious, to the great burden of consciousness. In some
cases this was Freudian, as in the work of de Kooning who sought out what he called the
“vulgarity” and the “fleshy” qualities in art, referring to an eroticism that was ambiguous
and indistinct (Cox 50).
For others it was religious, or metaphysical. Barnett Newman sought what he
called a “penetration into the world of mystery, the basic truth of life which is its sense of
tragedy” (qtd. in Sandler 187). In a show he assembled of new paintings at the Betty
Parsons Gallery in 1947, Newman claimed that the artists, including Reinhardt, Rothko,
Stamos and Still, had rejected naturalistic means in order to express the world of pure
ideas and pure spirit. He called the abstract images “ideographs,” which he defined as
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symbols used to express an idea, infusing art with content. “Ideographs” conveyed “the
idea-complex that makes contact with mystery” (Cox 75). Mark Tobey’s involvement
with Zen Buddhism was expressed through the calligraphic “white writing” of his
surfaces. The grandeur and broad visual statement of much New York School work
allows the viewer to perceive the artist as a romantic hero, battling or plumbing the
unconscious, to produce paintings that are themselves romantic, sensuous or passionate,
in spite of statements made otherwise. Other artists had predominantly intellectual
concerns; Hans Hoffman, although he understood painting as a mingling of spirit and
form, perceived composition as rendering harmonious the tension between the picture
plane and three-dimensional depth. Ad Reinhardt, whose reductionist theories later made
him a role model for minimalists, worked with a matrix of rectangular shapes that he
eventually limited to shades of color so dark they appear to be black. They communicate
purity and beauty, virtues of the spirit.
The originality of the Abstract Expressionists lies not in their avant-garde break
with the previous expressions of modernist theory, but in their total reliance on the brush
to give form to the abstract ideas of time, of flux, and space, forces that have no shape in
themselves but whose effects we experience through relativity, juxtaposition and change.
For them painting was a physical/mental/spiritual act, communicated essentially through
their own bodies, of jumping into the vortex of existence. The mature paintings of the
New York School have a grandeur in which stasis is balanced with the suggestion of flux,
giving the work the high seriousness that the artists aspired to. There are no jokes, no
visual puns, and only occasionally do we find a hint of playful gesture, as in the work of
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Gorky and Bradley Walker Tomlin. Unadulterated joy is absent. Using the most direct
means possible, the elements and principles of the visual language, they proposed to
create a parallel reality that shadows our everyday experience. Some scoured the
unconscious and laid bare the frenetic mode of the modern era. Others uncovered the
void, which they sang in elegy.
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CHAPTER X
ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONIST SOCIAL MILIEU, IDENTITY AND THEORY

Social Backgrounds
Much of the historical context of American Abstract Expressionism is found
across the Atlantic, in the cafes of Zurich, Munich and Paris, on the battlefields of WWI
and in the newly discovered field of analytical psychology. In the first decades of the
twentieth century the chain of events that would leave Europe in shambles, Russia
transfigured and the old world swept away, sent yet a new wave of change to the shores
of the United States. The worldview of the new century now included the European
imports Nietzsche, Lenin, Trotsky, Freud, Jung, and Einstein. It was a world in the
ominous shadow of war, of ruthless capitalism and a godless heaven that saw the rise of
the proletariat and the struggle to create a utopia, to remake an outmoded world. Into this
cultural milieu, into this immense crisis of Western culture, in approximately the first
decade of the twentieth century the Abstract Expressionists were born.
Artists gravitated to New York as the unofficial American outpost of the
international art community. They were a particularly urban group of artists and many of
them had immigrant backgrounds. De Kooning was a stowaway from Amsterdam,
Rothko, Gorky and Hoffmann were also foreign-born, and several were the first
generation of immigrant families. Most came from families without artists or artisans in
their background, although Pollock and Newman had mothers who nurtured their interest
in art. They were of the proletariat, whose fathers were engaged in such occupations as
garment factory owner, beverage distributor, bartender, baker, farmer, union organizer
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(Cox 169). Only Robert Motherwell, educated at Harvard, came from affluence.
Regardless of background they shaped an art together from the raw material of New
York, like a “socially and ethnically balanced bomber crew from a World War II movie,
brawling and quarreling among themselves but pulling together for victory” (Kingsley
19). In many ways it was a bleak milieu, characterized by uncertainty and poverty.
Gorky, a refuge who had survived persecution in Armenia, describes the stress of poverty
in the thirties as the most spirit-crushing period in his life: “If a human being managed to
emerge from such a period, it could not be as a whole man,” for from such struggle there
was no recovery (qtd in Rose 153). Yet they were socially, intellectually, emotionally
wholly committed to art. In New York were unique opportunities to pursue the issues of
modernism. The great collections of modern art were available to the public as they were
nowhere else. They were at the frontlines of new ideas and political action.
The emerging America avant-garde had as its base the dingy lofts and tenements
of downtown Manhattan. The crowded streets and the fast pace of New York City did not
lend themselves to a café lifestyle for the artist, as it had for the early European
modernists, nor did the necessity of outside labor. Instead of the café society of Paris, the
New York avant-garde congregated in sordid all-night cafeterias and automats, if they
were exceptionally poor, places like Stewart’s, Riker’s and the most important, the
Waldorf Cafeteria on Sixth Avenue. Bars and restaurants were for people in funds, the
Remo and the Romany Marie, and for Pollock the nondescript Cedar Bar. Intellectuals
and bohemians of Greenwich Village, among them the Abstract Expressionist critic
Harold Rosenberg, gathered at the Sam Johnson, a restaurant-night club owned by a poet
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and a “defrocked rabbi,” where Lee Krasner worked as a hostess. In such places the
exchange of ideas so essential to the artist community took place. Recounting the
experience Rosenberg has said, “The thirties were years of hanging around – in bars, in
cafeterias. You could hang around on a nickel beer or cup of coffee” (qtd. in Friedman
67).
Several conditions helped to solidify the New York art community in the thirties
and shape the persona of the New York School artists: the schools to which they gathered
for art classes, their commitment to political and labor activities, but most strikingly,
cohesiveness was provided by the federal government through the New Deal. The Works
Progress Administration, 1934-1944, was a broad expansion of the preceding Public
Works of Art Project in that it did not demand evidence of artistic qualifications, thus
making younger and lesser known painters and sculptors eligible for financial aid. Within
a year, the Project was employing some almost 6000 needy artists, teachers, craftsmen,
photographers, designers and researchers. They received an average of $95 monthly for
which they were required to work 96 hours, a 24-hour work week. If placed in the easel
division, as were several of the Abstract Expressionists, artists were required to
periodically submit pictures from their own studios, painted in any style. Several early
Abstract Expressionists could experiment freely and at a leisurely pace during their
formative years. No longer having to work on art in their spare time, painting became for
them a vocation.
The WPA allowed artists to commit themselves to art and secured their artist
identity. It also upgraded their social status by attaching them to mainstream culture. No
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longer outsiders and loners, the WPA employees worked together out of necessity. Daily
meetings on the job encouraged contacts that cut across aesthetic positions; social realists
collaborated with abstractionists (Sandler 27). Older artists worked with and befriended
younger artists, as in the case of Gorky and Stuart Davis, Gottlieb and Reginald Marsh.
The situation produced a constant exchange of ideas, creating a sense of community that
approximated Europe’s café society, but with a uniquely American, proletariat flavor.
The situation lasted throughout the thirties, until the advent of World War II when a
renewed focus by the government on the subversive, or communist, activities of artists in
the WPA threatened many of them. The formative years of the New York School had
engrained in them proletariat values that did not disappear from their mature style and
persona.

Pedagogical Influences
The art education received by most artists of the New York School was also
informed by this milieu. Unlike the artists of the previous generation, very few of them
had gone to Europe to study or experience the high art culture of the Paris. Few could
afford it, and the fruits of that culture, its paintings and sculpture and literary thought had
established itself in American museums and galleries. Books and journals reached an
American audience. Some of the New York School had attended academies of fine art or
colleges that still focused on traditional methods of art instruction. Most had been trained
locally, gravitating to classes at the Art Students League, where the 1930s social realism
overlapped with the teaching and concerns of Robert Henri of earlier decades. The art
careers of the New York School began not with the absorption of the sophisticated
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premises of European modernism but with an attraction to an art that was populist in its
politics and relatively traditional in its techniques.
Beginning in 1930 Pollock studied at the Art Students League with Thomas Hart
Benton, who had once worked with his friend McDonald-Wright in Paris, but now
rejected what he termed the aesthetic drivelings and morbid self-concerns of modernist
painting. Benton was now a well-known regionalist painter. He encouraged his students
toward direct experience and direct contact with the people, which offered the artist more
insight than “artificial” knowledge gained from books or from other artists and critics
(Cox 85). Although the style of Benton was based on sentimental clichés, he organized
his figures in a jubilant arrangement of twisting and turning form, sinuous rhythmic
compositions based on design. Benton talked about “bumps and hollows” indicating the
undulating nature of his surface and although his paintings have a grand physicality, they
are composed of meticulous and active brushstroke. The entire surface was activated with
bristling brushstroke activity.
Of enormous psychological influence in New York was Robert Henri, who
remained at the League until 1928, after which his teachings were communicated to the
social realists through his younger colleagues and disciples. Henri’s social radicalism
grew out of his literary interests and was focused on individualism and self-reliance. In
art he promoted freedom of individual expression. The American authors Emerson,
Thoreau and Whitman shaped his thinking on art and politics. His plain-spoken manner,
his lack of enthusiasm for the avant-garde belied his keen sophistication regarding the act
of painting: “The object of painting a picture is not to make a picture...the object, which
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is the back of every true work of art, is the attainment of state of being, a state of high
functioning, a more than ordinary moment of existence…its result is but the by-product
of that state” (Henri 159).
While studying in Paris, Henri had no apparent interest in the developments of
Post-Impressionism. In 1894 he was awestruck by the brushstrokes of Manet’s Olympia
and Hals, and later the work of Goya. For Henri brushstroke was key. Simple direct
composition energized by vigorous brushstroke, unadorned by extraneous context, rapid
execution and spontaneity to portray the humanity of the real and present world. He
described its use in language not so very different from Chinese painters:
Strokes carry a message whether you will it or not. The stroke is just like
the artist at the time he makes it. All the certainties, all the uncertainties,
all the bigness of his spirit and all the littlenesses are in it. Look at the
stroke of a Chinese Master. Sung period. There are strokes which
comprehend a shape. There are strokes which are doubtful of shape. The
stroke which marks the path of a rocket into the sky may be only a few
inches long, but the spirit of the artists has traveled a thousand feet at the
moment he made that stroke…It is wonderful how much steadiness can be
commanded by will, by intense desire. (Henri 71-2)
The political positions of the Regionalists and the commitment to realism by the
American Scene painters at times exasperated and infuriated younger painters and avantgarde critics who found their outlook retrogressive. Yet to examine Abstract
Expressionist painting in the context of its origins in social realism, a similarity of
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approach can be found, an intention to convey what was real and true about the here and
now of America in the first half of the century, using the language of the brush, in the
visual language of the individual. The early paintings of the emerging Abstract
Expressionists are grounded in the facts and feelings of social realism. In them the artist’s
hand, his feeling for brushstroke, the proclivities of his paint, his sense of pictorial space
and composition that would later describe his abstract parables are keenly apparent. The
choice of subject and their emotive qualities indicate a search for meaning that surpass
the search for innovative pictorial devices, and far surpass the idea of social
documentation. Pollock’s Stormy Sea, 1934 and Rothko’s Subway (Subterranean
Fantasy) c.1936 attest to this (see fig. 10). In 1938 de Kooning embarked on a series of
sad, staring, male figures, including Two Men Standing; parallel with these works he also
created lyrically colored abstractions, such as Pink Landscape and Elegy, permeated with
the same emotive line. Barnett Newman destroyed all his work from the thirties, but his
paintings were said to be expressionist, merging human anatomy with the forms of
mountains and clouds (Ratcliff 74). As the Abstract Expressionists left behind the politics
of the thirties, the labor movement, the economic strife and visual panorama of the Great
Depression, and adopted the varied ideas of first Cubism and then Surrealism to meet
their need to create a wholly original art, they retained their initial impulse: the desire to
capture the tenor of the times, physically, viscerally, actively. Intellectually they adapted
the tools and theory of European modernism, emotionally and spiritually they sang the
song of Whitman and Henri for the world.
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At the Hans Hoffman School of Fine Art artists were exposed to the theories of
Modernism, where they learned the logic of cubism, the means to transform the picture
plane into cubist space, the arrangement of Fauvist color, and the expressionism of
Kandinsky from one who had been there. Hoffman was born in Germany and spent

.
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1904-1914 in Paris, where he befriended leaders of the avant-garde. Modernism for him
was a tradition from which he eventually crafted a highly original and influential art,
solidly intellectual and nonobjective, but with expressive paint handling. He taught that
“creative expression is the spiritual translation of inner concepts into form,” a fusion of
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intuition with artistic means of expression (qtd. in Rose 152). From Hoffman came the
Abstract Expressionist idea of “push and pull,” the balancing of compositional tension
created by interaction between the flat picture plane and the three-dimensional depth. His
forty-three years as a teacher affected perhaps thousands of artists, many of whom
formed the basis of the Abstract Artists of America, including Ad Reinhardt (Fineberg
54).
Artists throughout the forties found places to exchange ideas; in each others’ lofts,
in the bars and cafeterias of the lower east side, at Hoffman’s school, at the Art Students
League, at Atelier 17, the experimental print workshop of British-born Stanley Hayter, at
The Art of This Century gallery scene, at the American Abstract Artists meetings. It was
a community that had its beginnings in the Federal Arts Project, the Artists Union, and by
the late forties it was apparent that a new American style, acknowledged by critics and
the art community at large was in ferment. Key players felt a need to congregate on a
regular basis. Peggy Guggenheim and the Surrealists had gone back to Europe, and four
of her American stable, Baziotes, Motherwell, Rothko, the sculptor David Hare and later
Newman founded a school called Subjects of the Artist, giving Friday night lectures. The
school expanded to include staff from New York University, critics, other avant-garde
artists of different media, of experimental film and music. The following year it changed
its name to Studio 35 and usually drew a large crowd of which the artists themselves
eventually tired. They converged for a three-day roundtable discussion at Studio 35 in
April of 1950, in which they drank beer, decided not to decide on a nomenclature, and
decided to write no manifesto in which they explained their motives. They regarded
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themselves as militant individuals, yet were loners who secretly found comfort in each
other’s company (Kingsley 133-35). As a result of that weekend “The Club” was formed,
a coalescence of their own subculture.

Establishing Identity
The Club, meeting in a rented loft on East 8th Street from 1949-1952, was at first
an informal gathering of New York’s Abstract Expressionist artists and intelligentsia,
occasional art critics and dealers. It took on a formal aspect after 1951, when speakers
were invited to lecture and panels of artists arranged, to exchange ideas on topics from
across the humanities. Broad cultural interests were reflected in speakers such as Joseph
Campbell and Hannah Arendt, in the guests for whom parties were thrown, including
Dylan Thomas, Alexander Calder and the Italian Mariano Mariani. Robert Motherwell
introduced “An Evening with Max Ernst.” In time symposia were held with the
established New York School and with artists of the second generation, Joan Mitchell,
Grace Hartigan and Larry Rivers. The mix of poets, musicians, architects as well as
psychologists, philosophers, mathematicians and historians represented the most
advanced thinking in their fields.
The subject of community, of group-definition, was a frequent source of debate.
Some artists endeavored to define the newly emerging art form while others protested the
avowal of a collective style and goals. Abstract Expressionism was called “The
Unwanted Title,” yet artists were happy to be among the Abstract Expressionists,
members of the international cutting edge. Painter Jack Tworkov described the feeling in
his journal in 1952:
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The Club is a phenomenon - I was at first timid in admitting that I like it.
Talking has been suspect. There was the prospect that the Club would be
regarded either as bohemian or as a self-aggrandizing clique. But now I’m
consciously happy when I’m there. I enjoy the talk, the enthusiasm, the
laughter, the dancing after the discussion. There is a strong sense of
identification. I say to myself these are the people I love, that I love to be
with. Here I understand everybody, however inarticulate they are. Here I
forgive everyone their vices, and I’m learning to admire their virtues. (qtd.
Friedman 107)
Unofficially the artists planned exhibitions, wrote protest letters, chipped in for
alcohol, and met after the planned meetings at the nearby Cedar Street Tavern, Pollock’s
preferred watering hole. In time The Cedar Tavern became the unofficial club, crowded
with the art community and cognoscenti on any night of the week, where the exhilarating
mix of artists, poets, conversation and alcohol made it the epicenter of Abstract
Expressionism. In time new styles would arise and the crowd would move on to new
drinking establishments. The social milieu would expand, as the political issues of race
and gender became art issues as well. As the art world became a global business the
avant-garde would alter and scatter. Throughout the 1950s however New York artists
enjoyed a stimulating social milieu created by those bleak years of the thirties, a heady
freedom and a belief in the importance of art to better humanity.
Jackson Pollock and Philip Guston are two artists whose lives and work sum up
the uniquely American aspect of Abstract Expressionist development. Both came of age
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far from the cosmopolitan capital of New York and embodied the rugged individualism
with which their art was infused. The art production of Philip Guston in particular bears
the entire evolution of the persona in paintings, moving through a highly charged sociopolitical realism, Surrealism, Abstract Expressionism and then beyond the “abstract”
element of expressionism, towards his defining expressionist style. Pollock died a
budding superstar in 1956 at the age of forty-four, and what direction his art would have
taken had he lived through the political and social ferment of the sixties and seventies is
mere conjecture. Guston however returned to the socio-political roots of the thirties. He
infused his art with political overtones and created a hybrid, highly charged with the
vigor and ethical content of Abstract Expressionism.
Both Pollock and Guston had intellectual contact with the political and artistic left
from the age of sixteen. As teenagers they actively pursued those interests in California
until their exodus to New York. As a child Pollock had moved with his family all over
the state in search of work before arriving in Los Angeles. Guston was raised in Los
Angeles. Pollock attended a year at Riverside High, where he met the painter-sculptor
Rueben Kadish, before transferring to Manual Arts High School in Los Angeles. There
he met Guston and Manuel Tolegian, all artists he would remain in contact with
throughout his life. Frederick Schwankovsy, the high school art teacher had a tremendous
impact, especially on Pollock, introducing him to Far Eastern religions, particularly
Buddhism, and to the teachings of the Hindu poet Krishnamurti. Pollock attended several
of Krishnamurti’s camp meetings in Ojai, where he would have been exposed to eastern
mysticism. “Schwanie” as he was known professed the value of being open to all kinds of
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experience, religious, esthetic, political; he took his students to a Theosophy church,
lectured on vegetarianism, on Universal Consciousness, and performed experiments in
extrasensory perception (Friedman 9-10). Through him Pollock and Guston were able to
visit the Hollywood Hills home of Water and Louise Arensberg, who had relocated their
“salon” from New York to California in the forties. Viewing the Arensberg collection
provided an early mind-expanding experience for the precocious students, where they
could see what they had only read about in magazines (Duncan 62).
Pollock, Guston and Tolegian created and distributed a “zine” called Attack on
Liberty in which they criticized the high school emphasis on sports programs. For this
Pollock was expelled. Kadish had organized a similar protest at Riverside High, which
was labeled by the local press as a Communist conspiracy. Very early on they were
drawn to art and politics and read the avant-garde literary magazines Transistion and
Dial. Pollock was in contact with the New York avant-garde through his brother Charles,
who was enrolled in the Art Students League at the time. While expelled, Pollock became
aware of Rivera’s work by attending Communist meetings. Acorrding to Kadish, “We
were living a European fantasy. We knew we didn’t belong in the Los Angeles Water
Color Club or the Art Association. Siqueiros coming to L.A. meant as much then as did
the Surrealists coming to New York in the forties” (qtd. in Friedman 11). Siqueiros had
come to Los Angeles in the early thirties to teach fresco painting. With his help Guston
and Kadish traveled to Morelia, Mexico, to paint a large mural protesting war and
fascism.
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Upon their return Guston moved to New York City, where he was hired as mural
painter for the WPA. He began to practice Abstract Expressionism after a year’s sojourn
to Italy in the late forties (Rubenstein 84-85). Pollock arrived in New York in 1930, and
after a year at the Art Students League with Benton, hitchhiked across country with
Manuel Tolegian. Later that summer they worked as lumberjacks in Big Pine, California.
His letters to his brother Charles indicate Pollock’s nascent persona and the Depression
environment:
…Experienced the most marvelous lightning storm …I was ready to die
any moment…got a number of kicks in the butt and put in jail twice with
days of hunger – but what a worthwhile experience. I would be on the
road yet if my money had lasted…in Kansas the wheat was just beginning
to turn…the miners and prostitutes in Terre Haute have swell color they’re both starving - working for a quarter - digging their graves… (qtd.
in Friedman 22)
Guston and Pollock were intellectual heirs of the roots of modernism, founded
across the Atlantic, in the cafes of Paris, on the battlefields of WWI, in the labs and
lecture halls of Vienna and Germany, but part of a democratic proletariat that appears
uniquely American. It seems remarkable that bits and pieces of information, and a public
high school art teacher would draw these children of the dusty west into the vast arena of
the international avant-garde. By the twenties the information age had truly begun;
transmission of culture was ubiquitous. In the thirties times were hard, but as artists they
were free to develop as individuals. Although European intellectual sophistication had
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shaped every art movement in the first decades of the twentieth century, Pollock, Guston
and the Abstract Expressionists would take off its crust of refinement, explode the form,
and give art a physique that was born of the common man, of immigrants and travelers,
and the content of a questing mind, searching for enlightenment.

Identity and Theory
The Abstract Expressionist painters were a loosely associated group of artists
with similar formative influences in the city of New York. Most of them and were in their
thirties when talk of a new movement began to circulate in the art community, and in
their early forties when they reached their mature styles. By 1947 they had entered the
arena of art history, with its attendant battles of theory, criticism, a baffled public and
eventually wealth and fame. From 1946-1951 the galleries Betty Parsons, Samuel Kootz
and Charles Egan repeatedly exhibited the work of Pollock, Rothko, Hofmann, Gottlieb,
Baziotes, Reinhardt, Motherwell, Still, Kline, Newman and De Kooning, promoting the
notion that theirs was the new art to be reckoned with.
Art and culture magazines, some of them edited by the artists themselves or
critics closely aligned with the New York School, published articles promoting the ideas
of the Abstract Expressionists, with reproductions and artist statements. In the late forties
the first books were published on the “advanced” (a word frequently used at the time to
describe modernist art) American style. Abstract Expressionist painters were included
more frequently in museum shows and their identity as a vanguard art movement
solidified. They were confident enough in the radical originality and quality of their art to
challenge an imperceptive decision by the Museum of Modern Art to subject their work
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to regional juries for inclusion in their “Modern Art in America” show, a protest for
which the famous photo of the “Eighteen Irascibles” was published in Life magazine. At
first derided by the public, by politicians who saw avant-garde art as part of a communist
conspiracy during the Cold War, by President Truman, who referred to modern art as
“scrambled eggs,” Abstract Expressionism eventually became a part of the American
scene. The spellbinding photos of Jackson Pollock that appeared in Life magazine in
1949 were representative of a cultural freedom of expression that was irresistible. The
persona and attitude of these artists; the physicality and audacity of their paintings, their
rugged, non-effete approach to art, that of the natural man without artifice facing the
unknown, seemed to embody the values of the culture. In time they became
representative of the American myth, themselves mythic heroes.
Having worked long and earnestly for their achievements, and assured in the
quality of their product, the artists throughout the fifties and throughout their lives
adhered to a course of development that reflected their autonomy and individual interests.
Indeed they were buffeted by critics, theoreticians and collectors, and for many years
under fame’s spotlight, but most of the artists retained an aloofness and eremitism that
was part of the identity. Although it took delight in the pleasures of paint and the brush,
theirs was a serious art, a high art, a “vision quest” to use Campbell’s term, not one of
cynical pranks and jests, nor casual or caustic social commentary. It was grounded in
nature but not the representation of nature. The work was a subjective engagement with
the hidden process of nature and like the Chinese, the nature of nature, but of which man
was intrinsically and significantly a part. Pollock famously stated, “I am nature.” As if to
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prove it, he once during a discussion of Renaissance art grabbed a hammer and pounded a
large nail into the living room floor, declaring, “Damn it, that’s art!” (qtd. in Friedman
223). Throughout their careers the art of the Abstract Expressionist set up a synergy
between artist and canvas, canvas and viewer that was physical, palpable, engaging. The
work portrayed not only the individual who made it but the act of its making.
Upon their initial recognition and fame the first generation Abstract
Expressionists began to perceive that they would have a place in the history of art. As a
group in the early fifties they began to extricate themselves from their followers. The
camaraderie of The Club, the democratic excitement of being involved in a new
discovery, began to fade. The original “Irascibles” became somewhat of a pantheon, a
standard of greatness, subject to jealousies but removed from real competition. An aura
of exclusiveness, of superiority to their former mentors the School of Paris, was
established in part by a 1951 show, organized by Motherwell, entitled “The School of
New York.” The work was presented as the definitive, American, Abstract
Expressionism. The perils of fame and success damaged relationships between artists, as
some of the group became increasingly wealthy. Ad Reinhardt became a harsh and vocal
critic of the art market and industry, for its irreparable damage to creativity, and of his
former colleagues who had sold out to the former bourgeois enemy.

The Critics Schapiro, Greenberg and Rosenberg
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Most of the theory concerning Abstract Expressionism was developed ex-postfacto, after its initial development and fruition. The work was nonobjective painting that
had a subject, and as such it was wide open to interpretation. The artists themselves
considered surfeit verbalization redundant, and even detrimental to the works of art. Most
of the Abstract Expressionist painters chose not to defend or interpret the ambiguity, the
obscurity of meaning found in their works, stating that the works themselves had a
physical communicative power that could operate without the benefit of words. When
they did offer an interpretation it was focused on the individuality of the artist and his
intention, his desire to communicate a subject, an acknowledgment that the paintings had
meaning. A host of criticism regarding the interpretation of those disarmingly simple
statements developed, drawing into the discussion not only aesthetics but also the politics
of the left and right, McCarthyism, nationalism, romanticism and existentialism. The two
critics most closely aligned with the first generation Abstract Expressionists, Harold
Rosenberg and Clement Greenberg, began their writing careers in the thirties. Radical
politics colored their perceptions of art and culture as it did the art historian Meyer
Schapiro. All three critics were well acquainted with the artists, however, their criticism
necessarily struggled to define the new art in terms of their own perspective and
preferences.
Meyer Shapiro challenged the assumptions of the early champion of modernist
art, Alfred Barr, who had defined modernist art merely as a reaction to the condition of
representation. Barr maintained in Cubism and Abstract Art, published in 1936, that
modern art embodied the logical opposition of realistic and abstract form. Upholding a
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theoretical assumption common at the time, he characterized representation as a passive
mirroring of things and therefore essentially non-artistic, while conversely, abstract art,
was a purely esthetic activity, unconditioned by objects and based on is own internal
laws. “Realism” as such had ceased to provide meaning for the abstract artist. Schapiro
countered that the idea of reality, of “one reality” does not exist but is always perceived,
by artist, citizen and historian alike. Understanding not only the infinitely subjective and
personal aspect of art making, but also the difficulty of corralling and categorizing the
contextual impulses that create the art of any given time, wrote in 1937:
There is no passive, ‘photographic’ representation in the sense described;
the scientific elements of representation in older art – perspective,
anatomy, light and shade – are ordering principles and expressive means
as well as devices of rendering. All rendering of objects, no matter how
exact they seem, even photographs, proceed from values, methods and
viewpoints which somehow shape the image and often determine its
contents. On the other hand, there is no ‘pure art’, unconditioned by
experience; all fantasy and formal construction, even the random
scribbling of the hand, are shaped by experience and by non-esthetic
concerns. (qtd.in Frascina 30)
Schapiro perceived modern art as a liberator of human feeling from social and
cultural repressions, a breakthrough to the self’s deepest unconscious sources, and an
ongoing force for transparency, gaiety and joy in modern life. The role of personal
liberation of self-expression that he hoped modern art could play in contemporary culture
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was in direct contrast to the role of the modernist painter as perceived by the influential,
dogmatic critic Clement Greenberg. Greenberg became an art critic for the Partisan
Review after attending a series of lectures by Hans Hofmann in the later thirties, and
began to paint on his own in 1945. Greenberg sought to narrow the scope of painting to
its purely formal attributes, creating a high and intensely private art for an elevated, elitist
culture. His criticism focused on aesthetics alone, narrowing his program for quality in
art down to a few basic tenets. By the late fifties, cutting-edge artists of the Greenberg
school were confined to aesthetic deliberation of the nature of the canvas and the nature
of the paint, as demonstrated in the following anecdote from the time:
In the 1950s the New York art world was engaged in a fierce battle
between abstract painters who had assumed the avant-garde and figurative
artists who were considered peripheral and retardataire. When de Kooning
exhibited his wildly expressionist paintings on “The Theme of the
Woman” at the Sidney Janis Gallery in 1953, many of his fellow action
painters felt betrayed. At that time Clement Greenberg told de Kooning.,
“It is impossible to paint a face,” to which the painter replied, “That’s
right, and it’s impossible not to.” (qtd. in Selz 2)
Modern art, Greenberg believed, was a process of purification, of moving
beyond the need for three-dimensional form and space, which could be created instead on
the picture plane with simple tonal contrast. For Greenberg, the achievement of the New
York School was that it had passed through cubist space, to pure color, pure, flat space
and shape. High art, “major” art (his term), was also the gradual elimination of all
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spiritual, metaphysical, utopian rhetoric, of “Gothic” and “morbid” sentiments. He
disavowed the role of Surrealism and Primitivism in Abstract Expressionism, of any type
of symbolism including the most basic of color and shape. Like Barr, he denied Freudian
analysis in art history. Modern art was a highly refined, cerebral exercise that epitomized
the modern era. He wrote:
Modernism includes more than art and literature. By now it covers almost
the whole of what is truly alive in our culture. It happens, however, to be
very much of a historical novelty. Western civilization is not the first
civilization to turn around and question its own foundations, but it is the
one that has gone furthest in doing so. I identify Modernism with the
intensification, almost the exacerbation, of this self-critical tendency that
began with the philosopher Kant…The essence of Modernism lies, as I see
it, in the use of characteristic methods of a discipline to criticize the
discipline itself, not in order to subvert it but in order to entrench it more
firmly in its area of competence. (Greenberg Essays Vol. IV, 85)
For a modern painter to transgress formalist boundaries, to explore his own
feelings or fantasies, or the modern world itself was to betray the artist’s calling, reducing
art to mere illustration, to entertainment. He believed that in the midst of the decay of our
present society, certain artists have been able to break away from the academicism that
usually accompanies the decline, by “creating – something unheard of before – avantgarde culture. A superior consciousness of history – more precisely, the appearance of a
new kind of criticism of society, an historical criticism – made this possible” (Greenberg,
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Essays Vol.I 7). Realism, verisimilitude of any sort he considered pure kitsch, or ersatz
culture, “a product of the industrial revolution which urbanized the masses of Western
Europe in American and established what is called universal literacy” (Greenberg, Essays
Vol.I 11). Those newly literate masses consume low, unworthy art because they have not
the ability to appreciate the pure, cerebral art of the avant-garde. Here the
aforementioned division of elitism reverberates loud and clear. Greenberg sought to
clarify and preserve high culture in his seminal essay “Avant-Garde and Kitcsh” as early
as 1939. His dogma of flat, “pure” painting was rejected by the next generation of pop
artists, but taken up in the ensuing generation by the Minimalists.
Art historian Meyer Schapiro allowed the Abstract Expressionist pictures to tell
their own stories, emphasizing the artist’s presence in the paintings. He too viewed
Abstract Expressionism as a record of action in which each artist built up a logical system
of his personal, distinctive marks, the path of which can be traced in the work. Schapiro
emphasized the painting not only as a record of the artist’s identity, of his ever-changing
and free personality, but also of his real experience in the face of the world. The post-war
worldview was existentialist. The human being stood alone against the dangers of
existence and the threat of Nothingness. Schapiro regarded the Abstract Expressionist as
an existentialist hero, free to determine his own fate, to sound his own depths and make
his own marks. It is a concept that fit nicely with the New York School although it was
disseminated after the artists had arrived at their distinctive styles. De Kooning says “We
weren’t influenced directly by Existentialism, but it was in the air, and we felt it without
knowing too much about it. We were in touch with the mood” (qtd. in Sandler 98).
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Existentialist philosophers also gave definition to a mood, an attitude towards life based
upon facts already created by the course of history.
Harold Rosenberg emerged as a major spokesman for the Abstract Expressionist
painters after the war, and was involved in numerous early critical publications, resulting
in a significant collection of essays on culture and politics The Tradition of the New,
1957. Early in his career Rosenberg exhorted artists to join the cultural front for socialist
revolution, to renounce aesthetics as a primary concern. In the post-Stalinist era however
he saw no future for the mingling of aesthetics and politics, and proclaimed Abstract
Expressionism a gesture of liberation from Value – political, aesthetic and moral. He
coined the term action painting, portraying the action painter as a rugged individual, his
art an audacious and overt sign of opposition to the likes of Stalin and McCarthy.
According to Rosenberg, de Kooning’s painting in particular played a central role in the
struggle by the intellectual for independence; that his chaotic, unordered brushstrokes
were symbols of opposition to repressive doctrine (Cox 134).
Although action painting was dependent on spontaneity, Rosenberg emphasized
that it was created through a conscious decision-making process that was in itself a
“moral” activity, although detached from moral or aesthetic certainties. Gesture painting
had “extracted the element of decision inherent in all art, and had elevated it to a primary
principle,” making the impulsive, wholly abstract art aesthetically valid and morally
significant (Sandler 96). Rosenberg did not focus on the aesthetic nature of the work of
art. Even though he remarked that the time had come “Just to PAINT,” traditional
aesthetic references to paint, form, color, composition and drawing were “auxiliaries,
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which can be dispensed with. What matters always is the revelation contained in the act.”
(qtd. in Sandler 270). He did not provide his readers with interpretation of the visual
experience itself.
Throughout the forties and early fifties artists of the New York School defended
and explained their art, some in as few words as possible and as little as possible, others
whenever the opportunity presented itself. Because they viewed art not as an analytical
problem but as an adventure into the unknown world, there could be no homogeneous
interpretation. Motherwell, Reinhardt and Newman were actively involved in creating
text that placed Abstract Expressionism in the context of history. Barnett Newman
continued to speak in metaphysical terms. His paintings represented the pursuit of truth as
well as “hostility to all state authority and dogmatism,” giving them a radical political
meaning that was not visually apparent (Cox 70).
The New York School artists who wrote seriously on the theory and motivation of
Abstract Expressionism consistently described it as a meaningful adventure, the fusion of
an unpremeditated act and unformulated thought that gained form and meaning at the end
of the journey. The painting, as an outward appearance of a journey through the
unconscious, intuitive mind, could be seen as a kind of poetry, a “metaphorical
projection” of the formal relationships of line and color on the canvas (Cernuschi 76).
Pollock’s The Deep, 1953, demonstrates the effect of unnamable, ethical and emotive
content communicated solely through the abstract gesture (see fig. 11). The artists in their
mature styles did not focus on the surrealist techniques of automatism, but rather the
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Fig.11. Jackson Pollock, The Deep. Musee National
d’Art Moderne, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris.

aesthetic principles and elements of design, of line shape, color, rhythm, balance, for
example, to guide them. Like their unacknowledged predecessor Kandinsky, knowledge
of the visual language, of their materials and tools, led the intuitive process of creating
images that would have poetic resonance. Motherwell expressed in 1946 that the “strictly
aesthetic ceases to be the chief end in view,” and is only a “means for getting at the
infinite background of feeling in order to condense it into an object of perception” (qtd. in
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Sandler 203). He described his abstract but socially conscious Spanish Elegies as, “a
private insistence that a terrible death happened that should not be forgot…the pictures
are general metaphors for life and death, and their interrelation” (qtd. in Sandler 207).
The artists often described the art process in spiritual terms, as a way of putting
aside overt and unambiguous meaning and interpretation, and to express processes that
could not be easily defined. For many the painting itself was a spiritual activity in order
to process and describe the self. Hofmann elucidated the artist’s task of putting the
“medium of expression into vibration and tension” in order to “spiritually master” the
nature of the medium. This demanded “above all, a spiritual projection into the essence of
the medium of expression” (Cernuschi 6). Barnett Newman's wide expanses of color
invite awe, and it was his intention to create the pictorial equivalent of a lost, Eden-like
perfection in his mature work. During a visit to the studio of Malcolm Morley in 1958,
Newman remarked, “All the guys in New York now, they’re like matadors, they’re all
sticking the sword into the bull, killing the bull. Whereas I am much more interested in
the myth of Excalibur, of removing the sword from the stone” (qtd. in Curiger, 49-50).
Reinhardt campaigned for purity in art, and expressed a profound faith in the spiritual
powers of abstract art to resolve the conflict and chaos of the material world. He admired
what he called classical Chinese painting because it was “complete, self-contained,
absolute, rational, perfect, serene, silent, monumental and universal” (qtd. in Cox 115).
Art history has preserved Abstract Expressionism as not a cohesive style, but as
an approach to pure painting that addressed the self through the visual language, in
energetic individual aesthetic statements. Its artists formed a social group of individuals
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with similar intentions, each asserting an individual identity through works of art.
Abstract Expressionists retreated from the conventions of both politics and modernism, to
become the first American manifestation of the avant-garde, gradually becoming part of
official culture. The content of Abstract Expressionist paintings, the primal nature of self,
was communicated primarily through abstract visual experience. Because the artists
generally avoided associative theory and dogma, it still retains and communicates its
meaning, despite current trends and theoretical reappraisal.
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CHAPTER XI
PARALLELS

Wenren Hua and the New York School

Abstract Expressionism and Northern Song literati painting drew on richly varied
traditions of art, of history and of theory. In these contexts all art is born and reaches
fluorescence, passing away as new styles arise, leaving either monoliths or traces of
influence for future generations. Cultural flux ensures that style is a blend of tradition and
contemporary influence from a multitude of sources: from artistic or technological
developments, from the effect of historical events. Common to the style formation of
both the Abstract Expressionists and the Northern Song literati was the magnitude of
theoretical history available to a broad section of the population, and the rapid
transmission of cultural ideas. Due to developments in technology an “intellectual
revolution” was taking place, in which artists from varied means sought to find a mutual
identity through ideas and artistic expression distinct from their predecessors and peers.
They sought intellectual refuge in a distinct social group within the broad contexts of art
and society. Yet unique to both the literati and the New York School was that within the
smaller group, the expression of individual identity was highly prized.
The Northern Song Dynasty marked the beginning of a printed book culture that
preserved and organized its own historical and theoretical record for scholars to judge the
present against. Because of the weight of tradition and the value placed on the authority
of the past, artists remained within the parameters of what had gone before until the end
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of the imperial age. Yet at the inception of the dynasty, this vibrant newly prosperous,
commercial, urban culture was in a state of flux. The Song wenren hua, extraordinarily
educated scholars who painted, responded to an era of intense cultural change.
As were their literati predecessors and contemporaries, they were highly
conscious of the legacy of their past and their place within it, yet the Northern Song
literati painters chose to work and think outside the box. The art they produced was
clearly a reaction against accepted and powerful notions of theory and style that
emanated from not only the court, but a millennium of Chinese history. They initiated a
new means of approaching art – from the standpoint of the self. Beginning in the Yuan
the literati style and perspective was absorbed by the proceeding legions of scholarpainters. In the Ming it became the definitive scholar painting style and remained so
throughout imperial history and into the modern era, becoming itself entrenched in
Chinese tradition.
The Abstract Expressionists also inherited a legacy of history and theory and art
of which they were highly conscious, although if drawn from the history of Modernism
spans a mere century in comparison. The notion of the romantic artist concerned with
socio-political issues grew from the highly developed western civilization undergoing
industrialism. The “tradition” had its roots in nineteenth century Europe. In a letter
written to a friend in 1850, Gustave Courbet would announce, “in our so very civilized
society it is necessary for me to live the life of a savage. I must be free even of
governments. The people have my sympathies. I must address myself to them directly”
(qtd. in Perl 1). According to Schapiro, Courbet’s feeling of superiority as an artist was
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justified for him by his indigenous relation to the masses, affirming that he alone of the
artists of his time expressed the sentiments of the people, and that his art was in essence
democratic (Schapiro 52). His course manner of dress, speech, of eating, drinking and
smoking affirmed his bohemianism, in direct contrast to the dandies of the salon. In
Courbet we find the beginnings of the tradition of politics and art, of not only “coarse”
subject matter but also direct painting methods, of sponging and scraping the paint, and
eccentric composition, aspects of style that would continue to be explored in modernist
painting. Modernism arrived in earnest in America in the opening decades of the
twentieth century. Roughly a century after its birth, the incipient New York School
carried the full weight of the modernist dictum, of not only aesthetic theory but also art
and politics.
In 1951 Robert Motherwell wrote “Every intelligent painter carries the whole
culture of modern painting in his head. It is his real subject, of which everything he paints
is both an homage and a critique, and everything he says a gloss” (qtd. in Sandler 202).
The statement stresses an attitude that, according to Sandler, a member of The Club and
privy to the Abstract Expressionist dialogue, was shared by all of the Abstract
Expressionists. As much as they strove for the new, the work they created was informed
by the past. Barnett Newman claimed the Abstract Expressionists aspired “to start from
scratch, to paint as if painting had never existed before,” yet clearly they sought to be the
next step in the continuum. Like the Northern Song literati their ideas took root in a
vibrant newly prosperous, commercial, urban culture, in a state of flux. They believed
themselves to be, or desired to be, the next transmitters of modernist culture.
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Working through and ultimately rejecting prevailing theory and ideas, the New
York School arrived at a definitive new way of painting, rooted in the expression of the
self, expressed in the synergy of mind, body and paintbrush. Self-identity in art has
remained essential to understanding the avant-garde, even as the art object itself has been
effaced, and formal concerns have been supplanted by political theory. The identity and
personality of the artist remains paramount, this being a significant piece of the New
York School’s legacy.
The Northern Song literati painters and the New York School considered
themselves to be outside the norm, engaged in an elite theoretical dialogue on the nature
and purpose of art, challenging prevailing theories and dictums that for them had grown
cold. Their perceptions of social standing were markedly different, yet both drew on their
respective cultural traditions of the “outsider,” of eremitic notions of individuality within
a small social group. The social group of the wenren hua in the east, and of the avantgarde in the west, in the context of a dynamic and tolerant culture, gave the individual
artists a confidence to assert not only their ideas and but also their identity. Fully
acquainted with the norms and premises of intellectual culture, they were different. The
literati drew from the Chinese cultural traditions of literati get-togethers, as practiced by
the Seven Scholars of the Bamboo Grove, and drinking parties to nurture their art, ideas
and identity. The New York School, robbed of café society by the new urban landscape,
relied on bars, clubs, all-night cafeterias and each other’s studios. Publicly, members of
the New York School were either indecisive or adamantly opposed to declaring
themselves as a collective style. Both groups formed a subset of elitism, not of materiality
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but of the mind. The sentiment underlying both social groups, echoed so clearly by
Greenberg, was that “only the superior mind operating at the pinnacle of knowledge and
culture can do this.”
The Northern Song Dynasty and the post-war culture of America might be
defined as pinnacles of culture, of East and West, not necessarily of quality but of
saturation. Both were intensely civilized states, wherein the material and intellectual
culture had achieved not only the abundance of goods and services but of art theories, of
political dogma, an “over-civilization.” Perhaps this superficial complexity is why artists
of intellectual caliber chose to look inward. The Northern Song wenren hua disassociated
themselves from the theory and practice of the court, from both the prevailing political
reform movements of Wang Anshi, and from the art professional and academic painters.
Abstract Expressionism also incorporated a rebuttal of both radical and conservative
politics, developing instead an art that was grounded in aesthetics, a hybrid of European
aesthetic ideas including the avant-garde of Surrealism and Abstraction. They mined the
past, as did the literati who practiced dry, archaic styles, to locate the true, the permanent
the genuine. Newman and his fellow-painters Rothko, Gottlieb, and Pollock, as did their
modernist forbear Picasso, initially looked to the “beginnings” of art, to the classically
archaic, anthropologically primitive, and the pre-historic for a place to begin (Sandler
106-193).
As simplified by Rosenberg, the time had come just “TO PAINT.” Both the
Northern Sung Literati and the Abstract Expressionists ultimately reached into the
individual resource of the self as the primary source of expression. For both, the self-
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ethos was expressed in the brushstroke. Correspondence of self and aesthetic expression
was sought. Su Shi would write “My writing swells up like ten thousand gallons of water
at the wellhead, erupting through the ground, spilling over the flat, valley and running
unchecked for thousands of li a day…My calligraphy follows my hand; I relinquish
technique” (qtd. in Fong 150). Newman said in 1963, “I paint only myself, not nature,”
while his paintings had completely become emblems of his being (qtd. in Ratcliff 74). In
Abstract Expressionist painting the self found expression in the idiosyncratic brushstroke.
For the western artist originality and individual expression was not only prized but also
sacred. Both “schools” relied on “pre-conscious” imagery, in chance effects or
spontaneous gestures, of forms that have an uncalculated and indeterminate significance,
comparable to the spontaneity and meaning found in one’s own handwriting. Herbert
Read has observed that, “Abstract Expressionism, as a movement in art is but an
extension and elaboration of this calligraphic expressionism, and that is why it has a close
relationship to the Orieintal art of calligraphy” (Read 252).
The brush of the Abstract Expressionist cannot move like lightning. Oil paint is
viscous, it drags; the friction of oil paint on canvas is great. It has, as described by De
Kooning, a “fleshiness” that must be overpowered by the artist in order to allow for
dynamic expression. Less is the friction between paper and ink, applied with soft wolfhair brushes and water as a medium. The possibilities and range of the four treasures
were endless, from minutely detailed t’sun to the mop-stroke, yet the literati chose only
that which expressed individual personality and sentiment.
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Abstract Expressionists sought to bring forth the self-ethos from what might be
called the “universal unconscious,” a large theme requiring large action. Physicality of
stroke and size grew to dominate the images, particularly among the gesture painters. The
arm motion that gives the volute and the slash its energy, delivered with large house-paint
brushes, sticks, scooped out of big bowls or poured from paint cans, is prevalent. Song
literati painting, in contrast to the enormous monumental landscape painting of the court,
remained relatively small, produced not for a grand public but for a coterie of scholarelites. Yet, ironically, the Abstract Expressionists in the initial phases of the “movement”
were painting their huge artworks for each other, for their own coterie of scholar elites,
not thinking that universal fame and success would be part of the picture.
Initiated in the Northern Song, the literati manner of painting became a vigorous
style in the subsequent Yuan dynasty, so evident in the painting of Wu Zhen (1280-1354)
(see fig. 12). It would find renewal again and again. Chinese painting is as cerebral as it is
physical, demanding of the viewer the reciprocity of intellectual refinement and aesthetic
sensibility. Literati painting is a specific expression of hsieh-i, “painting with meaning,”
and its simple, sometimes “coarsely” painted content especially requires intellectual
engagement for full understanding. As members of the same social group the artists had a
mutual understanding of the metaphysical “meaning” of literati painting, whether simple
or complex.
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Fig.12. Wu Zhen, Old Tree, Bamboo and Rock, Collection of the National Palace
Museum, Beijing.
Abstract Expressionist paintings also demand of the viewer sensitivity to the aims
of abstraction and its historical precedents and an open and inquisitive mind. Through the
exploration of self-ethos, through the physical act of painting, Abstract Expressionists
also attempted to express hsieh-i, an unnamable metaphysical reality, which is why some
viewers are overpowered by the spirituality of certain New York School paintings,
especially those of Rothko and Newman, but also, for example the Lavender Mist of
Pollock. The Chinese could discuss the meaning of content in terms of Dao. Although
purportedly “indescribable” and “un-teachable,” it was readily understood. Marc Tobey
worked in the context of his ardent Ba’hai faith and his Zen studies in Japan, and could
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assign specific spiritual values to his wholly Abstract Expressionist paintings. Yet in the
secular age of post-war America, language for the metaphysical content of Abstract
Expressionism was difficult. Artists spoke of it as “energy” or as a means for getting at
the infinite background of feeling, in order to condense it into an object of perception.
Mondrian spoke vaguely of abstraction representing an evolution toward the “pure,” the
“universal,” the “objective,” and “the essence of things and of ourselves” (qtd. in Cox
110). Critics tended to ignore it, choosing instead to focus solely on its aesthetic “purity,”
or fumbled with the terms of the current philosophy and ideology of Existentialism and
Marxism. The artists themselves, however, did not seek a definitive all-encompassing
theory. In place of a definitive theory they substituted a fully felt shape or color,
believing that an expressive line spontaneously executed but consciously chosen could
speak for itself (See fig. 13).
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Fig.13. Jackson Pollock, Number
3/Image of Man, Private Collection

East Meets West
A rapprochement between western modernism and eastern art began in the
nineteenth century, when the art of the Japanese woodblock was discovered by the
French Impressionists, and certain artists of Post-Impressionism employed aspects of the
technique in their work. Hokusai is said to have been influenced in turn by the western
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use of Renaissance space, which gives his work its aesthetic edge and immediate
accessibility in the west. The theosophy movement in the United States during the
twenties brought eastern philosophy to broader segments of the population. Yoga,
astrology, numerology, and meditation were introduced to American by pan-global
thinkers in the twenties. By the 1950s a keen cultural awareness of Asian philosophy, of
Zen Buddhism in particular, informed segments of population: the intelligentsia, literary
thought and cultural movements, particularly that of the Beat Generation. The Beats,
Jazz, and Abstract Expressionist painting defined the culture of the cognoscenti in 1950s
America.
From statements made by the Abstract Expressionists it can be gleaned that an
awareness of Asian sensibility pertaining to art was a part of the zeitgeist, as de Kooning
said of existentialism, “in the air.” When questioned about his unusual approach of
painting on the floor, Pollock remarked “I don’t think there’s anything very different
about it. I paint on the floor and this isn’t unusual - the Orientals did that” (qtd. in
Friedman 176). Axel Horn, a classmate of Pollock at the Art Students League recalled
that “The ‘hollow and the bump’ [of Benton’s style] had a symbolic significance like ‘yin
and yang.’ It expressed for us the polarity from negative, recessive softness to positive,
solid, projecting forcefulness” (qtd. in Friedman 25). Ad Reinhardt praised the
“complete, self-contained and serene” nature of Chinese painting, and also praised the
manner in which Chinese painters withdrew from the world of politics and religion to
become the sage-scholar-hermit-gentlemen. He believed American painters should also
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withdraw from the world, suggesting that art education be conducted in a modern-day
version of the cloister (Cox 117).
Contemporary artists whose work has inherited the gestural abstraction of the
New York School continue to explore the principles of Eastern art. In the Cold Mountain
series of Brice Marden this influence is direct. In the nineties Marden discovered the
aesthetic gesture of Chinese calligraphy, and found in it a way to compound the
“spiritual” aspect of his work, a word he says the Abstract Expressionists were
embarrassed to use (Steir 31). Calligraphic line serves as a structure, or skeleton, for his
compositions, which seem to explore the ideas of the Dao and Zen through layers of line
that wends their way around the canvas. The black and white “Waterfall Paintings” of Pat
Steir reflect her lifelong interest in Asian art and philosophy, as well as the Abstract
Expressionism of her student days in the 1950s. Relying on the power of the gesture,
Steir loads an industrial bush with white paint and allows it to descend the enormous
standing black canvas spontaneously, without intervention. The paintings retain the
manner of the New York School but have the aspect of Chinese landscape painting
(Mayo 1).
Li Huayi, a contemporary Chinese artist who immigrated to San Francisco in
1979, has chosen to paint in a style inspired by the monumental landscape painters of the
Song Dynasty, of the artistic giants Li Cheng and Kuo Xi, but conversely, initiates his
painting process with Abstract Expressionist techniques. Born in 1948 in Shanghai, he
worked for the Chinese government during the Cultural Revolution, producing prop art
similar to the kind the Communist party would have liked the artists of the New York
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School to partake in during the 1930s. It is a style they rejected, and like them Li
continued to develop in his own vein independent of his role as a “worker artist.”
Fascinated by American postwar art, Li studied the artists, concepts, personalities
and methods of the Abstract Expressionists, finding great similarity in their brushstroke
techniques to Chinese painting. Li has remarked that the subtlety and power of the
Abstract Expressionist brushstroke has much of the same qualities of the Chinese, for
example the “flying white” of Franz Kline, and the Southern School diffusion of edges
that appear in Rothko (see fig. 14). His painting method begins with an abstract
expressionist gesture, in which he pours the ink on the large sheet of paper, dipping and
pulling it until he arrives at a background structure suitable for his landscape idea. Over
the “abstract expressionist” under-painting Li creates highly detailed, labor-intensive and
stunning landscapes, in which he uses his own repertoire of Northern Song brushstrokes.
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Fig.14. Mark Rothko, Number 26, Collection of Betty Parsons, New York.

CHAPTER XII
CONCLUSION
In our own time, the internationalism that governs the avant-garde art scene has
given rise to a cacophony of voices each seeking to define its own separateness, be it of
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nationality, cultural origins, or personal proclivities. Dispensing with traditional art
materials, the pluralism that defines the avant-garde expresses as much a world of ideas
as an aesthetic formalist dialogue, if not more so. Art forms are conceived as sociopolitico commentary. The subject of the self is presented frequently in the context of
culture and politics. Artists appropriate content from a multitude of disparate sources,
ranging from across the globe as well as the scope of history. Aesthetic theory is based on
deconstruction, on irony and incertitude. Formal aesthetic standards are often beside the
point. Although artists seek to identify a particular strain of their own individuality under
the aegis of the avant-garde, somewhere along the way the original self has been lost.
One sees in those first early literati paintings of the Northern Song, particularly
of Su Shi and Mi-Fu, an expression of self that is immediate and unpremeditated. The
result of a conscious abandonment of learned theory and accomplished technique, the
literati painters chose instead to represent the self through the simple subject and the
unadorned brushstroke. Each style embodied the values and character of its creator and
the uniqueness of a personal style; reflecting each man’s distinctive personality became a
highly prized achievement. Through art the self was affirmed, as well as the ascendancy
of their immediate social group. The literati painters were pursuing a great tradition, of
connecting with the Dao through artistic expression, but they valued the self enough to
consider its manifestation a priority.
The same is true of the New York School. Pollock explained in an interview,
“The modern artist, it seems to me is working and expressing an inner world – in other
words, expressing the energy, the motion and other inner forces…the modern artist is
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working with space and time, and expressing his feelings rather than illustrating…” (qtd.
in Friedman 176). The statement points to its divergence from Kandinsky and German
Expressionism. The first generation of Abstract Expressionists sought, through the
intimate, personal brushstroke, to approach the “background feeling of things,” the
metaphysical content, the unnamable god. The painters were involved with, indeed
dedicated to, the great tradition of oil painting on canvas, concerned with formal
aesthetics. Adamant about their individualism, they still sought an identity in the
company of a coterie of like-minded individuals, eventually becoming an exclusive
group. Like the Northern Song painters, their “style” was a collective reaction to
historical and cultural events. As discussed, cultural developments of location and
communication would give the group of disparate members the confidence to assert their
individuality.
Ostensibly the Northern Song literati painters and the artists of the New York
School were nothing alike, yet they had everything that would inform their artistic
persona in common. Their primary difference was one of approach, which may be
“merely” a matter of east and west. The Northern Song literati created paintings as if to
relieve themselves of their heavy, intellectual burdens, often in an attitude of play. They
frequently painted communally, amicably, inscribing poems on each other’s paintings.
They used alcohol to release the Dao, or as an act of merriment while making art. The
Abstract Expressionist, as the artist of the west, worked in isolation. He is perceived as a
romantic, tortured soul, and his painting the result of the modern state of angst.
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Yet art was perceived as a personal journey, one that satisfied the individual even
if it would not find approval in the wider public sphere. It served to distinguish and
define the self, the artist, outside the parameters of social and political and aesthetic
demands. The quelling of professional technique in favor of the unleashed brushstroke
began the impetus to create this art of the interior, this hsieh-i, of painting with meaning.
It was not a cohesive style but a sincere and authentic idea, and at its inception at least, a
pure painting, with allegiance only to the self. The universal self arose through metaphor,
from the creative landscape of the individual mind. Ultimately the Northern Song literati
painters and the American Abstract Expressionists made the connection between nature,
the self and the brushstroke. Perhaps they had only rediscovered it, from a far distant,
unrecorded past. In the current and mutual cultural borrowing from east and west, it is
conceivably being rediscovered again.
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